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Abstract
This thesis demonstrates the influence of guideway design on overall high speed
maglev system performance characteristics and suggests methods for improved, high
performance maglev guideway design. The research focuses on three areas:
* advanced material design and application of a hybrid fiber reinforced plastic,
FRP, non-magnetic concrete reinforcing rod
· hollow-box, narrow beam reinforced concrete guideway design and analysis,
using both steel and hybrid FRP reinforcement
· dynamic beam analysis showing the interactions between beam length and
frequency, and vehicle velocity and loading pad configuration
Structural requirements for a maglev guideway beam, including criteria for
geometry, loads, deflections, durability, toughness, fatigue, and magnetic inertness, are
defined and developed. Proposed construction methods are analyzed to determine the
impact that the choice of method has on both the cost and structural design of the
guideway. A conceptual design follows in which candidate cross-sectional shapes and
materials are compared.
An investigation is made of the potential application of advanced plastic materials
in the maglev guideway design. Specifically, a hybrid FRP rod is conceptualized,
manufactured, and tested for potential application as concrete reinforcement in areas
where non-magnetic reinforcement is required. A description is given of the hybrid FRP
rod concept along with design procedures and beam test results. Sensitivity analyses
performed using the narrow beam design procedure indicate expected beam lengths,
widths, heights, weights, frequencies, and costs for a number of vehicle load and
deflection criteria scenarios. These sensitivity analyses indicate the importance of vehicle
design on overall guideway performance.
Dynamic beam analysis is performed using both a finite element discretization
and a closed form mathematical solution for simple beam spans having no assumed
damping and, with uniform cross-section and stiffness properties. This closed form beam
behavior solution is solved for convergent velocity cases, i.e. velocities that produce no
beam residual vibrations. Sensitivity analyses performed on a variety of vehicle loading
configurations demonstrate the importance of vehicle loading configuration to overall
guideway performance. Dynamic analyses are confined to modeling the force of the
traveling vehicle. Also, linear elastic beam behavior is assumed.
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Nomenclature
As : gross area of cross section
A,,,.h : area of compressive horizontal reinforcement
A,,,. : area of compressive vertical reinforcement
A.hmax : maximum reinforcement allowable for web sections
A .hnf : minimum reinforcement allowable for web sections
Ar.vmax : maximum reinforcement allowable for flange sections
A,,,, : minimum reinforcement allowable for flange sections
Af.h : actual area of tensile horizontal reinforcement
Ah,, : nominal area of tensile horizontal reinforcement
A,,, : area of tensile vertical reinforcement
A, : area of transverse torsional reinforcement required
A,., : area of longitudinal torsional reinforcement required
A,]., : minimum area of longitudinal torsion reinforcement required according to
ACI
A.t, : total area of transverse reinforcement required (= A, + 0.5 A. )
A,~ : minimum total area of transverse reinforcement required according to ACI
A, : area of transverse shear reinforcement required (one leg of stirrup)
ah : distance from support to section where horizontal shear forces are calculated
as : shear aspect ratio of test beam
a, : distance from support to section where vertical shear forces are calculated
ay : attenuation rate (magnetic)
IAI, BI, CI
: notation used to calculate beam deflection at T = 0 (dynamic)
: notation used to calculate beam velocity at T - 0 (dynamic)
b : beam width
15
bjp : width of non-magnetic zone for one side of beam ( bp < 0. 5b)
C : total beam material cost (per meter) without FRP
Cc : concrete material cost (per meter)
Cc/b concrete material cost (per beam)
C, : prestressing reinforcement material cost (per meter)
Cps/b prestressing reinforcement material cost (per beam)
CAp : additional beam material cost (per meter) due to use of FRP
C,pb : additional beam material cost (per beam) due to use of FRP
C, : mild reinforcement material cost (per meter) without FRP
Crib : mild reinforcement material cost (per beam) without FRP
C1, oa : total material cost per meter for guideway beam element
Db, diameter of longitudinal reinforcing bar
DGFRP diameter of GFRP in pultruded hybrid FRP rod
DAF : positive dynamic amplification factor (downward deflection) (dynamic)
d, : "effective" depth (top of beam to neutral axis of lower tensile reinforcement)
dh : "effective" horizontal width
dp.1 : distance from horizontal extreme compression fiber to 0.8ob at section ah
dp.v : distance from vertical extreme compression fiber to vertical centroid of
prestressing tendons at section a,
E : beam modulus (dynamic)
E, : concrete modulus
E*,0p : modulus of the hybrid FRP reinforcement
Es : modulus of the pultruded high strength FRP (e.g. GFRP)
Eh.fa, : modulus of the high modulus fibers (e.g. carbon)
Es.fib : modulus of the high strength fibers (e.g. glass)
Em : modulus of resin matrix in pultruded hybrid FRP rod
Er : concrete tensile reinforcement modulus
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e : midspan eccentricity of parabolic tendon profile
ea : eccentricity of prestress at section av
e, : eccentricity between the centers of gravity of the vehicle and the guideway
emax : maximum amount of eccentricity available for prestressing for the given
section
F1 : force in rod just before carbon fiber rupture
Fa,· :fraction of beam depth, h, where Fa-h equals a,
Fah : fraction of beam width, b, where F. b equals ah
FD : dead load uncertainty multiplying factor
Fh : horizontal load uncertainty multiplying factor
FffP : ratio of hybrid FRP cost to steel on a stiffness basis
FO : long term strength loss fraction due to relaxation of prestressing tendons
F,.,.h : ratio of compressive horizontal reinforcement, Arc.h, to required horizontal
tensile reinforcement, Art.h
F,,v : ratio of compressive vertical reinforcement, Arc,,, to required vertical tensile
reinforcement, Art.v
FP : force in rod just after carbon fiber rupture
Fra : fraction of reinforcement allowed with respect to area of section
F, : factor used to calculate minimum amounts of stirrup and torsion
reinforcement required
Fu : ultimate load carrying capacity of rod
F, : vertical load uncertainty multiplying factor
FY : net magnetic force in y direction (magnetic)
Far : axial force due to thermal stress
fi : fundamental beam frequency (dynamic)
f.c : maximum compression allowable for concrete section
: maximum tension allowable for concrete section
fh,.fib : tensile strength of the high modulus fibers
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f,.f ~ ,, : tensile strength of the high strength fibers
fi : beam frequency of vibration mode number n (dynamic)
H : magnetic field (magnetic)
h beam depth
hp : depth of non-magnetic zone for one side of beam ( h,, < h)
I : vertical beam moment of inertia (dynamic)
1I. : horizontal moment of inertia for the box section
Ig.v : vertical moment of inertia for the box section
ktA : horizontal deflection constraint
k,,v : vertical deflection constraint
L : beam length
L : convergent beam length (dynamic)
Ls : actual gap length between successive loading pads (dynamic)
Lp : actual vehicle loading pad length (dynamic)
Lp' : "convergent" vehicle loading pad length (dynamic)
L : actual vehicle length
L,* : "convergent" fully distributed vehicle length (dynamic)
Mc,.1. : net horizontal cracking moment at section ah
M1rv.1 : net vertical cracking moment at section av
MD : unfactored moment due to dead load
M,,,. : maximum vertical moment due to factored loads at section ah
Mm,,V : maximum vertical moment due to factored loads at section av
M.,h : required horizontal bending moment
M.Y : required vertical bending moment
m : distributed beam mass (dynamic)
NDAF : negative dynamic amplification factor (upward deflection) (dynamic)
n : ratio of reinforcement modulus to concrete modulus
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n : vibration mode number (dynamic)
P : amount of prestressing force required to satisfy deflection and tension
constraints
P : traveling concentrated force (dynamic)
Pd :conductor power dissipated (magnetic)
Pem : minimum amount of prestressing force required to control deflection
considering maximum possible eccentricity of section
Ph : concentrated horizontal midspan load
Phma : maximum amount of prestressing force allowed to limit compressive stress
in concrete section under horizontal bending
Pmm' : minimum amount of prestressing force required to limit tensile stress in
concrete section under horizontal bending
PI, : concentrated vertical midspan load
PI..x : maximum amount of prestressing force allowed to limit compressive stress
in concrete section under vertical bending
Pvi., : minimum amount of prestressing force required to limit tensile stress in
concrete section under vertical bending
R : conductor radius (magnetic)
RDAF : residual dynamic amplification factor (free vibration) (dynamic)
SP : actual vehicle pad spacing (dynamic)
SP* : convergent vehicle pad spacing (dynamic)
s : stirrup spacing
T : time during residual vibration response (dynamic)
T * : time period between convergent loads (dynamic)
T. : nominal (required) torsion to be resisted by beam
Tnma : maximum allowable torsion capacity of the beam
T. : factored torsion
t : box beam thickness
19
t : time forced and residual beam vibration response (dynamic)
tCFRp : thickness of CFRP overwrap in pultruded hybrid FRP rod
UC : concrete unit cost
usfp : hybrid FRP reinforcement unit cost
u,,,fib : high modulus fibers unit cost
u.fib, : high strength fibers unit cost
Ua : resin matrix unit cost
U, : unit cost of concrete tensile reinforcement (e.g. steel)
u(x,t), i(x,t), ii(x,t)
: beam transverse displacement, velocity, and acceleration response due to a
point load at time t (dynamic)
u(x,T), ti(x,T), ii(x,T)
: beam transverse displacement, velocity, and acceleration response due to a
point load at time T (dynamic)
Vc/b : volume of concrete required per beam
Vci.h : total nominal horizontal flexure shear cracking strength at section ah
VCiah : minimum nominal horizontal flexure-shear strength at ah
Vi. · : total nominal vertical flexure-shear cracking strength at section a,
Vci,
~
: minimum nominal vertical flexure-shear strength at a,
Va.h : horizontal web shear at section ah
V~., : vertical web shear at section a,
VD : dead load shear at av
Vb : total volume of mild reinforcement required to be FRP
V1is : volume fraction of high strength FRP (e.g. GFRP) in hybrid rod
Vha,,fib : volume fraction of high modulus fibers (e.g. carbon fibers) in high modulus
FRP (e.g. CFRP)
Vhs.fl. : volume fraction of high strength fibers (e.g. glass fibers) in high strength
FRP (e.g. GFRP)
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Vi.h : vertical shear due to factored load at section ah
Vi.1 · vertical shear due to factored load at section av
Vn.h : required horizontal shear strength
Vn.v : required vertical shear strength
Vp : vertical component of prestress
Vrlb : total volume of mild reinforcement required per beam
Vrchf,rpb : compression web reinforcement volume required, non-magnetic
Vrc vfrp/b compression flange reinforcement volume required, non-magnetic
Vrth frpb : tension web reinforcement volume required, non-magnetic
VrT,.v.,pb : tension flange reinforcement volume required, non-magnetic
Vr,.,b : volume of longitudinal reinforcement (i.e. bars) required per beam
Vr.,/b : volume of transverse reinforcement (i.e. stirrups) required per beam
Vlt.fpb : torsion reinforcement volume required, non-magnetic
Vt.t.pp/b : stirrup reinforcement volume required, non-magnetic
V, : factored shear
v : vehicle velocity
v : convergent vehicle velocity (dynamic)
VL, VLP, VL,, VSP
: convergent vehicle velocities due to: beam length, pad length, fully
distributed vehicle length, pad spacing (dynamic)
WD : dead load
wh : distributed horizontal load
wm : distributed magnetic motor winding load
Wt.max : maximum tension allowable in section
WV : distributed vertical load
X, : horizontal distance between edges of stirrup confinement cage
x : distance along beam from origin of traveling force (dynamic)
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Y1 : vertical distance between edges of stirrup confinement cage
Yc.h : horizontal distance from side of section to mass center
Yc.v : vertical distance from top of section to mass center
AYth : horizontal distance from bending neutral axis to the extreme tension fiber in
the cross section
y,.y : vertical distance from the bending neutral axis to the extreme tension fiber in
the cross section
a : ratio of F1 to Fp of hybrid FRP rod
amax : maximum value of a for hybrid FRP rod to ensure ductility
ar : fraction of yield strain permissible during service load
at : torsional strength coefficient
aAT : coefficient of temperature expansion
3 : notation for (v/L) (dynamic)
,1 : strength reduction factor for concrete based on the working stress block
design
y : ratio of F, to F of hybrid FRP rod
y : notation for (-2P/mL) (dynamic)
~Y, , X, : minimum value of y for hybrid FRP rod to ensure reserve strength capacity
Ymprp.ps2 : prestress factors
A : notation for (x/L) (dynamic)
AT : temperature change
AT : unrestrained axial elongation or contraction due to AT
Adyn.p : maximum positive (i.e. upward) dynamic beam deflection (dynamic)
Adyn..g : maximum negative (i.e. upward) dynamic beam deflection (dynamic)
: maximum beam deflection during residual vibration (dynamic)
Ah.m : maximum horizontal beam deflection allowable
AS. P : maximum static beam deflection under a fully distributed load (dynamic)
Av.ax : maximum vertical beam deflection allowable
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3 : skin depth (magnetic)
E* : ultimate strain of concrete in compression
: ultimate strain of the high modulus fibers and yield strain of hybrid FRP rod
e : ultimate strain of the high strength fibers and the hybrid FRP rod
: concrete tensile reinforcement (e.g. steel) strain during service load
er' : mild (e.g. steel) reinforcement strain before yield
X , : wavelength integer multiplier (dynamic)
A : conductor permeability (magnetic)
: conductor free space permeability (magnetic)
/A.~ : notation for (np)2 - Wo2 (dynamic)
p : conductor resistivity (magnetic)
Pc : concrete density
Phftp : density of the hybrid FRP reinforcement
p,.fib, : density of the high modulus fibers
pI..f : density of the high strength fibers
Pm : density of the resin matrix
P, : density of concrete tensile reinforcement (e.g. steel)
0p : material uncertainty reduction factor due to bending
O' : material uncertainty reduction factor due to shear and torsion
0. : vibration shape for mode number n
Co, : angular beam frequencies for vibration mode n
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Maglev background
Maglev technology refers to the magnetic levitation and propulsion of vehicles
whereby, during operation, no physical contact occurs between the vehicle and guideway.
Maglev vehicles are levitated on magnetic fields either by an "electromagnetic
suspension", EMS, or an "electrodynamic suspension", EDS, method. An EMS, or
attractive, system uses conventional electromagnets attached to the lower portion of the
vehicle and, due to the need for the vehicle to "wrap around" the guideway,_jeuires
extremely small air gaps between the vehicle and guideway [Phelan 90]. In contrast, an
EDS, or repulsive, maglev system operates when vehicle magnetic coils align with
oppositely charged guideway magnets. The resulting repulsive magnetic forces levitate
vehicles up to 20 cm (8 inches) from the guideway [Johnson, et.al. 89]. Due to their
higher potential air gaps and their more efficient power consumption, EDS systems are
felt to be more favorable for low cost guideway design.
German Transrapid EMS technology is the high speed maglev system that is
nearing commercial implementation. Current plans for the Transrapid in the U.S. include
a 21.7 km (13.5 mile) connection from the Orlando Airport to a vicinity near the Walt
Disney World Resort in Florida. The Transrapid is limited to an air gap of 8-10 mm (0.3-
0.4 inch), and therefore, successful operation of the system hinges on precise guideway
alignment. The only EDS system near commercial operation is the Japanese MLU
system. Though technically proven, the MLU concept may not be commercially feasible
until advances are made in magnetic shielding technology. The unshielded MLU-002
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passenger compartment currently experiences a magnetic flux density of 220 gaussl
[Hayes 87]. Strong EDS magnet fields will limit the use of reinforcing steel in guideway
structural members and are therefore likely to necessitate "magnetically inert" design and
construction procedures.
Scientific feasibility studies were performed for maglev technology in the United
States at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology beginning in the mid 1960's.
However, primarily because the U.S. highway interstate system and the commercial
airline network were predicted to supply sufficient capacity for all foreseeable national
travel needs, federal funding for maglev research in the U.S. was abruptly canceled in
1975 [Johnson, et.al. 89]. Maglev research has continued abroad. Since 1975, West
Germany and Japan have continued research, although along different paths, and each has
produced prototypes at various stages of potential commercialization. Other countries
actively pursuing maglev research include Canada, Romania, and Russia [Johnson and
Giese 88].
U.S. interest in maglev research has increased dramatically in the past few years
and is expected to continue with the passing of the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991. This act allocates up to $750 million for maglev research over the
next six years.
1.2 Motivation for research
Successful implementation of maglev technology in the U.S. depends greatly on
the design of a high performance guideway system. High performance refers to a system
1 A "gauss" is a standard unit of measure for magnetic flux density. It is equal to one line of magnetic flux
per square centimeter. [1I tesla = I newtonl/(ampere.meter) = 10,000 gauss.] Though the full extent of high
magnetic field exposure on humans is not known, approximately 100 gauss is felt to be the human safety
limit for extended periods of time. Current design criteria for passenger field exposure is approximately 0.5
gauss dc field and near 0.0 gauss ac field.
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having a high operational characteristics to cost ratio. Thus, a high performance maglev
guideway design involves not only low construction and maintenance costs, but also high
performance-related attributes, such as low magnetic field interference and minimal beam
residual vibrations.
Guideway construction costs are estimated to represent from 50% to 70% of all
capital costs for a high speed maglev system [Phelan and Sussman 91]. Consequently,
low cost guideway design is a top initial priority for a national maglev system. In
addition, 1) magnetic interference between the guideway structure and the magnetic coils
and 2) beam dynamic behavior effects, are important performance-related guideway
design issues. The magnetic interactions between the guideway beam and the motor
windings lead to significant power losses and produce stray magnetic fields-resulting in
vehicle control difficulties. Significant guideway beam residual oscillations adversely
affect vehicle ride quality, vehicle speed, vehicle headway scheduling, beam lifespan, and
the amount of non-magnetic structural material required in the guideway.
Many maglev concepts today appear to have considered guideway design only
after vehicle design was well developed, leading to expensive and potentially poorly
performing guideway systems-with little possibility for either cost reduction or
performance improvement by the structural engineer. The focus of this thesis is on the
investigation of a high performance maglev guideway design, specifically a high
performance narrow beam guideway system. A narrow beam is selected with the
objective of reducing overall construction and maintenance cost of the guideway system
and simplifying the task for guideway maintenance and alignment. Thus, structural
optimization is desired. A narrow box beam guideway design is applicable to both EDS
and EMS systems, though an EDS system is assumed in this study.
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In addition to structural optimization, the civil engineering and construction
industries are challenged by maglev's requirement of reliable and economical non-
magnetic concrete reinforcement. Based on the conviction that EDS systems will prove to
be more economical than EMS maglev suspension systems, it is expected that non-
magnetic concrete reinforcement will be required for maglev guideways. Because steel
girders cannot be used with EDS systems and because the use of mild steel reinforcement
in concrete near high magnetic fields will be either limited or prohibited, a non-magnetic
substitute for steel reinforcement is required. Currently, pultruded (i.e. extruded under
tension), glass fiber reinforced plastic, FRP, is used in certain concrete applications.
However, long term deterioration of glass fibers when exposed to the alkaline
environment of the concrete is likely. Though carbon FRP is inert to concrete, currently it
is not economical. A low cost glass and carbon hybrid FRP concrete reinforcing rod that
is both inert to the concrete alkaline environment and non-magnetic, is proposed in this
thesis. In addition, a design procedure for a rectangular, hollow-box, narrow guideway
beam is presented.
Finally, guideway beam residual vibrations depend on the beam fundamental
frequency, beam length, vehicle length, vehicle pad length, vehicle pad spacing, and
vehicle speed. Designing for minimal beam residual vibration is key to long guideway
lifespan, short vehicle headways, adequate passenger ride quality, and minimal non-
magnetic reinforcement requirements. Currently, maglev vehicle and magnetic winding
concepts are being designed by other maglex researchers-generally without regard to
beam dynamic behavior. Because the dynamic behavior of the guideway beam will
significantly effect the cost of the beam, the determination of satisfactory vehicle pad
distributions for given beam spans is critical to high performance guideway beam design,
and is therefore, an immediate research concern.
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1.3 Research objectives
The ultimate objective of this research is to investigate the potential for the design
of a high performance maglev guideway system. Three specific objectives of this thesis
are to determine:
· if an economical and reliable non-magnetic concrete reinforcement
can be produced that is acceptable to the civil and construction
industry
· whether a narrow beam guideway concept can support expected
operational loads, and if so, at what cost
· the dynamic response of the guideway beam under a variety of
vehicle loading configurations and velocities
1.4 Thesis organization
The research is divided into three main areas;
· hybrid FRP rod conceptualization, manufacture, and testing
· narrow beam guideway design
· dynamic beam behavior analysis
Chapter 2 presents the overall maglev guideway design approach including the
assumptions used. Design requirements are listed and conventional construction methods
are explained. Also included is a discussion of conceptual guideway designs and material
selections. Chapter 3 focuses on the design, manufacture, and testing of non-magnetic
hybrid FRP concrete reinforcing rods. The theory behind the hybrid FRP rod concept is
presented along with test results of concrete beams reinforced with hybrid FRP rods.
Material cost factors are given and formulas for determining hybrid FRP costs, with
respect to steel, are computed. A theoretical method used to determine magnetic
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interference potential is included in Appendix A. Load-deflection plots for all seven
concrete beams tested are shown in Appendix B.
Chapter 4 presents formulas derived for the design of a reinforced concrete,
hollow-box section using both steel and hybrid FRP reinforcement. Explanations are
given for equations and a step-by-step example is performed. A spreadsheet analysis
program called "BoxCost" incorporates the narrow beam equations used to perform
sensitivity analyses on the narrow beam design. Sensitivity analyses are performed to
determine expected narrow beam: length, width, height, weight, frequency, and cost. The
chapter concludes with a cost comparison of the narrow beam design with other maglev
system cost projections-in particular, Transrapid cost estimates. The program, BoxCost,
showing calculations used for the example in Chapter 4, is presented in Appendix C.
Chapter 5 focuses on the analysis of the guideway beam dynamic behavior. The
analysis is performed using both a finite element method and a closed form mathematical
solution for a simply-supported beam having no damping and, with uniform cross-section
and stiffness. A spreadsheet analysis program called "mode3", utilizing the first three
modes of the closed form beam vibration solution has been developed to analyze
guideway beam behavior under a variety of vehicle velocities and loading configurations.
The program, mode3, is shown in Appendix D along with test case examples. Close
agreement between the finite element solution and the closed form solution is
demonstrated.
Both the concept of convergent velocities, whereby no beam residual vibrations
are present after a vehicle passes, and the mathematical derivations for these velocities,
are presented in Chapter 5,. Examples are given which show the effects beam length and
frequency as well as vehicle velocity, length, pad length, and pad spacing have on beam
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residual vibrations. Vehicle configurations for certain beam spans are suggested. In
addition, the concept of "motion based design" is discussed.
The thesis concludes in Chapter 6 with a summary and conclusions of the
research. Major research contributions and suggested areas for future research also are
listed in Chapter 6.
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2.0 Narrow Beam Design
This chapter introduces and discusses the concept and the rationale of the narrow
beam maglev guideway system. Maglev structural design requirements are discussed and
identified. Conventional construction methods are presented along with construction cost
comparisons. The narrow beam concept is proposed in order to significantly reduce
guideway construction and maintenance costs which are subject to constraints imposed
by structural design, material selection, and construction method concerns. The potential
for automated guideway construction and maintenance is also discussed. The chapter
concludes with a summary of design constraints assumed for the analyses of the narrow
beam of this thesis.
2.1 Structural design requirements
2.1.1 Overview
A maglev structural system design must satisfy a range of functional
requirements-not only traditional primary requirements, such as structural strength and
stiffness, but also secondary requirements such as dynamic response, fatigue, durability,
maintainability, and magnetic interference of the structure. For high speed maglev
structural systems, these secondary design issues may become dominant constraints.
This section outlines various structural design requirements so that reasonable
design criteria can be determined. Structural design requirements include: 1) geometry of
the structure, 2) structural loads, 3) load effects, 4) durability, and 5) magnetic inertness
of structural system components. Geometric structural design constraints include limits
on span length, beam width, beam depth, beam wall thickness, and guideway elevation.
Structural loads include beam dead weight, vehicle loads, wind loads, snow loads, and
seismic loads. Load effect constraints-including deflection control, vibration limitations,
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and thermal expansion and contraction criteria-influence not only material selection and
cross-sectional shape, but also the initial conception and design of specific structural
systems. Durability requirements are concerned primarily with corrosion, toughness, and
fatigue resistance of the guideway structure. The magnetic inertness requirement for
selected portions of the guideway effects both material selection and conceptual
guideway shape determination. These specific maglev structural requirements are
discussed in detail in the following subsections.
2.1.2 Geometry
Span length
In general, an optimal span length exists for elevated structures. Shorter spans
reduce beam cost, but increase overall column, footing, and earthwork costs as more
columns and footings are required for a given corridor distance. Beam costs vary
approximately with the square of the span length, whereas column and foundation costs
(for a given guideway elevation) are essentially proportional to the number of columns
required (i.e. to the inverse of beam length). The number of columns required is
determined by the length of the span. Because a typical maglev corridor traverses several
hundred kilometers, it is more economical to use standard span lengths for the entire
guideway system than to design site-specific structural elements of varying lengths.
Significant cost savings for beam elements using off-site fabrication and automation are
also possible. Thus, standardization of the beam element is desirable. Substantial cost
savings resulting from automation is more difficult for column and footing designs as the
design and construction of these elements are generally site-specific.
For high speed maglev design, intermediate spans (20-30m) are likely to be
required. 1 For elevated sections (i.e. guideway elevations greater than 6 m), a 1985
1 Span length also influences the choice of continuity of the structural system (e.g. continuous vs. simply
supported). This is discussed in section 2.4.
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Canadian Institute of Guided Ground Transportation, CIGGT, study considers a beam
length of approximately 25 m as the standard span [CIGGT 89]. The Transrapid test track
at Emsland, Germany has used a variety of spans concentrating primarily on 25 m spans
as standard-though some spans range as high as 37 m [Hilliges and Schambeck 89].
Though a 25 m span appears desirable, it may not always be feasible. Other
factors such as heavy vehicle and/or payload weight as well as the weight of the beam
itself can limit the practical span length due to excessive deflections and cost. Such
constraints appear to have limited the standard span length selected for the new Japanese
Yamanashi maglev test track. This track, scheduled to be completed in the late 1990s, has
standard span lengths of 12.6 m [Wakui, et.al. 91]. The choice of such a short span length
is likely the result of the high dead load of the U-shaped channel guideway.
In general, shorter, variable span lengths are less aesthetically pleasing than
longer, uniform span lengths. For the present analysis, 25 m is used as the standard span
length. A sensitivity analysis is performed for spans ranging from 12.5 m to 35.0 m in
Chapter 4 so as to determine a span length which best meets all the objectives.
Beam width
Beam width limits are determined primarily by the dimensions of the vehicle and
the relationship between the guideway and the vehicle. For example, because the
Japanese MLU-002 vehicle has a width of 3.0 m [Takeda 89] and must ride inside a U-
shaped guideway, the guideway is 4.0 m in width.2 In general, other maglev conceptual
systems designed to ride within guideway walls (i.e. open channel guideway systems),
will have beam widths of four to five meters. The German Transrapid T-shaped guideway
system, though wrapping around the guideway, also has relatively large width
2 The 4.0 m width is estimated from a scale drawing and is dependent on a) the vehicle width of 3.0 m, b)
the airgap, c) the magnet width and d) the width of vertical beam cantilever (i.e. the wall width).
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requirements as practically the entire width of the vehicle rests on the upper surface of the
beam element. The MLU channel guideway has a calculated minimum mass of at least
5.0 tonnes/meter3 while Transrapid's is reported to be 3.6 tonnes/meter for a 25m span.
Thus, the mass of the 3.0 m wide Transrapid guideway beam should be significantly less
than the MLU channel guideway. The other Japanese maglev guideway system, the
HSST, consists of twin metal rails projected out from and attached to a concrete hollow-
box beam. The width of the inner concrete beam is approximately 1.4 m without the
metal rail extensions. The total width of the HSST guideway beam including the metal
rail extension is 2.5 m [Hayashi and Ohishi 89].
Though current guideway designs for the high speed maglev systems nearing
operational status (e.g. Transrapid, HSST, and MLU) have beam width requirements
equal to or in excess of 2.5 m, it is felt that a minimum cost guideway, using a more
narrow beam element, is achievable. A maglev system operating on a narrow, hollow-box
beam guideway has been discussed as a method for significantly reducing overall
guideway costs [Thornton 90]. Sensitivity analyses in Chapter 4 examine a range of beam
widths (e.g. 1.0 m to 2.0 m) for a variety of loading patterns. Currently, it is felt that a
guideway system having a beam width of 1.2 m to 1.6 m is feasible and, unless otherwise
determined impractical, a maximum beam width criterion of 1.6 m should be considered
for a narrow beam design.4
Beam depth
The guideway structure is assumed to be elevated to ensure grade separation with
other structures and obstacles within its right of way (e.g. rivers, highways, railways,
etc.). Therefore, beam depth standardization is not as significant as beam width and span
3 Estimated from a scale drawing of a single sidewall [Wakui, eLal. 91]. Each sidewall is estimated to have
an approximate mass of 1.0 tonne/m. Though the mass of the base will fluctuate with span length, a
minimum 3.0 tonne/m base mass is estimated by this author.
4 See Chapter 4.
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length standardizations. In general, for heavier vehicles, the depth of the beam is
increased. Due to stability concerns, however, possible depth increases for a given beam
width and wall thickness are limited to an appropriate beam depth-to-thickness ratio.
Also, as with any elevated structure subjected to significant wind forces, the depth is
constrained as much as is practically possible in order to reduce wind exposure and to
increase the torsional stability of the element. With the expectation of relatively large
torsional moments and stringent wind resistant behavior requirements, it is assumed that
the beam depth should not exceed approximately 1.5 times its width (e.g. an approximate
2.1 m maximum beam depth for a given 1.4 m beam width), so as to adequately resist
torsion and bending. Maximizing beam depth tends to minimize the amount of mild steel
required for a given stiffness criteria-and thus minimizes beam material cost.5
Therefore, from a cost standpoint and subject to beam weight and stability constraints,
maximizing beam depth is generally advantageous.
Beam wall thickness
A thin-walled box section is advantageous as both beam dead weight and overall
material costs are reduced. In addition, thin-walled sections reduce adverse thermal
effects.6 Daily temperature differentials between interior and exterior beam surfaces due
to prolonged solar radiation produce transverse flexural moments in the walls and top and
bottom beam surfaces of the box section. These transverse flexural moments cause tensile
stresses along the exterior of the cross-section [PTI 78]. Without adequate venting, thick
concrete sections experience significant tensile stresses and tend to warp. Thus, it is
desirable to minimize the wall thickness of the narrow beam design.
Reduction of the web section is limited however by stability, durability, and
construction concerns. Traditional practice has limited minimum box beam web
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5 See Chapter 4.
6 See subsection 2.1.4.
thicknesses to 0.20 m (8.0 in). A standard rule of thumb in the U.S. has been 1 inch
(25 mm) of web width for every foot (300 mm) of box girder height, with 0.20 m as a
minimum [Degenkolb 77]. For a 2.1 m deep section, this "one inch per foot of depth"
rule-of-thumb translates into a wall thickness of 0.175 m. Primary justifications for
conventional wall thickness limitations of 0.20 m are to:
· ensure sufficient section strength and stability in order to adequately resist
compressive, transfer shear, and torsional shear forces
· provide adequate confinement of the stirrup reinforcement so that cracking is
prevented
· provide sufficient clear cover to prevent corrosion of embedded reinforcement
(i.e. ensure durability of the section)
· guarantee sufficient space for reinforcement materials (i.e. provide physical
space necessary for stirrups, prestressing ducts, clear cover, etc.)
Though the majority of highway concrete box girder applications have wall
thicknesses greater than 0.20 m, examples of thinner sections do exist. One recent
example of a thin-walled box section is a bridge near Yverdon, Switzerland
[Yverdon 90]. The box section has a wall thickness of 0.18 m with embedded pre-
tensioning cables. Another, perhaps more relevant example, is the Seattle Monorail
constructed for the 1962 World's Fair. Straight sections of this guideway are up to 30 m
in length and approximately 1.5 m in depth. The beam wall thickness is as low as 0.11 m
(4.5 in) with embedded oval-shaped prestressing ducts [Lemcke 92].
For the narrow beam concept, the wall thickness is set to the maximum value of
1) 0.10b, where b is the beam width-in accordance with American Concrete Institute
recommendations [ACI 89], and 2) 0.15 m. This 0.15 m minimum wall thickness is
selected for the analyses in this thesis over the more common 0.20 m highway bridge
minimum for the following reasons:
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· there is more certainty of actual loading conditions with maglev than with
conventional highway construction (i.e. access to the guideway and weight of
vehicles are more strictly controlled)
* maglev vehicle loadings have less magnitude and greater distribution-
leading to better moment distribution across the span-in comparison with
highway truck, bus, and car loadings
· it is likely that higher strength concrete (e.g. 41.5 MPa) and high quality
automated casting procedures will be used--therefore reducing concrete
porosity and variability-which will allow for the use of thinner sections
· the expected use of fiber reinforced concrete will reduce the cracking potential
of the concrete7 and thus reduce the need for confinement-i.e., a single
strand stirrup in the web can be used instead of a U-shaped stirrup [FIP 84].
* local widening of the section wall around prestressing tendons (see Figure
2.5.1) allows for the use of thinner sections
Beam wall thicknesses less than 0.10 m are not considered in the analyses of this
thesis to ensure conservatism in the design. Future research regarding the minimum wall
thickness acceptable is needed however, as the economic benefits of using high strength
concrete are only realized with thin-walled sections.8
2.1.3 Loads
Dead weight
Both the weight of the beam (e.g. concrete, steel) and the weight of the structure
attached to the beam (e.g. the aluminum suspension, propulsion, and guidance system)
constitute the beam dead weight loading. This loading is considered to be uniformly
distributed. Normally, dead loads result in an initial deflection in the beam. However, for
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7 See subsection 2.2.1.
8 See Chapter 4.
improved ride quality and reduced cracking of the reinforced concrete beam, prestressing
is used to minimize dead load deflections. Prestressed tendons are arranged to cancel any
potential beam dead load deflection-to provide either zero dead load deflection or a
slight upward camber. For a typical 25 m narrow box beam span, the beam dead load,
including material weights of the concrete, steel, and aluminum windings of the beam, is
approximately 20-30 N/m (i.e. a beam mass of 2.0-3.0 tonnes/m).9 For the analysis in this
thesis, it is assumed that all dead load deflection is canceled with prestressing.
Vehicle load
Vehicle loads can range from uniformly distributed to concentrated point loads,
depending on the loading pad configuration of the vehicle. Though any vehicle loading
pad arrangement can be accommodated in a beam structural design, generally, as size and
strength requirements for the guideway are directly influenced by the distribution of the
vehicle loading, the more distributed the load, the lower the cost of the guideway.
Examples of two loading cases are helpful. The first case is a simple concentrated
(i.e. point) load applied at a beam midspan. With an equal magnitude of load as the first
case, the second loading case is uniformly distributed across the beam span. 10 For a given
span length, L, a concentrated midspan load of wL-where w is the uniformly
distributed load (e.g. 20 kN/m)-has a midspan deflection 60% greater than that resulting
from a fully distributed loading of w for a simply-supported structure (i.e. 8wL4 /384 vs.
5wL4/384, respectively). In addition, the midspan bending moment for the concentrated
midspan loading is 100% greater than for a fully distributed loading (i.e. wL2/8 vs.
9 See Chapter 4.
10 Though this example is simple elementary beam mechanics, the point seems to be lost in number of
maglev system designs as loads are concentrated. For example, the latest Japanese MLU design has
switched from an essentially fully distributed loading configuration to one having two concentrated loading
pads at either end of the vehicle.
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wL2/4, respectively). Therefore, from an economical guideway design perspective, a
more uniformly distributed vehicle loading is desirable.
The expected maglev vehicle loading is 19.61 kN/m, though the extent of vehicle
load distribution is not presently known. According to ACI code, live loads are multiplied
by a factor of 1.7 to account for uncertainties in the actual live load [ACI 89]. The
analysis performed in Chapter 4, however, incorporates a 1.4 live load uncertainty factor
in its calculations, since accurate initial maglev vehicle load prediction is required for
efficient motor design and operation. The expected 19.61 kN/m distributed maglev
vehicle loading is structurally less demanding than typical high speed rail, HSR, loading
requirements. For example, both the French TGV and the German ICE trainsets carry
approximately 200 kN per axle load [Kurz 91]. Also, dynamic effects generally are less
severe for more fully distributed vehicle loadings. l
Wind loads
Wind loads are also considered live loads, but because prediction capabilities for
wind loads are less precise than they are for maglev vehicle and beam loads, estimated
wind load values are multiplied by a 1.7 safety factor. Preliminary unfactored load
estimations are presented in Table 2.1.1 for three maglev case scenarios [Barrows 92].
The first case is for a vehicle traveling at full speed in a 27 m/s wind. The second case is
for a stationary vehicle on the guideway in a 54 m/s wind. The third case is for the
guideway with no vehicle in a 90 m/s wind. Each of these three scenarios produces a
different uniform horizontal pressure on the guideway. In addition, the moving vehicle
produces a concentrated horizontal force on the guideway near the nose of the vehicle.
The three scenarios, along with the equivalent horizontal wind loads are summarized in
Table 2.1.1.
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1 See Chapter 5.
Table 2.1.1 Euivalent unfactored distributed wind load for three scenarios
es g.: . . .ii .l
27 yes yes stringent 89.24 2.94 10.08 *
54 yes no moderate 0 14.71 14.71
90 no no relaxed 0 22.06 22.06
*for a 25 m beam span
Source: [Barrows 92]
The equivalent distributed load value produces an equal beam moment as the
distributed load and concentrated load combined and is used for comparison between the
three wind case scenarios. For the 27 m/s wind scenario, the equivalent load varies from
14.84 kN/m for a 15 m beam span to 8.04 kN/m for a 35 m beam. The 10.08 kN/m
equivalent load shown in Table 2.1.1 is for a 25 m beam span. The 90 m/s wind case,
having no vehicle on the guideway, is the worst case design scenario on a strength basis.
However, when the vehicle is either stationary, or absent from the guideway, the stringent
beam deflection criteria, necessary for acceptable maglev vehicle passenger ride quality,
can be relaxed somewhat. Thus, when considering beam deflection constraints, the
27 m/s wind scenario shown in Table 2.1.1 is the determining case. For beam spans
greater than 15 m, however, the equivalent distributed load for the 27 m/s wind speed
case is less than that for the 54 m/s wind. Therefore, to ensure a conservative first order
design, the 14.71 kN/m equivalent load for the 54 m/s wind case scenario is used along
with stiffness constraints for the moving vehicle (i.e. the 27 m/s wind speed case). The
analysis performed in Chapter 4 restricts maximum horizontal midspan beam deflection
to as low as 2.5 millimeters. 12
In addition to side sway, wind loads produce torsion in the guideway due to the
eccentricity between the beam and vehicle centers of gravity. This eccentricity is
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12 See Chapter 4.
minimized to reduce torsion in the beam. However, as the eccentricity is reduced,
aerodynamic drag and noise is increased. Currently, the eccentricity between the vehicle
and beam centers of gravity is estimated at 3.0 m. As an example, the distributed 54 m/s
wind, producing a 14.71 kN/m distributed horizontal load acting with a 3.00 m
eccentricity between the vehicle and guideway, results in torsion of 44.13 kN distributed
uniformly over the length of the guideway. These expected loadings due to wind are
shown in Figure 2.1.1.
% = 19.61 kN/m
ass of 2.00 tonnes/m)
wh = 14.:
(54 m/s u
eh = 3.0 r
Figure 2.1.1 Expected Guideway Beam Loadings
As indicated in the figure, the 54 m/s wind speed results in a horizontal distributed
force, w,, of 14.71 kN/m acting at an eccentricity, e, of 3.G m from the mass centroid of
the beam. Also shown is a fully distributed vehicle load, w, of 19.61 kN/m,
corresponding to a vehicle mass of 2.00 tonne/m. Loads shown in the Figure 2.1.1
correspond to the example presented in Chapter 4.
Additional loads
Additional potential beam loads include seismic, or earthquake, and snow loads.
Potential earthquake loads on the guideway structure vary between geographic regions.
Through the use of base isolation technologies, earthquake energy can be dissipated at the
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top of the columns thereby removing significant earthquake induced oscillations in beam
elements [Ferritto 91]. Thus, with respect to the beam element design, earthquake loads
are not likely to be substantial. For guideway sections where base isolation is not used,
designing the beam element to resist earthquake loads is necessary. It is likely to require a
continuous structure due to difficulties in designing adequate joints for simple spans
under severe lateral accelerations. This thesis neglects earthquake loads in the analyses
and suggests the use of base isolation systems.
Though snow loads have not been considered specifically in this thesis, it is likely
that substantial snow accumulations will be removed prior to vehicle operation.
Therefore, snow loads are also neglected in the analyses of this thesis as they are unlikely
to exceed vehicle design loads. Should a significant snow load be present during vehicle
operation however, it is modeled as an additional live load with a 1.7 design safety factor
imposed.
2.1.4 Load effects
Load effects typically refer to beam deflections resulting from static and dynamic
forces and moments exerted on portions of the beam. In addition, thermal expansion and
contraction tendencies of the beam can cause bowing and warping of the beam if
allowances are not made for such movements. The acceptable guideway design must be
capable of resisting all load effects within the constraints necessary for acceptable system
operation.
Staticforces and moments
Static forces induce shear, tensile, and compressive stresses in the beam.
According to elementary beam theory, downward vertical bending typically produces
tension forces in the lower portion of the beam and compression forces in the upper
portion. These forces vary along the span and usually reach a maximum at the beam
midspan. By contrast, shear stresses and torsion are typically greatest near beam supports.
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midspan. By contrast, shear stresses and torsion are typically greatest near beam supports.
For a conservative first order approximation, the largest forces and moments experienced
along any portion of the beam are considered the design criteria for the entire beam. To
resist wind loads, the member must have equal resistance to tension and compression on
either side of the beam. In addition, the member must resist shear stresses and torsion
resulting from both vertical and orizontal loads.
Dynamicforces and moments
Dynamic forces and moments are similar to static bending, shearing, and torsional
forces and moments with the addition of "negative" conditions which result from
oscillations of the element. Thus, in addition to compression during positive bending, the
upper portion of the beam experiences tension during negative bending-though this
tension is somewhat less than the tension found in the lower portion of the beam during
positive bending. Furthermore, the lower portion of the beam is subjected to compression
during negative bending conditions. Dynamic forces generally result in higher deflections
than those computed using static forces. Typically, a dynamic amplification factor, DAF,
is used to convert a static analysis to a dynamic one. The DAF is the ratio of the
maximum positive beam deflection during dynamic loading to the maximum static
deflection. In addition to the DAF, this thesis focuses on the negative dynamic
amplification factor, NDAF, and the residual dynamic amplification factor, RDAF. The
NDAF and the RDAF refer to the ratio of the maximum negative and residual dynamic
beam deflections, respectively, to the maximum static beam deflection. These three
dynamic effects (i.e. the DAF, NDAF, and RDAF) are critical to maglev guideway beam
design. In general, the NDAF equals the RDAF when the loading pad configuration of
the maglev vehicle is approximately fully distributed across the vehicle length.13
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13 See subsection 5.2.3.
Deflections
To ensure adequate ride quality, allowable beam deflections due to beam dead
weight as well as to all live loads are limited. Most commonly, deflection criteria is
presented as a ratio of the span length over a set numerical value, e.g. L/1000. ACI code
for conventional construction, e.g. buildings, uses deflection criterion as high as L/480,
with L/360 being typical [ACI 89].
Deflection criteria for maglev guideway structures are generally more stringent
than for conventional construction. When considering maglev guideway roughness, and
its effect on passenger ride quality, the maximum dynamic beam vertical and horizontal
deflections, A vm,, and A.m,,a, respectively, are perhaps more appropriate deflection
criteria measures. Sensitivity analyses performed in Chapter 4 have restrictions on A,,.,
as low as 5 millimeters (i.e. a constraint of L/5000 for a 25 m span), and restrictions on
Ah.mu as low as 2.5 millimeters (i.e. a constraint of L/10,000 for a 25 m span).14
To enhance passenger comfort, prestressing tendons are used to eliminate beam
dead load deflections. Dynamic deflections generally are larger than static deflections.
However, the DAF can be limited to less than 1.2 for all expected vehicle velocities (e.g.
up to 150 m/s) through proper load distribution.15
Dynamic deflection criteria can become secondary to beam damping for certain
vehicle load distribution patterns and vehicle speeds. Damping mechanisms and material
behavior must be such that the beam element either resumes a resting position before the
next vehicle approaches or-if small beam vibrations remain-oscillates out of phase of
approaching vehicles. The deflection criteria must consider restrictions for both short and
long-term behavior. Short-term beam deflection behavior is calculated according to
14 See Chapter 4.
15 The actual dynamic amplification factor depends on beam frequency, vehicle speed, and vehicle pad
distribution-see Chapter 5.
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elementary beam theory. Long term deflections, due to material creep, shrinkage, and/or
relaxation, are estimated as a percentage increase of short term beam deflection
calculations.
Thermal effects
Thermal load effects include stresses induced by strains resulting from
temperature fluctuations. The coefficient of thermal expansion for steel and concrete is
approximately 11 x 10-6 / ° C, while for aluminum, it is 23 x 10-6 / ° C. Thus, when
combining aluminum with either concrete or steel, proper expansion joints must be
designed to prevent thermal buckling and fatigue. When beam endpoints are constrained,
changes in temperature induce thermal stresses. According to the American Association
of State Highway and Transportation Officials, AASHTO, highway bridge spans must be
designed to expand and contract from -340 C to +490 C [AASHTO 89].16 For a 25 m
beam, this requirement results in an allowable beam travel of approximately 2.3 cm (i.e.
approximately 1 inch) as shown in the following AASHTO equation.
AT = aTLAT = (llx lO x 10 / C)(25m)(49 C - (-34 C)) = 0. 023m [2.1.1]
Restraining this movement within the structure requires a force equal to the
unconstrained travel mltiplied by the axial stiffness of the beam according to the
following equation [Roeder and Moorty 91].
FAT = AEE(AT / L) [2.1.2]
For the 25 m beam span example used in Chapter 4, this force is equal to:17
FAT = (0. 96m2 )(28.3 x 109 N / m2)(0.023m / 25.0m) = 24,800 kN
16 The temperature range shown are for metal structures in cold climates. These values are used over the
less conservative rise and fall criteria for concrete structures.
17 See Chapter 4 for values of Ag and Ec.
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In general, a simply-supported beam allows free longitudinal displacement at one
end of the beam which prevents thermal stress buildup in the beam. Thus, beam bowing
and warping due to thermal expansion and contraction is not generally found in simply-
supported structures. Elimination of beam thermal bowing and warping tendencies is one
of the factors leading to the choice of a simply-supported structural suspension system for
this thesis.18
Structural elements composed of materials having similar thermal expansion
coefficients expand and contract uniformly, e.g. steel and concrete. In contrast, structural
elements containing materials having significant differences in thermal expansion
properties expand and contract non-uniformly. This non-uniform thermal behavior
typically leads to internal thermal stresses, and potentially, to bowing of the element.
Reinforced concrete box sections have the potential for transverse beam
deflections due to temperature gradients along the beam depth. These thermal gradient
deflections are more pronounced for box sections when there is an overhang on the top
flange of the girder which casts a shadow onto the web sections [Elbadry and Ghali 83].
Such deflections are due to uneven heating and cooling of the upper bridge deck with
respect to the lower flange. For the narrow beam maglev guideway design proposed in
this thesis, deflections due to thermal gradients are not expected to be significant as heat
buildup during the day should quickly dissipate through the relatively thin webs of the
box beam.19 In addition, with the narrow beam design, there is a relatively small upper
surface area subjected to the solar radiation.
18 See Section 2.4 for a discussion of simple vs. continuous spans.
19 See subsection 2,12.
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2.1.5 Durability, toughness, fatigue
In addition to resisting loads and minimizing load effects, the structure must be
resistant to acidic conditions-on the order of atmospheric acidity levels-as well as to
vandalism and impact loads. Corrosion and other types of material deterioration must be
prevented both on the exterior of the structure and in embedded materials. A number of
materials deteriorate when exposed to certain environments (e.g. glass in concrete) due to
chemical reactions of base material elements. Given long term durability requirements,
these unfavorable chemical reactions must be prevented. The structure also must resist
unexpected impact loads such as truck impacts and vandalism. Though the structure may
not remain in service after certain impacts, it must be designed to ensure passenger safety
for likely scenarios.
Due to the dynamic behavior of the beam from multiple vehicle passes, the
structure must be designed to resist fatigue. Fatigue is a failure mode resulting from the
dynamic oscillatory motion of the vibrating guideway. The fatigue failure potential of the
guideway beam is evaluated based on 1) expected number of vehicle passes throughout
the design life of the structure, 2) the extent of residual vibrations that occur after each
vehicle pass, and 3) properties of materials used in the structure.
2.1.6 Magnetic inertness
A relatively unique design criteria for EDS maglev guideways is the requirement
that significant areas of the structure be magnetically and electrically non-conducting.
This is a challenge to the civil engineering design and construction industry as "magnetic
inertness" is not a normal design criterion.20 Though EMS systems do not appear to be
effected substantially by structures made of magnetically conducting materials, e.g. steel,
the magnetic field strengths and attenuation rates of EDS systems are likely to demand
20 An exception is magnetic resonance imaging, MRI, facilities in hospitals.
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that such a criteria be imposed. Steel girders cannot be used with EDS systems, nor is
steel reinforcement of concrete in areas near magnetic windings allowed
[Bechtel, et.al. 92]. It is expected that the restriction of magnetic inertness can be relaxed
for all but the upper portions of the guideway beam.
For the example in Chapter 4, only non-magnetic reinforcement is used in the
upper two corners of the beam cross-section.21 In Appendix A, a method developed by
MIT Professor Mark Zahn to determine magnetic interactions with metals is presented.
Chapter 3 of this thesis proposes an innovative application of advanced composite
materials that satisfies the requirement for magnetic inertness of concrete reinforcement.
2.2 Material selection
2.2.1 Selection criteria
Strength, stiffness and damping
Of the three primary structural properties, strength, stiffness and damping,
stiffness is expected to dominate any static analysis and is considered to be the primary
design constraint. Dynamic loading effects increase the importance of structural damping
characteristics for the overall guideway design. The tendency for damping constraints to
exceed stiffness constraints depends on the particular dynamic behavior experienced by
the guideway. Passive damping of two to five percent should be achievable through
proper material selection. The potential amount of damping possible using active
mechanisms is not known presently, but it is estimated to be between five and ten
percent. For the analysis presented in this thesis, benefits from material damping are
considered minimal. For the conceptual maglev guideway design, the approach is to
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21 See Figure 2.4.3.
design the guideway beam element independent of material damping properties.
Subsequent innovations in beam damping mechanisms-both passive and active-can be
added for additional ride quality improvements.
Corrosion resistance, magnetic inertness
Because the beam is prestressed, significant concrete cracking is prevented. As a
result, water seepage through the concrete is minimized and corrosion resistance of
embedded steel reinforcement is not a significant concern. The magnetic inertness
criteria22 applies to materials of the guideway structure within a specified distance of a
given magnetic field.23 Candidate substitute materials for concrete reinforcement in such
restricted areas of the beam include boron, carbon, glass and aramid fibers.24
Glass fibers are relatively inert. However, when in direct contact with concrete,
the alkaline properties of the concrete reacts with the glass causing the glass fibers to
deteriorate over time. Thus, for use in concrete structures, glass fibers must be as alkaline
resistant as possible and/or coated in some way to prevent contact with the concrete.
Glass fibers also have somewhat uncertain long term mechanical behavior properties
under long term loading conditions. Interestingly, steel actually has good long term
behavior when exposed to alkaline environments. Corrosion of steel occurs when water
or air is able to seep through microcracks in concrete and oxidize the embedded steel.
Durability, toughness,fatigue
Durability concerns include corrosion resistance and long term material behavior
such as creep, shrinkage and relaxation. Durability of concrete sections can be increased
using high strength concrete, concrete additives, and surface treatments such as sealants.
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2 2 See subsection 2.1.6.
23 See Appendix A.
24 See subsection 2.2.2 and Chapter 3.
Brittle materials, such as concrete, are particularly sensitive to stresses induced by
extreme temperature fluctuations, dynamic loadings, and impact loadings. These stresses
tend to form cracks in the concrete. Reduction of concrete cracking due to thermal
expansion and contraction can be accomplished with the addition of dispersed steel
and/or composite fibers to the concrete matrix. These fibers act to transfer stresses across
microcracks, thus reducing the growth of microcracks. When fiber reinforced plastic,
FRP, rods are used to reinforce concrete,25 the concrete matrix is likely to experience
thermal cracking due to the differences in coefficients of thermal expansion of the
concrete and the FRP rods. Consequently, dispersed composite fibers can be added, along
with the FRP rods, to reduce the effects of thermal cracking. Though this state-of-the-art
technology represent a marginal cost increase for the concrete material, the increase is not
likely to be a significant compared to overall guideway costs. Fiber volume contents of
1.5% to 2.0% are generally required for significant mechanical performance improvement
[Panarese 92]. The addition of 1.5% volume of steel fibers represents a concrete mix cost
increase of approximately 50%. However, due to the small impact of concrete material
cost on overall system implementation cost, the total system implementation cost increase
due to the addition of fibers to the concrete matrix is on the order of 1%.
Mild steel is fatigue resistant at relatively high stress levels and is therefore
considered fairly fatigue insensitive. Reinforced concrete is also fairly fatigue resistant at
low strains. Carbon fibers are insensitive to fatigue at low strains. Glass fibers, however,
are highly sensitive to fatigue loadings at medium to high stress levels. Thus, a design
requirement for the use of glass fibers in maglev guideways is a restriction to its use in
low stress areas. Since glass fibers are expected to be used only in the upper portions of
the narrow beam cross-section, and with stiffness requirements likely to control the beam
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25 See Chapter 3.
design, only low stress levels are expected in the glass fibers used as mild concrete
reinforcement in the maglev guideway design.26 Thus, concern over fatigue loading is not
expected to significantly alter the narrow beam design concept presented in Chapter 4.
2.2.2 Candidate materials
Metals
The primary metals used in construction are steel and alloys of steel. Steel has
excellent tensile and compressive behavior and is relatively inexpensive. Mild steel has a
tensile strength of approximately 410 MPa and can be used alone as a structural element
or combined with other materials, e.g. with concrete. Alloy, or high strength, steel, with
tensile strengths up to approximately 1.9 GPa, can be used as prestressing material in
concrete, but typically, it is not used as mild reinforcement due to its high cost and high
failure strain. Steel has thermal expansion characteristics similar to that of concrete and
therefore is an excellent reinforcing material for concrete. Major problems associated
with steel structures are corrosion and magnetic interference potential.
Ceramics
Ceramic type materials are generally hard and brittle. Examples of ceramic
materials are porcelain and concrete. High strength concrete is desirable for use in maglev
guideways in that it has both higher strength to mass and stiffness to mass ratios than
does ordinary concrete. Concrete, like other ceramics, is excellent in compression, but
poor in tension. Reinforced concrete members use longitudinal bars of material having
good tensile and stiffness properties, (e.g. steel bars), placed in tension zones of the
member. Though tensile properties of concrete can be improved substantially through the
use of embedded fibers or polymers in the matrix, these approaches generally have not
been implemented due to their higher cost. For increased material toughness and
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2 6 See Chapters 3 and 4.
durability, however, the addition of fibers to the concrete matrix is considered
economically justified.2 7 Also, for maglev design where guideway tolerances are more
stringent and the dynamic behavior is more pronounced than for conventional
construction, the use of fibers in the concrete matrix may be justified.
Composites
Fiber reinforced plastic, FRP, is the most promising of the composite materials for
use in structural applications. FRP can be produced in any number of forms including (1)
pultruded shapes such as rods, I-beams and box beams, etc., (2) laminates and (3) molded
shapes. Fibers typically used are boron, carbon, glass and aramid. Boron and carbon are
extremely expensive. Aramid is somewhat less expensive but has low compressive
strength. Glass is relatively inexpensive, has high strength, but is only one quarter as stiff
as mild steel.
FRP glass rods, when properly developed to produce a mechanical bond have
been used as a replacement for steel reinforcement in a number of applications including
highway pavements, MRI rooms in hospitals, and chemical and marine environments.
One difficulty with glass fibers is that, over time, the fibers deteriorate when exposed to
the alkaline environment of concrete. In addition, glass FRP (as well as carbon, boron and
aramid) fails in a brittle manner.
Table 2.2.1 shows GFRP to have roughly three times the strength of mild steel
though only a quarter of the stiffness. To provide a given strength, independent of
stiffness, the cost of GFRP is much less than steel. However, on a stiffness basis, GFRP
is at least 2 times the cost of mild steel. For flexural design of maglev guideways,
stiffness is likely to be the primary base of comparison between materials. In contrast,
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2 7 See subsection 2.2.1.
CFRP, especially high modulus (HM) CFRP, though roughly equal to mild steel in
stiffness, has three to four times the strength. The drawback to CFRP is its estimated cost
which is approximately three to eight times the cost of epoxy-coated steel on a strength
basis. On a stiffness basis, CFRP is currently 10 to 25 times the cost of mild steel.
Table 2.2.1 Structural ro rties for selected materials
general, and. . c md...d... e ignin::icula .................. 
ild1....~iii" Steel.iiiiiiiiiii 415 60 200 29,000 0.002 7850 0.55
U s"'l.. z ':..'..:5 '""::' :::'::::::::: 415 60 200 29,000 0.002 7850 0.75
Pve· e· S ee 1860 270 200 29,000 0.009 7850 2.20
G.as41W :1200 174 50 7,000 0.031 2000 1.50
Ca:!':::::.:.':'fl'P: i:ii: i 1600 230 129 19,000 0.012 1500 35.00
:::"..... ::":12::88:::: 192 28,000 0.006 1600 90.00
· Fiber reinforced plastic, FRP, consists of 0.70 fiber volume fraction, Vf, in an epoxy matrix
Sources: [Charles and Crane 89, Amoco 92, Polygon 91]
2.3 Construction methods comparison
Following a discussion on the importance of economical initial system design, in
general, and conceptual maglev guideway design, in particular, this section provides a
brief presentation of basic structural bridge designs as well as a discussion on current and
recent innovative construction methods. The applicability of possible bridge designs and
construction methods to maglev guideway systems is discussed. In addition, a cost break
down of conventional prestressed concrete bridge construction is given and methods for
reducing these costs-through improved initial designs-are proposed.
2.3.1 Overview
The particular construction method selected for a given project depends primarily
on the type of structure being erected. Site conditions, local work force quality,
equipment availability, and local cost of materials and resources are other considerations
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when determining a particular construction method. Frequently, "design optimization"
refers to material or weight minimization and not specifically to overall construction cost
minimization. Focus on cost minimization through modification of construction
procedures generally does not occur until the design process is well under way. Yet, for
projects expected to have significant construction costs, efforts aimed at minimizing these
costs must begin early in the design process-since once a design is relatively complete,
less than 10% of the total project cost can be reduced through optimized construction
methods [Albano 91]. Substantial reductions in construction costs usually are only
possible when the initial overall system design is sensitive to construction costs and
methods.
For an economical maglev system design, initial attention directed at reducing
guideway construction costs is critical. Construction of a single lane of maglev guideway
support structure (i.e. beams, columns and footings) is estimated to represent 40-45% of
all system implementation costs including terminal stations, rolling stock, power
substations, magnetic windings, and maintenance facilities [Phelan and Sussman 91].
Other guideway components attached to the support structure (e.g. suspension, guidance
and propulsion windings) constitute another 25% of system costs resulting in a total
guideway cost of 70% of total capital costs. Estimates for dual lane guideways have
placed the guideway construction costs as high as 70-90% [FRA 90]. Vehicle costs are
estimated to be less than 15% of capital costs [CIGGT 89].
2.3.2 Bridge designs
Bridge design is based primarily on 1) the method of support, i.e. simply-
supported vs. continuous spans, and 2) the type of structure, e.g. arched, suspension,
cable-stayed, girder, etc. Design is also influenced by local material quality and
availability. Materials considered for structural systems generally include concrete and
steel, and occasionally, wood and plastic.
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It is impossible to completely separate decisions concerning the design of the
structure from the method of construction. For example, in designing a reinforced
concrete section using prestressed tendons, the design professional assumes prestressing
materials are locally available and that local labor crews are familiar with necessary
construction procedures. Also important in the design process is development of an
adequate plan for transporting required materials to the construction site. Ease of
transportation of both materials and work crews to the jobsite influences both the
economic viability of a project and the overall quality of the completed facility.
Following is a discussion of basic bridge structural systems.
Girder
The girder approach is the most basic bridge design in that it essentially connects
two columns with a girder (i.e. with a beam) to form a bridge. The girder can have either
a uniform or variable cross-section. Optimization based on structural requirements
typically results in a variable beam cross-section-while fabrication and construction cost
optimization objectives typically dictate a uniform beam cross-section. Flexural bending
moments are generally high in uniform cross-section girder systems. Girder spans range
from 20 to 100 m [Collins and Mitchell 91]. The narow beam concept presented in
Section 2.4 is a single beam girder system having a uniform cross-section.
Arched
An arched structure resists most forces by compression in the members. Examples
include masonry and stone bridges. The arch allows the use of less expensive building
materials. For smooth passage of vehicles along the bridge structure, a flat girder is either
placed above or suspended below the arch structure. Cross-sectional requirements for a
girder acting in conjunction with a supporting arch are much less than those for the girder
system acting alone. The implications are that potential span lengths for arched systems
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are much greater than that for girder systems. Efficient arch bridge spans range from
100 - 300 m.
Suspension
A suspension structure has a girder (or deck) suspended by supports connected to
relatively large piers. Vertical supports transfer forces from the girder to an overhead
suspension system. Typically, the geometry of the overhead suspension system is
matched to offset bending moments generated in the supported girder system. A
suspension bridge design allows significant reduction in cross-sectional dimensions of the
suspended girder. Therefore for relatively long spans, significant cost savings are
possible. Suspensions systems are used for 200-350 m spans.
Cable stayed
A derivative of the suspension system is the cable stayed system, where the girder
is supported by cables directly attached to supporting piers. Cable stayed brides are
considered to be state-of-the-art. They are considered aesthetically pleasing because a
minimum amount of material is used. Relatively long spans are both possible and
economical. Currently, spans of 150-450 m are possible with cable stayed structures.
With respect to the potential aerodynamic interference between the cables and the
passing maglev vehicle, suspension and cable-stayed bridges are not expected to be
applicable-except in unusual circumstances for high speed maglev guideways. The
maglev guideway design is more likely to be free of extensions above the top of the beam
surface (i.e. the top of the beam is flat and open). A single beam having a uniform cross-
section is likely to be utilized for ease of manufacture and assembly.28
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2.3.3 Construction methods
Cast-in-place
Cast-in-place construction offers versatility in design, but is field labor intensive.
The quality of the completed structure depends on variables such as: a) site weather
conditions during the construction process, b) material quality, and c) the skill level of the
local work crews. Uncertainties in these variables lead to overdesigned structures. For
relatively long spans, falsework is often required to support the structure during erection.
Falsework and formwork are different in that falsework is placed in positions where
support is needed until design strength of the structure is developed and formwork
primarily provides the shape of the completed structure. Achievable tolerances for cast-
in-place structures are not expected to be adequate for maglev applications.29
Cantilever
Cantilever construction provides cost savings by initially placing columns and
allowing the beam to be "cantilevered" from the column as the span is completed. This
method uses the column as support during beam construction and thereby eliminates the
need for a significant amount of falsework [Collins and Mitchell 91].
Segmental
Segmental construction techniques take the cantilever method one step further by
attempting to design particular beam segments to be identical from span to span, i.e. to
modularize the design. This repetition allows cost savings by providing the ability for off-
site fabrication. Segmental construction offers the potential for superior and more
consistent material properties. Connection design becomes an important design criteria
with segmental highway construction as, due to the large widths of typical highway
bridge decks, a single highway beam span generally consists of a number of individual
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precast segments. For the narrow beam maglev guideway system, each segment should
be an entire beam. Therefore, connection design between maglev beam joints should not
be as critical a concern as it is with highway beam segments.
Launching system
A fairly recent innovation is the so-called launching truss where individual girders
or girder elements are both transported and placed by using a launching truss. The truss
allows an assembly line type of erection. Once a beam element is placed, it becomes a
platform for placing subsequent beam elements. This construction method is also referred
to as "end-on", or "assembly-line" construction. A launching system is desirable for high
column elevations and/or where local ground access is difficult or impossible. A
launching system delivers an economy of scale for corridors of substantial lengths-
approximately greater than 50 km. That is, as the number of beam segments to be placed
increases, the overhead cost per beam of the launching assembly is reduced. Reduction in
labor required per beam results in reduced construction cost for a launching method of
assembly.
In addition, a launching system eliminates constraints on beam and material
deliveries to remote construction sites since once beam elements are positioned, they
become the delivery network for succeeding beams. An off-site precast plant can cast and
send structural elements continually and efficiently. Thus, design and delivery of
structural elements for a launching system are not limited by highway or other network
constraints as the beams can be transported to the jobsite using the (just completed)
guideway structure. Such a delivery scheme is possible for maglev guideways since 1)
vehicle loads are only slightly less than the beam dead weight and 2) beam deflection
criteria can be relaxed somewhat during beam transport. Longer spans are therefore
possible using this assembly-line process.
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2.3.4 Bridge construction costs
Construction cost is measured primarily by the amount of material, labor, and
equipment needed for the fabrication and erection of the structure. Christian Menn breaks
down the construction cost of prestressed concrete bridges into the following four main
cost components [Menn 91]:
· mobilization
* structure
* accessories
* design and construction management
Mobilization costs include site preparation and provisions for access by personnel,
materials, and equipment. Structure costs include 1) the substructure, e.g. piers and
foundations and 2) the superstructure, e.g. columns and beams. Accessories include
expansion joints, water drainage, and walkway railings. Design and construction,
management includes costs for project creation and execution.3 0 Based on cost records
for a variety of prestressed concrete bridges compiled by Menn, structure costs account
for 78% of the total structure construction cost while mobilization and accessory cost 8%
and 14%, respectively, of the total as shown in Table 2.3.1. A further break down shows
the superstructure and substructure to represent 70% and 30%, respectively, of overall
structure costs. Table 2.3.1 shows major superstructure cost components to be formwork
and falsework costs. Material costs, including concrete, mild steel and prestressing steel
are also considered to be major superstructure cost components. According to Menn,
though a variety of bridge types and site conditions are considered in his analysis, major
construction cost components do not vary significantly. Other prestressed concrete
construction cost comparisons support Menn's conclusions [Collins and Mitchell 91].
3 0 Though not given a specific percentage by Menn, the design professional and the construction manager
each typically receive 6% of the total project cost.
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Source: [Menn 91]
Some of the costs reported by Menn-in particular formwork and falsework
costs-may not be applicable for a maglev system where structural elements are
manufactured in large quantities. Typically, precast concrete highway bridges are one-of-
a-kind projects. Significant cost savings using repeatable elements and forms are not
always possible with single highway bridge projects. As shown in Table 2.3.1, formwork
and falsework costs represent the highest structural cost component. Thus, a promising
objective of the conceptual maglev guideway design is to eliminate the need for all
falsework and most formwork.
2.4 Narrow beam conceptual design
2.4.1 Overview
The design of an appropriate conceptual guideway system follows from an
accurate and thorough analysis of structural design requirements (Section 2.1), a design
criteria for the selection of materials (Section 2.2), and a comparative assessment of
available construction methods (Section 2.3). The intent of this section is to develop such
a conceptual design. The approach is to first investigate the potential for various cross-
sectional beam shapes for expected maglev loading conditions and structural support
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Substructure
Foundations 18%
Piers, abutments .5%
23.5%
Superstructure
Formwork, falsework 20%
Concrete 10%
Mild steel 13.3%
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mechanisms, e.g. simply-supported vs. continuous spans. Prestressing techniques and
FRP design-related issues are discussed. A brief overview of the effect of the switching
mechanism on beam shape and design is given. This section concludes with a suggested
overall beam cross-sectional shape, method of support, and structural material selection.
2.4.2 Cross-sectional shapes
The cross-sectional shape of a structural element depends both on the loads the
element must resist and the structural properties of the materials used in the element. For
example, to withstand vertical bending moments and shear forces using an isotropic
material having high tensile, compressive, and shear strength characteristics (such as
steel), an I-shaped beam is optimal due to the concentration of material in the flanges,
which are distant from the neutral axis. However, for a material such as concrete having
high compressive, but low tensile and shear strength, the compressive zones tend to be
maximized-e.g. concrete in the compressive flange of a reinforced concrete (R/C) beam
is generally maximized. When concrete is reinforced with steel bars, the steel is used to
reinforce tensile areas of the section. When the section is subjected primarily to
downward vertical loads, a T-shaped section is generally an optimal shape. The upper
flange of an optimized R/C concrete T-shaped section maximizes the concrete area, while
the web area is designed as slender and as deep as is practical. Longitudinal steel
reinforcement is maximized in the lower portion of the web.
When torsion is present, an optimal section for an isotropic material such as steel
is typically a hollow circular shaft. The primary design consideration for resistance to
torsion is to design a closed section. A closed section has no exterior appendages such as
cantilevered extensions. Closed sections significantly reduce the shear stresses resulting
from torsion. Examples of closed sections include solid sections, hollow circular shafts,
hollow rectangular or "box" shapes or hollow trapezoidal shapes, etc. Open sections,
which are structurally inefficient in resisting torsion, include I beams, T beams, inverted
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V shapes, inverted T shapes, U shapes, and semi-circular channel beams. Torsional
strength for a typical open section is an order of magnitude less than that for a
comparable closed section.
For concrete in bending, a circular shape usually is undesirable due, in part, to the
small compressive area at the extreme compressive fiber. Considering the combination of
biaxial bending, shear and torsion-and using reinforced concrete--a hollow rectangular
box is an efficient, and potentially an optimal, guideway beam shape. A hollow-box
maglev guideway beam has the following attributes: it 1) is a closed shape, 2) efficiently
resists bending, 3) has a large compression zone in the flanges to resist vertical bending,
and 4) has large compressive zones in the webs to resist horizontal bending moments.
Though a rectangular box beam is the focus of this thesis, a more generalized hollow
trapezoidal shape may also be desirable. The trapezoidal shape should be considered
when either a) the vertical positive (downward) bending significantly exceeds vertical
negative (upward) bending or b) a vehicle wrap around effect is desired to physically
prevent the vehicle from completely separating from the guideway.31
Open channel systems, such as U shape channel sections, in general, and
reinforced concrete open channel sections, in particular, are inefficient in their use of
given materials and are susceptible to significant torsional warping. To resist positive
vertical bending moments and torsion, the most efficient reinforced concrete open section
is one where the upper portion of the cross-section maximizes the amount of concrete
while the lower portion boh minimizes cross-sectional area and maximizes stability-
resulting in an inverted U-shaped section. A T-shaped section has similar properties in
bending as the inverted U-shaped section, but it is weak in resisng torsion. A non-
inverted U-shaped channel section is weak in positive vertical bending, horizontal
31 Realistically, a hollow box beam is a special case of the general hollow trapezoidal shape.
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bending, and torsion resistance. These structural deficiencies are inherent with all maglev
designs based on open channel guideway sections.
When negative bending moments become significant, the rectangular hollow-box
beam shape is more efficient than either the T or inverted U-shaped sections. The box
shape provides a relatively large negative compressive zone (i.e. the lower flange) and,
due to its closed shape, has high torsional stability. Similarly, the box section provides
web compressive zones for horizontal bending whereas a T-shaped section does not. By
structurally connecting the lower portions of an inverted U section having webs at 90°
angles to the lower slab, a closed rectangular hollow-box section is essentially formed.
Such an extension to the inverted U section, which dramatically increase torsional
stability, is not possible with open channel maglev guideway designs.
In addition to excess material required for a closed section, an open channel
guideway section essentially dictates the width dimension of all maglev vehicles for the
life of the guideway. Also, efficient snow removal, debris accumulation prevention, and
water runoff strategies for open channel systems are difficult to implement. The narrow
beam design is not expected to have significant snow, drainage, or debris accumulation
problems due to its minimal upper surface area. Also, the upper surface of the narrow
beam can be sloped somewhat to help eliminate snow, water, and debris buildup.
Some drawbacks to the box section are its: a) possibly more difficult guideway
switching mechanisms, b) potentially more difficult passenger evacuation under
emergency conditions and c) lack of an inherent aerodynamic noise deflection
mechanism capable of shielding noise from the ground level. Switching difficulties with
the narrow beam design are not prohibitive, however, as a number of switching schemes
have been proposed. The only known high speed switching mechanism in operation today
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is applicable to the narrow beam concept.32 Also, though passenger egress on a narrow
beam may be more difficult than on open channel beams, a number of scenarios can be
envisioned including 1) using the guideway itself for passage to columns where
passengers can then be transferred to the ground, or 2) providing inflatable exit ramps
that extend from the vehicle for direct transfer to the ground. Finally, should aerodynamic
noise deflection devices be required in certain locations, they can be added easily to the
lower portion of the box beam.
Having considered a variety of cross-section shapes and vehicle operation
scenarios, a hollow-box reinforced concrete section appears to be the logical choice for a
high performance maglev guideway beam design. The narrow, hollow-box concept serves
as the basis for the remaining analyses in this thesis.
2.4.3 Structural support mechanisms
Simply-supported vs. continuous spans
The choice of support method for the narrow beam design is basically between a
simply-supported or a continuous structure. Table 2.4.1 compares the attributes for these
two structural support methods with respect to maglev guideway design. Continuous
spans are more effective in reducing deflection and they provide a smoother guideway
surface than simple spans of equal stiffnesses. However, potential moment redistribution
over columns due to foundation settlement is a greater concern with continuous spans, as
modification of the fixed beam-column joint is difficult.
Continuous spans have other disadvantages-some of which may be critical for
maglev design. For example, because a continuous girder cannot expand longitudinally if
fixed at the column connection, thermal stresses can cause the beam to bow.3 3 Thermal
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3 2 See subsection 2.4.4.
3 3 See subsection 2.1.4.
stresses in continuous spans are either 1) resisted or 2) relieved by some means such as
expansion joints. Thermal stress relief in continuous span highway bridges is
accomplished primarily with an expansion joint and/or elastomeric pads [AASHTO 89].
The use of expansion joints, however, presents difficulties in terms of the potential for
automation of the construction process, and also possibly adversely affects ride quality.
Table 2.4.1 Simple vs. continuous spans
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Considering transportation, placement and repair of beam spans, initial attention
must be given to beam length limitations. For example, if 25 m is considered a minimum
maglev guideway span length, a 3 span continuous beam has a minimum length of 75 m.
This length presents formidable transportation and placement problems. Though a closure
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pour of three simple 25 m spans results in an effective 75 m continuous girder (and
eliminates most delivery constraints), the procedure is highly labor intensive. In addition,
repairs to continuous spans are difficult and expensive as embedded reinforcement from
neighboring beams must be removed and regrouted. Thus, construction and maintenance
costs for continuous spans are likely to be more expensive than for simple spans.
Another difficulty with continuous spans is that they require substantial amounts
of mild and prestressing tensile reinforcement in the upper portion of the beam over the
column due to negative moments in these areas of the beam cross-section. This
prestressing tendon arrangement substantially increases the need for non-magnetic
concrete reinforcement. In contrast, prestressing tendons in simple spans can be confined
to the lower portion of the beam element. This allows the exclusive use of steel as a
prestressing material.34
Should an automated alignment system be desired, a simple span offers the most
promise because adjustments are less complex and they can be made at beam-column
connections. It is also likely that only a single automated alignment mechanism may be
required for a simple span as adjustments are identical at either end of the span.
Adjustments at fixed ends of continuous spans are likely to prove either impossible or
uneconomical.
The major drawback to a simply-supported beam structure is the need for greater
stiffness. Thus, simple spans are 1) deeper, 2) more massive, and 3) generally considered
less aesthetically pleasing than continuous spans for given lengths and stiffness criteria.
Also, though easier to construct and replace, simple spans tend to have more guideway
roughness due to inflection points in the deflection profile at the supports.
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34 See Figure 2.4.1.
In general, continuous spans are more efficient in resisting seismic loads as the
number of free joints is minimized. Resisting earthquake loads with simple spans is likely
to require base isolation technology to lessen accelerations at beam-column interfaces.
Both continuous and simple span bridges have improved seismic resistance when using
base isolation technology [Buckle 91]. The cost of base isolation technology is not known
at this time, but is not expected to be a significant implementation cost.
Finally, a simply-supported system also eliminates the potential for a dynamic
traveling wave effect to propagate through the beam ahead of the vehicle. This could
produce undesirable beam oscillations prior to vehicle's arrival. Therefore, a simply-
supported beam is stationary prior to vehicle arrival. Deflections induced by this traveling
wave effect present difficulties in providing adequate vehicle ride quality when using a
continuous span guideway system.
Considering the above issues and considering low cost and guideway adjustability
as primary objectives, a simply-supported structure is selected as the superior structural
support mechanism for the narrow beam guideway concept. Though continuous spans
offer better structural efficiency and seismic response, simple spans are likely to be less
expensive to construct, maintain, and repair. Thus, simple spans are assumed for the
analyses performed in this thesis.
Prestressing, internal or external, pre- or post-tensioned
With expected span lengths of 25 meters and zero dead load deflection
requirements, prestressing is required for the reinforced concrete narrow beam design.
Post-tensioning can be administered to compensate for material creep, shrinkage, and
relaxation over time. Internal post-tensioning has both the advantage of corrosion
protection for the tendons and the ability to "mirror" the bending moment behavior of a
distributed loading (e.g. a parabolic tendon shape). If the tendons are grouted, additional
prestress cannot be added later to account for losses. External prestressing offers the
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benefit of relative ease of inspection and potentially lower cost due to a reduction of the
required web cross-section area. Stresses in external tendons can be monitored, and
(conceptually at least) the tension adjusted.
High strength steel prestressing offers known long term material behavior at
relatively low cost. FRP prestressing offers corrosion resistance (for external
prestressing) and superior relaxation behavior at somewhat higher cost. Currently, .it is
felt that for internal prestressing, high strength steel is superior and for external
applications, FRP is desirable. FRP allows a fiber optic cable to be placed inside the
tendons to provide continuous monitoring of stresses in the tendon [Specht 88]. The
primary difficulties in utilizing FRP tendons lies in 1) devising reliable anchorages as the
tendons are weak in shear and 2) determining reliable predictions of long term material
behavior.3 5 Durability and fatigue are significant concerns for glass FRP.
For the narrow beam conceptual design, it is assumed that ungrouted, post-
tensioned steel prestressing tendons are used. As indicated in Figure 2.4.3, the
prestressing tendon arrangement is a cross between internal and external prestressing.
Though tendon ducts are encased in concrete (similar to internal prestressing), only local
widening of the wall near the tendons is performed (similar to external prestressing). This
approach yields a relatively thin box section. The prestressing tendons have a parabolic
profile as shown in Figure 2.5.2 and (theoretically) can be adjusted over time.
2.4.4 Influence of switching mechanisms
Though the box beam guideway is highly efficient structurally, it is limited in that
it restricts some vehicle switching options. An optimal switching mechanism allows a
vehicle to enter or exit the guideway at full speed. Either a flexible beam switch or an
35 This is not a trivial problem and though anchorage methods are being proposed, until these can be
assured, steel reinforcement is likely to be the choice for prestressing tendons irrespective of the fact that
FRP has superior long term relaxation properties for prestressed concrete.
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alternating beam switch, (e.g. where a straight beam section and curved beam section are
interchanged horizontally), is possible with the box beam design. For the flexible beam
switch in an EDS system, a steel beam cannot be used due to magnetic interference. Also,
since concrete beams are difficult to bend sufficiently, other beam materials must be
considered for horizontal switching. A glass or carbon pultruded FRP box beam is a
possible solution since both beam materials can bend sufficiently. Currently, for a
reinforced concrete beam switch element, the alternative switch, where curved and
straight sections are interchanged, is perhaps the only acceptable horizontal method of
switching. Though horizontal switching is feasible with the narrow beam design,
currently other guideway designs appear more conducive to horizontal switching (e.g. the
U-shaped channel). As discussed previously, however, these other guideway shapes have
major constraints of their own.36 Other switching strategies are also possible for the
narrow beam design including vertical switching.
Switching options are assumed feasible for the narrow beam conceptual design of
this thesis. However, the thesis concentrates exclusively on a straight, standard guideway
beam element and specific design of a beam switch is not performed.
2.4.5 Potential for automated control
The motivation for considering active control of the guideway stems from
experience with other high speed ground transportation systems-namely the Japanese
Shinkansen line and the French TGV system. It is speculated that over 3500 maintenance
personnel are required every night for minor repair and adjustment of the Shinkansen
high speed rail guideway. The newer TGV system has required significantly less
maintenance labor to date, but it is likely to experience a dramatic increase in
maintenance costs as the track infrastructure ages.
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3 6 See subsection 2.4.2.
Figure 2.4.1 shows the trade-off between human and automated operation as a
function of required tolerance for various tasks. Precast concrete production has high
quality control and dimensional tolerances on the order of 2 mm are readily achievable
[Bechtel, et.al. 92]. Dimensional tolerances for field construction are much nore d;fficult
to control since the human is more involved in the operation. Achieving a tolerance of
2 mm for foundation/pier construction requires a special effort. An additional
complication is the long term deformation of the soil that supports the piers. An estimate
of support movement to the accuracy of a millimeter is not feasible because of the high
degree of variability of the soil and the lack of an accurate prediction model.
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Figure 2.4.1 Interaction of Human and Automation Cost Curves
The conventional construction and maintenance approach is to initially fix the
motor assembly to the guideway beam and provide for periodic adjustment at the beam-
pier support. The initial positioning of the windings must compensate for construction
tolerances. Adjustment at the beam-pier support is normally performed manually. A
preferable strategy is to provide the capability for adjustment of the relative position of
the windings with respect to the guideway beam as it displaces over time. Figure 2.4.2
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illustrates a proposed method of achieving this positioning.3 7 Actuators made from shape
memory alloys and piezo-electric ceramics undergo a dimensional change when subjected
to a voltage input. These devices have been used as "slack" adjusters to compensate for
misalignment and wear in shaft/bearing systems [ASME 92]. Their role here is that of
positioning elements to compensate for both the initial construction tolerance and the
subsequent guideway movement due to creep and shrinkage of the guideway beam, long
term foundation settlement, and other phenomena that may influence the position of the
ladder. The intelligent alignment system would consist of sensors to detect differential
motion of the ladder, a controller that decides how to respond, i.e. what actuators should
be activated, and actuators that provide for spatial adjustment. This technology has been
employed for mechanical control systems, and holds considerable promise for this
application.
Guideway Beam
Guideway Beam
Figure 2.4.2 Shape Memory Concept
3 7 The concept of using shape memory actuators and vehicle sensors for measurements and adjustments
was conceived by Professor Jerome Connor, Professor Richard Thornton, and the author.
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Using "best" construction practice, the initial amplitude of guideway roughness
can be approximately 5 mm. The contribution due to differential motion of the supports
could be at least this value, more likely greater. Combining the two effects, the system
must to be able to make a vertical adjustment of about 10 mm over a distance of
approximately 25 m.
The maglev vehicle acts as the sensor for the automated alignment method. The
vehicle is provided with the capability of tracking its location along the guideway path
and monitoring a change in the levitation force, which is interpreted to reflect a deviation
in vertical position of the ladder from the desired position. The "alignment" controller
receives a signal from the vehicle and activates the nearest pair of displacement
positioners. An iterative correction process is employed, (i.e. a standard adjustment is
made), and its adequacy is evaluated by the next vehicle passing through. No actual
position measurements are made, just measurements of the change in levitation force.
Iterative correction is believed to be the best approach because of the high frequency of
vehicle passage [Phelan, et.al. 92]. This approach can also be applied for the construction
phase. Instead of using complicated techniques to initially "fix" the guideway position,
the system can be tuned by passing the vehicle over the right of way and noting the
locations that need to be adjusted for excessive construction tolerance. Multiple passes
are required, but the cost should be less than performing precise field measurements.
Potential benefits of an automated guideway maintenance system are:
1. increased safety-As the number of workers required on the guideway
is reduced, the potential for worker injuries and fatalities is reduced.
2. reduced erection tolerance requirements-Such a system allows
beam segments to be placed with approximate tolerances (e.g. 5 cm).
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Once all elements are placed to course tolerances, the automated
system aligns itself to precise tolerances.
3. reduced maintenance requirements-Once the automated system is in
operation, it can continually monitor and adjust itself, thereby reducing
the need for using field labor to perform minor adjustments and
repairs. Field labor can be restricted to instances where necessary
adjustments exceed the range of the "adjustment" controller. With
proper monitoring of guideway behavior, periodic adjustments can be
forecasted and planned strategically.
4. lower construction cost-Though the addition of such automated
mechanisms increases capital costs of the guideway, less stringent
placement tolerances can potentially reduce actual erection costs.
5. lower operation and repair costs-Reducing the amount of required
personnel can significantly reduce the cost of operating and repairing
the guideway. (Note that nightly repair workers typically only have 4
hours during which they can work. Thus, optimization of night worker
scheduling is difficult.)
6. increased revenue-If nightly repair requirements can be avoided and
24 hour operation is achieved, reliability and operating revenue should
increase.
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2.4.6 Narrow beam concept summary
Table 2.4.2 summarizes design assumptions used in the analyses of the narrow
beam concept. These assumptions have been discussed in this chapter and they serve as
the basis for the analyses performed in this thesis.
Table 2.4.2 Selected design criteria summary for the narrow beam design
element having a uniform rectangular hollow-box cross-
iarily with steel-hybrid FRP reinforcement confined to
beam cross-section (see Figure 2.4.2)
/m vehicle mass)
s to a 54 m/s wind speed)
assumed
imal due to small upper surface area
1.5 times the beam width for decreased wind exposure and
ity
1% of beam width or 2) 0.15 m-wall thickness assumed
tion
r 4)-no dead load deflection, A, due to prestressing
ited to as low as 5.0 mm, maximum horizontal A limited to
:ts of prestressing not considered for live loads
recommended, but not included in analysis
ess than 2% passive damping is expected--expected
Dugh innovative mechanisms will increase ride quality
eliminates thermal stresses, gradients should not be
y small upper surface area and thin wall thickness
:arbon fiber hybrid FRP reinforcement rod (see Chapter 3)
ntal girder system (each girder is a single segment)
and horizontal switching mechanisms are feasible with
I steel tendons confined to the lower half of the beam
trabolic profile (see Figure 2.4.2)
ly-line erection, guideway itself can serve as delivery
iminate most or all formwork and falsework costs
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As indicated in the table, the narrow beam is a simply-supported, straight 25 m
reinforced concrete span having a uniform hollow-box beam cross-section. Primary mild
concrete reinforcement is steel. Non-magnetic hybrid FRP rods are confined to the two
upper corners of the cross-section. High strength steel is used for prestressing. Due to an
expected vehicle mass of 2.00 tonne/m, a fully distributed vertical load of 19.61 kN/m is
assumed along with a 14.71 kN/m horizontal load resulting from an expected 54 m/s
wind. The eccentricity between the vehicle and beam centers of gravity is estimated at
3.0 meters. Both seismic and snow loads are ignored in the narrow beam analysis.
The most economical beam width for the given loads varies from 1.2 m to 1.6 m,
with the 1.4 m chosen as standard.3 8 To increase torsional stability, beam depth is limited
to 1.5 times the beam width. Wall thickness is set to the minimum of a) 0.15 m and b) 0.1
times the beam width, with local web widening for containment of prestressing tendons.
Ungrouted prestressing tendons are used to eliminate dead load deflections from
the 20-30 kN/m beam dead weight. Prestressing tendons are assumed ungrouted to allow
for long-term adjustments. With tendons somewhat outside the web-though not
externally exposed-the conceptual arrangement is a cross between internal and external
prestressing. Also, with tendons confined to the inner portion of the beam, there is no
potential physical interference between the prestressing tendons and the vehicle.
Maximum live load vertical and horizontal deflections are limited to as low as 5.0
and 2.5 millimeters, respectively. Strength and stiffness effects of prestressing tendons on
live loads are ignored. It is assumed beams will be precast elements-which should
eliminate most formwork and falsework costs typical of conventional highway bridge
construction. Each narrow beam represents a single module in a segmental construction
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38 See Chapter 4.
scheme. Assembly-line erection procedures are expected. Finally, the guideway structure
itself can serve as the delivery network from the casting yard to the jobsite.
The cross-section of the rectangular hollow-box narrow beam concept is shown in
Figure 2.4.3. As indicated in the figure, it is assumed the upper two corners of the beam
cross-section require non-magnetic reinforcement. Chapter 3 introduces an innovative
non-magnetic glass and carbon hybrid FRP rod that can be used in these areas, where
steel reinforcement cannot be used. As illustrated in Figure 2.4.3, the two non-magnetic
reinforcement areas are defined by the width, b, and depth, hfp, of a single comer.3 9
Also shown in the figure is the local widening of the wall thickness near the prestressing
tendons. It is assumed in the analyses of this thesis that the maximum tendon eccentricity,
emax, is equal to the difference between half the beam depth and twice the wall thickness
(i.e. 0.5h - 2t). This assumption for e,, is conservative.
Area requiring
.k b
b
Figure 2.4.3 Narrow Beam Guideway Cross-Section (end section)
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3 9 See the example in Chapter 4.
Figure 2.4.4 shows the profile of the simply-supported conceptual narrow beam
design. As indicated in the figure, prestressing tendons follow a parabolic profile, having
a maximum eccentricity at the midspan. It also can be seen in Figure 2.4.4 that the
prestressing tendons are confined to the lower half of the beam element. Thus, if
magnetic fields can be confined to the upper portion of the beam element, high strength
steel tendons can be used exclusively as the prestressing material.
prestressing tendon profile
P P
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, _L ~~~~~~~~~~~
L " I
Figure 2.4.4 Narrow Beam Guideway Profile
With the narrow beam design approach and assumptions presented, Chapter 3
next focuses on the concept, design, and testing of a non-magnetic glass and carbon
hybrid FRP rod. The hybrid FRP rod is designed to replace steel reinforcing bars in areas
where magnetic reinforcement is restricted. Cost estimates are also provided.
Additionally, information presented in Chapters 2 and 3 is used to develop the structural
analysis procedure presented in Chapter 4. Sensitivity analyses presented in this thesis are
based on the assumptions presented in this chapter.
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3.0 Hybrid FRP Concrete Reinforcing Rod
As discussed in Chapter 2, steel reinforcement cannot be used in all portions of
the reinforced concrete guideway due to magnetic field effects in areas near EDS
windings. In this chapter, short-term beam flexure tests are presented which indicate that
fiber reinforced plastic material, FRP, using both glass and carbon fibers, can serve as a
replacement for steel reinforcement in concrete in non-magnetic areas. An innovative
hybrid FRP concrete reinforcing rod design is presented along with equations for
calculating appropriate hybrid FRP material properties. Equations derived and presented
in this chapter are used in the example presented in Chapter 4.
To gain a better understanding of the flexural behavior of concrete reinforced with
hybrid FRP rods, seven T-shaped concrete beams, each reinforced with a single glass and
carbon hybrid FRP rod, were tested in 4-point bending. Results of these tests are
discussed in this chapter. Cost comparisons show the hybrid FRP rod to be approximately
5.5 times the cost of steel on a stiffness basis.
3.1 FRP background
Pultruded fiber reinforced plastic, FRP, is a type of composite material which can
be used as tensile reinforcement in structural applications. As discussed in Chapter 2,
FRP can be produced in any number of forms such as rods, I-beams, and box beams.
Pultrusion refers to the process where fibers such as boron, carbon, glass, and/or aramid,
are extruded under tension, i.e. pultruded, through a thermosetting resin such as epoxy.
In general, FRP is non-magnetic, non-corrosive, and can potentially serve as
tensile reinforcement in concrete guideways. Though GFRP, glass fiber reinforced
plastic, is relatively inexpensive and has high strength characteristics, it suffers in that it
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has: 1) low stiffness, 2) a brittle failure mode, and 3) deterioration tendencies over time in
concrete due to the alkaline environment of the concrete. Carbon fiber reinforced plastic,
CFRP, has high strength and stiffness properties and is inert to the concrete alkaline
environment. However, CFRP is expensive and additionally, like GFRP, it fails in a
brittle manner. The brittle failure mode of FRP composites is not a desirable structural
material property as failure of structures composed exclusively of brittle materials is
typically sudden and catastrophic.
When properly developed to produce a mechanical bond, FRP glass rods have
been used as a replacement for steel reinforcement in a number of concrete construction
applications including highway pavements, MRI facilities in hospitals, as well as
chemical and marine environment construction. Use of FRP as reinforcement in flexural
members has been limited due to the low stiffness of the material. PSI Fiberbar [PSI 90],
Polystal [Specht 88, Preis and Bell 86], and Nefmac [Nakatsuji, et.al. 90] serve as
examples of GFRP used as reinforcement in concrete structures. While both PSI Fiberbar
and Polystal FRP rods utilize only glass fibers, some applications of the Nefmac material
employ carbon fibers distributed with glass fibers to increase both stiffness and ductility
properties of the glass material. With Nefmac as an exception [Nefcom 88], few
applications have utilized CFRP as an embedded concrete reinforcement material.
Other composite materials, including aramid fibers, (e.g. Kevlar), and boron
fibers, have properties similar in some respects to carbon. Aramid fibers are only slightly
less expensive than carbon fibers, and except for increased toughness, offer no significant
benefits over carbon fibers. Additionally, aramid fibers are somewhat reactive with the
alkaline environment of concrete [Dolan 91]. Boron fibers, possess superior mechanical
properties, but are currently much too expensive for use in large civil engineering
projects. It is desirable to have a concrete reinforcing rod that 1) is relatively low cost, 2)
is inert to the concrete environment, 3) fails in a ductile manner and 4) has high stiffness.
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The next section presents a hybrid FRP rod that satisfies the above criteria-with the
exception of high stiffness. Currently, low cost and high stiffness objectives appear to be
mutually exclusive.
3.2 Hybrid FRP reinforcement design
3.2.1 Rod concept
This section presents a design approach for a "hybrid" FRP rod containing glass
fibers integrated with carbon fibers in such a way that the glass is insulated from the
outside environment (i.e. from concrete) by both carbon fibers and an epoxy matrix.
Combining CFRP and GFRP in the form of a hybrid FRP rod serves to 1) increase the
ductility of the composite material and 2) insulate the glass fibers from the alkaline
concrete environment. The cross-section of such a hybrid FRP rod, conceived by this
author and MIT Professor Thanasis Triantafillou, is shown in Figure 3.2.1 where tCFRP is
the thickness of the CFRP overwrap and DGFRP is the diameter of the inner GFRP core.
CFRP
DGFRP
Figure 3.2.1 Cross section of Hybrid FRP Reinforcing Rod
Both fiber materials are pultruded in a resin matrix such as epoxy. The strategic
control of carbon and glass fiber volumes in the hybrid rod makes possible a pseudo-
ductile failure mode as shown in Figure 3.2.2. In Figure 3.2.2, F1 and F, represent the
strength of the rod immediately before and immediately after carbon rupture,
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respectively. F. is the ultimate strength of the rod and is equal to the ultimate strength of
the GFRP inner core. Also shown in the figure is a plot of high strength CFRP material
alone and an idealized plot of mild steel. Note that the stiffness of the high strength CFRP
is close to that of steel. The force-displacement plot of GFRP material follows a straight
line from the origin to F,.
Figure 3.2.2 Pseudo-Ductility of Hybrid FRP Reinforcing Rod
Two parameters can be derived from the load-displacement points for the hybrid
rod that define the pseudo-ductile failure shown in Figure 3.2.2. The first parameter, a, is
a measure of the ductility during load transfer from CFRP to GFRP at carbon rupture.
The parameter a must be minimized to ensure that the hybrid rod does not shear during
load transfer. The second measure, y, reflects the reserve strength in the rod after carbon
rupture. These two parameters are represented by the following equations:
F1
Fp [3.1]
F.
F, [3.2]
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where
F,: Force in rod just before the high modulus fibers rupture
Fp: Force in rod just after the high modulus fibers rupture
F,. Ultimate load carrying capacity of rod
It can be inferred from Figure 3.2.2, that the amount of CFRP must be minimized
in order to achieve a pseudo-ductile failure mode from the two brittle materials. If the
amount of CFRP is not minimized to an acceptable level, y becomes less than 1.0 and the
rod does not have sufficient reserve strength.I There is no significant advantage in having
extremely high values of y, though it must be greater than 1.0. Before carbon rupture,
both GFRP and CFRP contribute to the strength and stiffness of the rod. After carbon
rupture, the rod follows the stiffness characteristics of the GFRP only. Thus, the strategic
integration of two brittle FRP materials-having significant differences in stiffness
characteristics-produces a hybrid FRP reinforcement material possessing a pseudo-
ductile failure mode.
Mechanical properties of the hybrid rod for various cross-sectional area fractions
of GFRP to CFRP are determined primarily by the properties and volume fractions of the
base fibers. Figure 3.2.3 illustrates the influence of GFRP content on the properties of a
glass/carbon hybrid FRP rod. The CFRP used in the hybrid rod shown in the plot is high
strength. As indicated in the figure, a higher percentage of GFRP yields a lower cost
hybrid FRP rod. The plot of vindicates that the higher the glass content, the higher the
safety factor after carbon rupture. An increase in a results in a slight decrease in ductility
and a corresponding increase in stiffness. The resulting decrease in yis not likely to be
important as long as it remains greater than unity.
1 Research is needed to determine how great an impact load can be transferred to the GFRP during carbon
rupture without failure of the glass fibers as this will limit the value of a that can be used in the design of
an acceptable hybrid FRP rod.
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Figure 3.2.3 Cost, , and y for Hybrid FRP Reinforcing Rod
The thickness of the CFRP cover must be sufficient to fully insulate and ensure
durability of the inner glass fibers. Durability concerns may require an increased
thickness of CFRP-beyond that required for ductility-with a resulting increase in ao
and cost. Visual inspection of the 0.127 m (0.5 inch) diameter manufactured rods,
indicates that a volume fraction of 0.92 GFRP is required to ensure full CFRP coverage
of the inner core. As shown in Figure 3.2.3, a 0.92 GFRP volume fraction results in a
hybrid FRP rod cost approximately 5.5 times the cost of using steel on a stiffness basis.2
Steel is an excellent structural material for concrete reinforcement. In contrast,
GFRP is not a superior structural design material due primarily to its low modulus and its
sensitivity to fatigue loadings.3 GFRP material possesses high strength properties and is
economical. Furthermore, because GFRP use in maglev guideways will be restricted to
low stress levels, fatigue resistance is not considered a critical design issue. The primary
2 See Section 3.3.
3 Low GFRP stiffness is beneficial for prestressing as it results in lower prestress losses. However, long
term GFRP behavior under load is uncertain. GFRP is considered only for mild reinforcement in this thesis.
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limitation to using GFRP as a reinforcement material within concrete is the high
susceptibility of the glass fibers to the concrete alkaline environment.4
CFRP is an excellent structural material though it is expensive. With low cost as
an objective, present carbon fiber prices exclude CFRP from being considered a viable
replacement for steel in concrete. Due to its high content of GFRP, the hybrid FRP rod is
relatively low cost compared to an all CFRP rod. The hybrid FRP rod is inert to the
concrete matrix and it can be engineered to have a pseudo-ductile failure. Equations used
to predict strength, stiffness, pseudo-ductility, and cost of the hybrid FRP are presented in
the next subsection.
Table 3.2.1 Candidate material structural properties summarySt!el '......lps ' .:~!:ii;~'-" .." '" IyI$?: :
high inert inert inert
~i~~i~:iil ii~:iiiii~:~i~!:i:  low 3-4 times cost 10-25 times 5-8 times cost
ofsteel oV costof steel of steel V
StX.>.:t~k X·: high high high high
. .::>.i::i!:i:i: h gh low high relatively low
high low low low
excellent poor excellent excellent
C >tii sioiiiai.a" poor excellent excellent excellent
reliable sensitive to insensitive to sensitive to
V fatigueloading fatigue V fatigue
iD iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iii poor relatively good excellent good
Sheat-- '''''''::::Q excellent poor poor poor
ductile brittle brittle pseudo-ductile
V , is possible V'
V indicates a desirable quality as concrete tensile reinforcement for maglev
4 Some manufacturers claim to have developed GFRP that is resistant to alkaline environments through the
use of 1) superior glass fibers, 2) enhanced fiber treatments or 3) improved resin mixtures. Others claim to
have produced alkaline free concrete. Either approach is desirable. However, long term behavior remains a
significant concern and until such behavior of these advanced approaches can be substantiated, the use of
an outer protective layer of CFRP is the conservative design choice.
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3.2.2 Design equations
The following equations involve basic material properties and are used to
determine strength and stiffness properties of the hybrid FRP rod. High modulus fibers
(e.g. carbon) in conjunction with high strength fibers (e.g. glass) are pultruded in a resin
matrix (e.g. epoxy) to form a hybrid FRP concrete reinforcing rod. The design procedure
begins with calculating the modulus, density, and unit cost of the hybrid FRP rod.
Calculation of these parameters is performed using the following equation.
PhJf VI= VfX fib] i . + ( V[kE.mi Plm.fib + (1- V [wib) Pm
UOP U. fiptb U., _j L Ui. fib U
[3.3]
where
Efp : modulus of the hybrid FRP reinforcement
Pbsy : density of the hybrid FRP reinforcement
urp : mass unit cost of the hybrid FRP reinforcement
Eh,.fb : modulus of the high strength fibers (e.g. glass)
Pa.fib : density of the high strength fibers
UA..P : mass unit cost of the high strength fibers
El".fib : modulus of the high modulus fibers (e.g. carbon)
PhA.f : density of the high modulus fibers
U. ib : mass unit cost of the high modulus fibers
Em : modulus of the resin matrix (e.g. epoxy)
Pm : density of the resin matrix
Um : mass unit cost of the resin matrix
Vis : volume fraction of high strength FRP (e.g. GFRP) in hybrid rod
Vi.ib : volume fraction of high strength fibers (e.g. glass fibers) in high
strength FRP (e.g. GFRP)
V.fb : volume fraction of high modulus fibers (e.g. carbon fibers) in
high modulus FRP (e.g. CFRP)
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Yield and ultimate strains for the hybrid FRP rod are computed as follows:
[LE] =[ E.j f.]ib [3.4]
where
En : ultimate strain of the high strength fibers and the hybrid FRP rod
: ultimate strain of the high modulus fibers and yield strain of
hybrid FRP rod
fl.fb : tensile strength of the high strength fibers
fm.fb : tensile strength of the high modulus fibers
Properties of interest for the hybrid FRP rod include the ductility, reserve
strength, and cost factor (compared to steel on a stiffness basis). The modulus of the high
strength portion (i.e. the modulus of the GFRP), E,, is used to determine the amount of
ductility and reserve strength in a hybrid FRP rod. This modulus is computed as follows:
Es, = V,.f, ibE.b + (1- Vk.fib )Em [3.5]
where
Els : modulus of thv pultruded high strength FRP (e.g. GFRP)
As discussed previously, the parameters a and y, serve as checks to ensure
ductility and reserve load capacity. The a parameter must be less than a maximum set
value (e.g. 1.4) according to the following condition:
F'" EEVa= .' = 'VP <ama[-
a FFp~~ E V1. 5a · · [3.6]
where
amax : maximum load transfer factor for the hybrid FRP rod
In addition, the y parameter must be greater than a set value to ensure reserve
load capacity (e.g. 1.0) as indicated in the following condition:
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EVje = eY " =E_ 2Y [3.7]
E, ,,, aea,
where
Ymin : minimum reserve load capacity factor for the hybrid FRP rod
The cost of the hybrid rod with respect to steel reinforcement on a stiffness basis
is found using the following equation.
(E*( PIp U, [3.8]
where
F*p : ratio of hybrid FRP cost to steel on a stiffness basis
A hybrid FRP rod is deemed acceptable for use as concrete reinforcement when
1) a < amx,,, 2) y 2 yn,, 3) there is adequate CFRP coverage to insulate the glass fibers
from the concrete, and 4) there is sufficient filament-winding to ensure adequate
mechanical bonding to the concrete. Several hybrid FRP rods were designed and
manufactured using the above equations. Manufacture of the rods is described in the
following section.
3.3 Hybrid FRP rod manufacture
Hybrid FRP rods were manufactured by the Polygon Company of Walkerton,
Indiana using high strength Torayca T-300 carbons fibers which were donated by Toray
Industries in New York, and PPG 700 series E glass fibers which were purchased from
Polygon. Glass and carbon fibers were pultruded in an epoxy matrix to form straight,
2.4 m (8 feet) long, 1.27 cm (0.5 inch) diameter hybrid FRP rods. Figure 3.3.1 shows
fibers as they are pultruded into rods. The spools of the fibers art threaded into a
separation plate to maintain distribution of fiber tows. Tows are then threaded into a
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confining "fixture" plate, which defines the small diameter shape of the pultruded rod.
Next, fibers are extruded under tension to form smooth rods. Fiber volume fractions of
0.70 are common. Figure 3.3. la shows fiber tows feeding into a separation plate. Figure
3.3.lb shows threaded spools of fiber tows projecting from the separation plate. The
smooth, pultruded rods are filament-wound to produce surface irregularities for bonding.
J
b
Figure 3.3.1 Pultrusion Process
Figure 3.3.2 shows the concept of the filament-wound pultruded rods. Most rods
were filament-wound with PPG type 1062 E glass. Others used remaining T-300 carbon
fibers. The use of glass fibers for filament-winding is only for flexural testing purposes.5
Actual applications in concrete are expected to require carbon for filament winding.
FRP RodX X X X X 
filament wound FRP ,
Figure 3.3.2 Hybrid FRP Rod Concept with Filament-Winding
5 See Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.3.3 shows five of the 2.4 m long manufactured rods resting one of the T-
beam forms. The darker rod shown in the figure is filament-wound with carbon fibers.
The other four rods shown in Figure 3.3.3 mae filament-wound with glass fibers.
Figure 3.3.3 Manufactured Hybrid FRP Rod with Filament-Winding
Each manufactured hybrid FRP rod has with one of the three CFRP thicknesses
listed in Table 3.3.1. The "hybrid3" FRP rod has a 0.040 cm thick CFRP layer, which
results in a GFRP volume fraction of 0.8789. From a visual inspection, the "hybrid2" rod
has the minimum number of layers of carbon fibers to ensure complete coverage of the
glass fibers. Thus, for durability concerns, a GFRP volume fraction of 0.92 appears to be
the largest amount of GFRP allowable for a 1.27 cm diameter hybrid FRP rod.
Table 3.3.1 Manufactured hybrid FRP rods
hybridl 1 0.013 cm 1.244 cm 0.9588 4.8
______p:~:~·__  _(1/192 in) (47/96 in) ..
hybrid2 2 0.026 cm 1.217 cm 0.9184 5.5
(1/96 in) (23/48 in)
hybrid3 3 0.040 cm 1.191 cm 0.8789 6.4
l ._ (1/64 in) (15/32 in)
* See Figure 3.2.3
To process each CFRP thickness variation, a number of manual steps were
required. First, the entire pultrusion process had to be shutdown. Then, outside layers of
fiber tows had to be. removed and re-threaded with appropriate fibers types. At least 60 m
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(200 feet) of fiber were required for each setup. After the rods were pultruded and cut to
appropriate lengths, each was then manually sent to a filament-winding machine for final
processing.
For small hybrid FRP pultrusion orders-such as the order for test rods for this
research-the number of manual procedures required for rod processing results in
material costs that are rather insignificant compared to the total cost. As with most
manufacturing processes, however, pultrusion processing costs for large orders become
minor. Thus, in estimating the cost for a pultruded hybrid FRP rod, pultruded processing
costs have not been included. Rather, the glass fibers, carbon fibers, and epoxy matrix
material costs are used to estimate total hybrid FRP rod material costs.
3.4 Hybrid FRP reinforced concrete testing
3.4.1 Overview
To investigate and confirm the potential for using FRP rods as reinforcement in
concrete, load-displacement tests were performed on seven 1.83 m (6.0 ft) T-shaped
concrete beams, each reinforced with a single hybrid FRP rod. As discussed in section
3.2, the hybrid FRP rods consist of an inner core of pultruded glass fibers with a thin
outer layer of pultruded carbon fibers (see Figure 3.2.1). Each of the hybrid FRP
reinforcing rods used in the tests have a 1.27 cm (0.5 in) outside diameter with one of
three different carbon thicknesses. One to three layers of carbon fiber tows were
pultruded on the outside perimeter of each rod to insulate the inner glass fibers. The
carbon thicknesses used and the resulting volume fractions of GFRP are shown in Table
3.4.1. As indicated in the table, one layer of carbon fiber tows is not sufficient to
completely cover the inner glass fibers of the 1.27 cm diameter rod.
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Table 3.4.1 Hybrid FRP rods used in tests
''iii ii'<'S '"|' ... . . . . ..
hybridl 1 0.9588 no I-1, II-la, II-lb
hybrid2 2 0.9184 yes I1-2, II-2a, II-2b
hybrid3 3 0.8789 yes 1-3
* See Table 3.4.2
3.4.2 Test setup
Two phases of tests were performed. For the first phase, one beam was cast for
each of the three carbon thicknesses, (tests I-i, 1-2, and 1-3). The contact between the
FRP reinforcing rod and the steel stirrups caused premature failure in the first test phase.
These failures were attributed to the axial force from the stirrup which caused shearing on
the FRP rod under severe bending. For Phase II (tests II-la, II-lb, II-2a, and II-2b), a
separation of approximately 1.9 cm (0.75 in) between the FRP rod and the stirrups was
enforced-which eliminated the shearing problem.
Figure 3.4.1 shows the end of a first phase test beam. The single hybrid FRP rod
is cast in the lower portion of the T-beam. Small upper steel rods are used as compression
members only. Figure 3.4.2 shows the cross-section for the second phase test specimens.
Stirrups and reinforcement in the concrete compression zone are approximately 0.476 cm
(0.1875 in) diameter mild steel. Compressive strength for the concrete ranged from 55 to
75 MPa (8-11 ksi).
All beams were tested under 4 point bending as indicated in Figure 3.4.3. A
development length of 30.5 cm (12 in) was allowed and a shear free zone (between the
two loading points) of 10.2 to 20.3 cm (4-8 in) was used. A 20.3 cm shear free zone was
used for the Phase I tests and a 10.2 cm zone was used for the four beams of Phase II. The
10.2 cm shear free zone gives a shear aspect ratio of:
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86. 36cm - 30.48 cm
a = = 3.825
14.61cm
A shear aspect ratio of at least 2.5 is needed to ensure flexural failure of the reinforced
concrete beam [Wang and Salmon 85]. In addition, stirrups were placed approximately
every 5 cm (2 in) to further ensure failure in flexure.
Figure 3.4. 1 Hybrid FRP Test Beam Cross-Section
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Figure 3.4.2 Hybrid FRP Test Beam Cross-Section (Phase II)
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Figure 3.4.3 Hybrid FRP 4-Point Test Setup
3.4.3 Test results
Figure 3.4.4 shows the initial Phase I test setup for a hybrid FRP reinforced
concrete T-beam. As shown, the beam undergoes 4-point bending. Figure 3.4.5 shows
initial cracking of the beam under load. The deflection of the beam is also noticeable.
Figure 3.4.6 shows the extensive cracking of the section prior to failure. Both the
cracking and the small neutral axis of the section are due to the low stiffness of the hybrid
FRP rod.
Figure 3.4.4 T-beam Test Setup for Phase I
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Figure 3.4.5 Initial Cracking in Phase I Test Beam
Figure 3.4.6 Extensive Cracking Before Failure of Phase I Test Beam
Because it appeared that pseudo-ductility of the hybrid FRP rod was being
observed, the test beam was removed before failure. The concrete nearest to the failure
plane was removed with the hope of observing carbon fiber rupture. Figure 3.4.7 shows
one such area where it appears the carbon fibers did indeed rupture prior to the glass
rupture. However, this could not be confirmed with the test specimen. Once a beam was
reloaded, the hybrid FRP rods either failed in a brittle fashion, or could not be failed.
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Figure 3.4.7 Exposed Hybrid FRP Rod Showing Carbon Failure
It becain-,; evident that the steel stirrup was causing the pultruded FRP rod to fail
prematurely (see Table 3.4.2) due to the severe bending in the beam before failure. For
the second test phase a physical separation between the rod and the stirrups was ensured
as shown in Figure 3.4.2. In addition, the mid portion of the rod was left exposed, as
shown in Figure 3.4.8, in order to visually confirm the pseudo-ductile failure.
Figure 3.4.8 Test Setup for Phase H
Figure 3.4.9 shows initial cracking of a Phase II test beam. Figure 3.4.10 shows
the extent of beam cracking and bowing prior to failure. Load-displacement plots for all
tests are included in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.4.9 Initial Cracking in Phase II Test Beam
Figure 3.4.10 Extensive Cracking and Bowing of Phase II Test Beam
Figures 3.4.11 and 3.4.12 show the load-deflection curve for a Phase II hybrid
reinforced concrete beam. In general, load was applied twice to test beams. The first
loading was stopped prior to beam failure to check for evidence of carbon fiber rupture
prior to glass fiber rupture. This would indicate ductility in the FRP rod. The second
loading was an attempt to fail the beam.
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Figure 3.4.11 FRP Reinforced
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Figure 3.4.12 FRP Reinforced Concrete (magnified) Force-Displacement Plot
Test results, summarized in Table 3.4.2, indicate that the bond strength between
the pultruded hybrid FRP rods with an outer filament winding, and the high strength
concrete is adequate. Though one hybrid FRP rod did experience a bond failure (test 1-2),
it appears that the filament winding was split by the shearing action from the abutting
stirrup when it was under severe beam bending. This problem was eliminated in Phase II
and no bond failure occurred.
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Table 3.4.2 Hybrid FRP reinforced concrete beam tests
extensive
cracking complete
Test FRP rod before ductile adequate
Number used failure? failure? bond? comments
I-1 hybridl yes no yes stirrup sheared rod
I-2 hybrid2 yes yes no stirrup sheared filament winding
I-3 hybrid3 yes no y es stirrup sheared rod
........ ...: ....
II-la hybridl yes yes yes
II-lb hybrid yes ye yes
II-2a hybrid2 yes no yes improper beam alignment
II-2b hybrid2 yes yes yes see Figures 3.4.6 and 3.4.7
There were several cases where it appeared that the carbon fibers had failed
before the glass (tests 1-2, II-la, and II-2b), but this behavior was not found in all cases.
Some cases appeared to have simply frayed the carbon fibers due to the interaction with
either the stirrups, tie wire, or possibly even sharp aggregate. Thus, pseudo-ductility of
the rod could not be confirmed in these tests though theoretically, the concept is valid. A
hybrid FRP rod with a lower carbon fiber failure strain should confirm the pseudo-
ductility of the material.
Ductility in the FRP rod could not be confirmed due to the high failure strains of
the pultruded glass and high strength carbon fibers. However, ductility in the FRP
reinforced beam was evident as significant and obvious cracking of the concrete occurred
in each beam prior to failure. Only one beam failed in a brittle manner in the second
phase. It was concluded the failure was due to improper alignment of the beam setup. The
other three test beams demonstrated that FRP R/C beams indeed fail in a ductile manner.
3.5 FRP vs. steel cost comparison
Currently, FRP rods are not considered to be cost effective replacements for steel.
They are envisioned for use only in areas where steel reinforcing rod use is restricted, e.g.
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near superconducting magnets where stray magnetic fields and power losses are
significant. The cost of FRP material is compared to the cost of steel on a stiffness basis
in Figure 3.5.1. The cost of glass FRP is 2.2 to 4.5 times the cost of steel on a stiffness
basis, while carbon FRP costs currently are 10 to 25 times the cost of steel on a stiffness
basis. High strength carbon (carbon-HS) fiber costs 10 to 19 times that of steel and high
modulus carbon (carbon-HM) fiber costs 13 to 25 times the cost of steel.
Figure 3.5.1 FRP Cost Comparison vs. Steel for Various Fiber Types
The cost of carbon-HM FRP used in the comparison is over twice the cost of
carbon-HS FRP on a mass basis.6 However, on a stiffness (or strain) basis, carbon-HM is
approximately 37% greater in cost than carbon-HS due to the higher modulus and lower
strain of the carbon-HM fiber. That is, because of the lower failure strain of the carbon-
HM fiber, more of its fiber is utilized by the concrete. Thus, if the cost of carbon-HM
fibers can be reduced substantially, it will be the superior choice for use in concrete.
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Note that costs in Figure 3.5.1 are shown for ultimate strain levels of 0.002, 0.003,
and 0.004. Though glass FRP material has ultimate strains as high as 0.040, only 0.002 to
0.004 strain is utilized by a reinforced concrete member because significant cracking
results when a tensile strain of 0.004 is exceeded.7 The remaining material strength,
though useful to ensure ductility in the member, represents essentially wasted FRP
material for a stiffness based reinforced concrete design (see Figure 3.4.10). Also shown
in Figure 3.5.1 are costs for the three hybrid FRP rods used in the tests described in the
previous sections.
Current applications for carbon FRP (e.g. tennis rackets, fishing poles) are not
highly cost sensitive and involve relatively small quantities. The extent to which the cost
of carbon FRP can be reduced has not been determined. Cost reductions are limited by
the energy costs involved in the manufacture of the carbon fibers. However, it is certainly
plausible that with large volume orders-which would occur if a prototype system is
built--FRP material costs will be reduced significantly.
3.6 Hybrid FRP rod summary and conclusions
A method for improving the failure mechanism, durability, and stiffness
properties of a glass FRP rod has been developed and presented in this thesis in the form
of a hybrid FRP rod. The concept is based on surrounding an inner GFRP core with a thin
layer of CFRP to form a glass/carbon hybrid FRP rod. Because carbon fibers are inert to
alkaline environments, they are extremely durable in concrete. Also, because of the
higher modulus of carbon with respect to glass, the hybrid FRP rod fails in a pseudo-
ductile manner.
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7 See Figures 3.4.11 and 3.4.12
The hybrid rod, along with all pultruded FRP rods, suffers in that it is weak in
shear. This suggests that any FRP design must avoid significant axial forces
perpendicular to the axis of the pultruded fibers. Thus, connection design, stirrup design,
and anchorage device design will have to consider the lack of shear strength of the rods.
In addition, long term FRP material behavior including creep, relaxation and fatigue must
be considered. In general, the properties and the orientation of FRP fibers can be
engineered for specific strength and/or stiffness requirements. However, for pultruded
rods, fiber orientations other than those parallel to the rod axis are difficult to
manufacture.
Though hybrid FRP rod cost reduction through mass manufacturing techniques is
expected, costs for hybrid FRP rods are not expected to drop below those of steel. This
suggests the need for efforts directed towards reducing areas of the guideway system that
require non-magnetic reinforcement, (i.e. through modified vehicle and/or motor
designs).
Because low cost is a major design objective, glass fibers and low cost carbon
fibers have been used in the hybrid FRP rod presented in this thesis. Mechanical
properties of this hybrid FRP rod suffer from the use of these low cost fibers. To ensure
ductility and low cost, the use of GFRP must be maximized. However, by maximizing
GFRP, the hybrid rod tends to behave more like GFRP alone, which has 1) a low
modulus and 2) a failure strain much greater than can be effectively utilized by concrete.
Currently, the hybrid rod is projected to cost 5.5 to 8.5 times the cost of steel on a
stiffness comparison basis.8 Future research focused at reducing the cost of hybrid FRP
rod is needed. The hybrid FRP rod is acceptable, though improvements are possible.
Specifically, mechanical properties of the hybrid FRP rod improve dramatically if only
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8 See Figure 3.2.3
high strength and high modulus carbon fibers are used. Currently, however, the high cost
of an all carbon FRP rod restricts its viability. A mechanically superior reinforcing hybrid
FRP rod is one consisting of 1) high strength, high strain carbon fibers and 2) high
modulus, low strain carbon fibers, i.e. no glass fibers. However, current costs of carbon
fibers prevent immediate consideration of an all carbon FRP rod. Further research into
lower cost, lower strain carbon fibers is needed.
Chapter 4 applies the glass/carbon hybrid FRP rod concept presented in this
chapter to the concrete reinforcement of the upper two corners of the rectangular hollow-
box beam cross-section. The stirrup reinforcement in these areas is also considered to be
with hybrid FRP, though no consideration for embedment length is given. In addition, the
5.5 hybrid FRP cost factor calculated in section 3.2 is used in the cost sensitivity analyses
performed in Chapter 4.
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4.0 Narrow Beam Analysis
This chapter introduces a design procedure as well as equations for the hollow-
box reinforced concrete beam in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 presents a step-by-step example
of a maglev beam design with given loading and deflection constraints. Included is a
spreadsheet analysis program which uses the design procedure equations found in Section
4.1. This analysis program is used to perform a number of sensitivity analyses which are
outlined and discussed in Section 4.3. Cost comparisons between the narrow beam design
and the Transrapid maglev guideway are also included.
4.1 Narrow Beam Design Formulas
Formulas are derived for horizontal and vertical bending, deflection, shear, and
torsion for a hollow-box reinforced concrete guideway beam. The design approach is
based on American Concrete Institute (ACI) reinforced concrete design procedures
[ACI 89]. Cost functions for overall beam material costs are outlined in 4.4.4. These cost
functions are generalized to account for both hybrid FRP and steel reinforcement. The
analysis assumes linearly elastic beam behavior. Also, horizontal and vertical bending
resistance and deflections are analyzed independently. The effect of prestressing tendons
on live load resistance and deflection is ignored. These assumptions are used to ensure a
conservative design.
4.1.1 Bending moment resistance
The strength of a simply-supported beam element must be sufficient to withstand
both bending moments and shear forces resulting from given loads. It is assumed that
realistic loading patterns can be approximated by the combination of a fully distributed
load and a concentrated midspan load. The beam element must have the capacity to
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withstand the required vertical bending moment, M,.,, and the horizontal bending
moment, M,,, as computed in the following formula.
where
L : beam length
F, : vertical load uncertainty multiplying factor (1.4)
Fh : horizontal load uncertainty multiplying factor (1.7)
0 : material uncertainty reduction factor due to bending (0.90)
w,, Wh : distributed vertical and horizontal loads
IPVPh : concentrated vertical and horizontal midspan loads
Bending constraints:
Based on the use of concrete and steel, the following constraints are imposed on
the minimum cross-sectional area of steel for the primary tensile steel in the lower flange,
Ar,., and the nominal cross-sectional area of steel in each web, A,.h'.
=( Err [1- 2 (E+ ]) [ ]' [ [4.2]At.hje'l (E +er) dh M. 
where
Er' : reinforcement strain before yield (e.g. 0.002)
ar : fraction of yield strain permissible during service load (e.g. 0.6)
C· : reinforcement strain during service load, Era (e.g. 0.0012)
EC· : ultimate strain of concrete in compression (e.g. 0.003)
5 ~ : strength reduction factor for concrete based on the working stress
block design
Er : reinforcement modulus (in Pa, N/m2)
d, : "effective" depth (i.e. from the top of the beam to the neutral axis
of the lower tensile reinforcement)
d, : "effective" width
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Due to physical spacing requirements for reinforcing bars and stirrups, the
absolute steel-to-concrete volume percentage is limited to less than 8%. Generally,
however, less than 3% steel-to-concrete volume is used in reinforced concrete design. For
design purposes, the absolute percentage of tensile reinforcement is used as a constraint
for a given section as indicated in the following equation.[ k.vlf = · F b [4.3]
Arhmal ra [h-2tJ
where
Fr : maximum fraction of reinforcement possible with respect to area
of section (e.g. 0.08)
Ar.,ax - maximum reinforcement allowable for flange sections
A.hmax : maximum reinforcement allowable for web sections
t : thickness of the box beam
b : beam width
h : beam depth
Minimum reinforcement constraints result from the need to adequately distribute
reinforcement in the tension zone of the concrete. Without proper distribution, 1) large
cracks will develop in the section and 2) reinforcing bars will tend to pull out
prematurely. According to ACI code, the following minimum constraint is placed on
reinforcement distribution [ACI 89].
[ArVinj ] Db 2rt 2 ( Er [ ] [4.4]
Ar.hn= 8 [W,.-n ) h-2t
where
Arv,m : minimum reinforcement allowable for flange sections
Ar.hnn : minimum reinforcement allowable for web sections
Db : diameter of longitudinal reinforcing bar (in m)
w,m,ax : maximum tension allowable in section (e.g. 25,400,000 N/m =
145 kips/in)
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The amount of reinforcement in the upper flange is dependent on the actual
dynamic response of the beam.1 The dynamic response results in beam oscillations, and
thus, negative (i.e. upward) beam deflections. Therefore, as an estimate, compressive
vertical reinforcement is assumed equal to a fraction, F~., of the required vertical tensile
reinforcement (e.g. 0.25). The actual value of F,.,, used in practice will depend on the
dynamic amplification factor imposed by a particular vehicle on the beam. In addition, a
similar approach is followed to determine required reinforcement for the opposite web
when subjected to horizontal dynamic loads. For unprotected sections, (i.e. when no other
structure such as a nearby building is present that will significantly shield one side of the
guideway from wind), the horizontal negative reinforcement factor, F,,.h, equals 1.0.
ArC. = max{Fr.,Ar. Ar } [4.5]
where
F,.~ · fraction of compressive (negative) vertical reinforcement, Av,,
with respect to required vertical tensile reinforcement, Ar,.
A~rc. : amount of reinforcement for the negative vertical reinforcement
in upper flange
When calculating reinforcement requirements using the above formula, the
amount of reinforcement required for corners of the box section is computed for both
horizontal and vertical directions-and is thus redundant. Therefore, the amount of
horizontal, or web, reinforcement calculated in the previous equation is reduced to the
amount of reinforcement inside each web, A,.h,. This reduction is made primarily for cost
calculations. The resulting amount of reinforcement equals that required for horizontal
bending resistance minus the reinforcement found in corner sections required for vertical
bending moment resistance according to the Equation 4.6. Note that the horizontal
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1 See Chapter 5.
reinforcement is not considered when analyzing vertical bending capacity. Similarly,
vertical reinforcement is not considered when analyzing horizontal bending capacity.
This approach gives a conservative first order design.
Art.h = max{[An. - (A.V + A.) (b)] Armin} [4.6]
and
Ac.h = Fr.h A.h [4.7]
where
FNr.h : fraction of compressive (negative) vertical reinforcement, Ac..,,
with respect to required vertical tensile reinforcement, Art,,.
A,,h : actual cross-sectional area of reinforcement in web for positive
horizontal bending
A,~.h amounts of reinforcement in web for negative horizontal bending
4.1.2 Deflection criteria
The vertical and horizontal moments of inertia, Ig.v and Ig.h, respectively, for the
transformed box section are computed using the following equations. For simplicity in
computing the section moment of inertia, it is assumed ) that the thickness of the
section, t, is uniform for each flange and web and 2) that web and flange longitudinal
reinforcement is centered at a distance of t/2 from the exterior. These moment of inertia
assumptions are valid for relatively thin-walled box sections.
section mass centroid
vertical
th(b - 2t) + (n - 1)[Ar.vd
~
+ ., + th2L,.,, 2b-t + ( -' XA,£.V + A. ] 2 [4.8a]2t(b - 2t) + (n - )[A,, + A.] + 2th
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horizontal
tb(h - 2t) + (n - I[AA, hdh + A,.4A + tb[2
Yc.h = 2t(h-2t) + ( - 1)[A,.A + Ac.h] + 2tb
section moment of ineikr
vertical
2t 3 t3
=1, ( YC.9 + (h YC., )3 ] + ( 6J[b -- 2t]
+ (Yc. -2 ) [(b- 2t)t - (n - )Ac.]
+ (d- yc) [(b - 2t)t + (n - 1)A,,.] [4.9a]
horizontal
= (3 )[. + (b - Y )] + [h - 2t]
+ (YcA h-2 ) 2 [(h-2t)t + (n - 1)A.h]
+ (d - Yc.h)2[(h - 2t)t + (n - 1)Alh] [4.9b]
where
: vertical distance from top of section to mass center
[Yt., = h- yc.,]
Yc.h : horizontal distance from side of section to mass center (should
equal b/2) [Y,.h = b- Yc.h].
n : ratio of reinforcement modulus to concrete modulus, Er/Ec .
Ig. V : vertical moment of inertia.
Ig.h : horizontal moment of inertia.
To control deflection, the following minimum constraints are imposed on the
vertical and horizontal moments of inertia.
V.v >( L2 rY 0 ][w P [4.10]I.hj>384E, )[0 kmi P 10]
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where
E,
kAV
kA
: modulus of the concrete
: vertical deflection constraint (e.g. L/1000 --> kA, =1000)
: horizontal deflection criteria (e.g. /1000 --> k =1000)
4.1.3 Prestressing
The amount of prestressing is limited by the maximum compressive and tensile
stresses induced on the concrete according the following formula.
[ Am]in_ A(Ig -F. Mfy I1 [4.11]
LPhmi 1- F, II
Ig.h
wh¢ere
Ag : gross area of the cross-section
Fp : long term strength loss due to relaxation of the prestressing
tendons
y., : vertical distance from the neutral axis to the extreme tension:
in the cross-section (= h - Y.v)
Yt.h horizontal distance from the neutral axis to the extreme tensic
fiber in the cross-section (= b - Yc.h)
f* t : maximum tension allowable for concrete section ( ACI code
allows 500f , where f is in Pa)
P.Mi. : amount of prestressing force required to limit tensile stress in
concrete section under vertical bending
Ph,i. ,,, : amount of prestressing force required to limit tensile stress in
concrete section under horizontal bending
fiber
)n
The prestressing force is calculated to be sufficient to negate dead load deflection.
The dead load, wD, is calculated using Equation 4.12. Note that the contribution due to
prestressing cable weight is not included in this beam dead load equation. The weight
contribution of the prestressing cables typically is not significant. When desired,
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however, an estimate of the cable weight can be added to the distributed magnetic
windings load, wm.
WD = Agpc + (A,. v + Ac.v + A,.h + A,. )(Pr -Pc) + Wm [4.12]
where
Pc : concrete density (N/m3)
Pr : reinforcement density (N/m 3)
wm : distributed magnetic motor winding load
The minimum amount of prestressing permissible in the beam is controlled by the
maximum midspan eccentricity permissible in the section and is represented in the
following equation.
P. = MD [4.13]
ema,(1-F,)
where
MD : unfactored moment due to dead weight loading (= wDL 2 /8)
emax : maximum amount of eccentricity available for prestressing for the
given section (= y,., - 2t)
Pe.Min : amount of prestressing force required to control deflection
considering maximum available eccentricity of section
Thus, the amount of prestressing required is the maximum value of Pmin, Pahn,,'
and P,.mi as indicated below.
P= max Phmin [4.14]
Pc.min
where
P : amount of prestressing force required to satisfy deflection and
tension in section constraints
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To limit the amount of compressive forces in the concrete section, maximum
amounts of prestressing forces are calculated by the following equation.
[Pm - AJx] s (I-F J. [4] -4' Jj [4.15]
p, .. -, F L1 M,hYc.;.
where
fc · : maximum compression allowable for concrete section (ACI code
allows 0.45 f )
Pvmax : maximum amount of prestressing force allowed to limit
compressive stress in concrete section under vertical bending
Phmax : maximum amount of prestressing force allowed to limit
compressive stress in concrete section under horizontal bending
Once an acceptable prestressing force is determined, a midspan eccentricity is
chosen to give a zero dead load deflection. The profile of the prestressing tendons is
considered parabolic for analysis. Though a draped profile may be desired for actual
construction, its effect on eccentricity calculations will be minimal. The eccentricity is:
e=-MD [4.16]
P(1 - FP,)
where
e : midspan eccentricity of parabolic tendon profile
4.1.4 Torsion and shear design
The required vertical shear strength, V,,, horizontal shear strength, V,,h , and
torsion capacity to be resisted by the beam, T,, are computed as follows:
V 0.5 FDwDL V 0 0 WV PV L Vh 5)0+ °Ph [2 4.17]i T,{ O 0 FLwheh Phehj
where
FD : dead load uncertainty multiplying factor (e.g. = 1.4)
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' : material uncertainty reduction factor due to shear and torsion
eh : eccentricity between the centers of gravity of the vehicle and the
guideway
V." [ F (max V.h)] [4.18]
LTU L T.
where
V. : factored shear (= max{V.', VO' })
T. : factored torsion (= T.')
Torsion capacity
Torsion analysis is performed using design approaches following ACI code. The
ACI code provides guidelines for prestressed sections and for torsion design of
unprestressed sections. However, it does not specifically address prestressed sections in
torsion. ACI Committee 445 is working to include prestressed sections in torsion. The
procedure outlined below is adapted from Torsion of Reinforced Concrete, by T. Hsu
[Hsu 84]. Hsu's approach modifies current ACI code to account for torsion in prestressed
sections.
prestress factors
The method uses several prestress factors to modify present ACI design criteria to
be applicable for prestressed sections in torsion . Prestress factors are listed below.
1OP
yp = 1+ As--[4.19a]
Yp, = 2.5p - 1.5 [4.19b]
Y 1 0.833PAf [4.19c]
,yp.2= As f,
~
~Yv
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maximum section torsion capacity
T _ 635yP2 Jbi ht 
2 7y127h~hV" [4.20]
where
T,,m ax : maximum allowable torsion capacity of the beam
When a section is sufficient to resist the torsional moment, torsion reinforcement
design proceeds. If a section is not sufficient, either the width, depth, or wall thickness
must be increased and the bending calculations repeated. Once a sufficient section is
determinerd, the amount of shear and torsion reinforcement must then be determined.
Shear strength
Both web shear and flexure shear must be considered in order to determine the
shear strength of the concrete beam without reinforcement. Note that in the following
approach, in order to calculate beam shear strength and torsion capacity, ACI equations
have been modified by the author to account for box sections having widths significantly
greater than 0.25 m-on which ACI code is based [Wang and Salmon 85, Hsu 84]. Full
scale testing is desirable to confirm these modifications. Flexure-shear for the hollow-box
maglev guideway beam is calculated according to the following equations.
flexure-shear cracking strength
[d ] = [ {2 a }] [4.21]
0.8b
where
= a(L -) 1
ea :eccentricity of prestress at section a, ea w -a ,)(-) ,and
a, is the distance from the support to where shear forces are
calculated. ( a, = F.,h; F,, = 0. 5)
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dp., : distance from vertical extreme compression fiber to vertical
centroid of prestressing tendons at section av
dph : distance from horizontal extreme compression fiber to distance
0.8b at section a,,. (a, = F,,b; F, = 0.5)
Viv]j[ F,(w [L - 2av] + P) + FDwD(L - 2a )
Lvi. , Fh(Wh[L- 2ah]+ P) [4.22]
where
Vi.v : vertical shear due to factored load at section a,
Vi.h : corresponding horizontal shear due to factored load at section a,
[Mmna. 1 0 av{Fv(w [ L-a ] + P)+ Fow[L-av]}
Mmax.hJ [ ah{F(h[L -ah]+ Ph)}) [4.23]
where
M,,x : maximum vertical moment due to factored loads at section a,
Mm,. : maximum horizontal moment due to factored loads at section a,
MCrLY. [4.24] ( Ag I
Yt.l [4.24]
where
Mc,,v net vertical cracking moment at section a,
MA,: net horizontal cracking moment at section ah
[Vz; = 1oo pyct[ d ] +.i. p 
F4_251
where
Vci.v : total nominal vertical flexure-shear cracking strength at section av
KVi., : total nominal horizontal flexure-shear cracking strength at section
ah
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1VD dead load shear at a, [ wD( a .)]
1 2000 rt dp.v1
Vci.n. 7 dp [4.26]
where
Vi., am : minimum nominal vertical flexure-shear strength at av
Vci.hn, : minimum nominal horizontal flexure-shear strength at ah
web-shear cracking strength
Web shear is calculated according to the following formula.
= 3004/? +j2{ +
VC."'. ] (A0g3P( d-Fp)Lhda·s 0p [4.27]
where
V., ': total nominal vertical web-shear cracking strength
VC..h : total nominal horizontal web-shear cracking strength
2eP(1-F¥F)VP : vertical component of prestress = L
Shear and Torsion Reinforcement Design
The minimum of the computed web-shear and flexure-shear strengths equals the
nominal shear strength (to be used in torsion calculations) as indicated in the following
formula.
Vc, = min{ V.., V,i.h , Vc .,, V. } [4.28]
where
Vo : total nominal section shear strength
The following equation is taken from Hsu and converted for general widths and IS
units [Hsu 84].
Tc = 127,,p ht [4.29]
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where
To: · total nominal section torsion capacity
_ Tco
VT)T [4.30]
where
Tc : total section torsion capacity without reinforcement
VC =
r4311IL '"'- J
where
V · : total section shear strength without reinforcement
Once the shear strength and torsional capacity of the concrete section are
determined, the procedure for determining adequate reinforcement is straightforward. The
following equations illustrate the method.
[V= max{ V ,, .V . }-Vc] [4.32]V, [m~(v,.Y. v..,>- Y.][4.32]
where
T, : torsion to be resisted by reinforcement
Vs : shear to be resisted by reinforcement
If T. < 1660' ry, bth, then = 0, otherwise A is found according to the
S s
following procedure. This procedure is used by ACI and is discussed in detail by Hsu
[ACI 89, Hsu 84].
[2i] = [h] - (Dig + 2CC[
where
Xl : horizontal distance between edges of stirrup confinement cage
Y, : vertical distance between edges of stirrup confinement cage
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a, =.66+.33(X) < 1.5
: torsional strength coefficient
S(q)]: aXYE, rA ,7 J
: area of transverse torsional reinforcement required
AV : area of transverse shear reinforcement required (one leg of
stirrup)
transverse torsional reinforcement
-A, -A +0.5 
s s s [4.36]
where
: total area of transverse reinforcement required ( A + 0.5A,)
F, = 190ht bf c
a,XiYE,', [4.37]
where
F, : factor used to calculate minimum amounts of stirrup and torsion
reinforcement required
A 11i =F{1+12 5J
S A,fc
: minimum total area of transverse reinforcement required
according to ACI
s = minA si, )S 30 + Y d4 2d4 '2'2J
where
a,
[4.34]
where
A
dEo 1,EV,
[4.35]
where
A,..in
[4.38]
[4.39]
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where
S s: tirrup spacing
A = 2( )(X +)
where
: area of longitudinal torsional reinforcement required
- max 2A,,,
-max 2A.,mi [4.41]
; '
: minimum area of longitudinal torsion reinforcement required
according to ACI
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longitudinal torsional reinforcement
[4.40]
Amin =
where
.mn
Torsion and shear reinforcement required for FRP zones
longitudinal FRP reinforcement required (all three equations can apply)
The volume of hybrid FRP reinforcement required depends on the areas of the
beam element under high magnetic flux fields. Areas of the beam cross-section required
to have non-magnetic reinforcement are indicated by the parameters brp and hp
(see Figure 2.4.2). These parameters are defined in the following equation which is used
to determine the volume of reinforcement per beam in the top flange of the box section
that must be non-magnetic. Note that all three of the following equations may apply to a
given section depending upon the value of hfp.
weh
2bpb =  ( min{hp,t}
b t [4.42a]
where
Vrc.v.frp/b : compression flange reinforcement volume required non-magnetic
brp : width of non-magnetic zone for one side of beam ( b, < 0. 5b)
hr· : depth of non-magnetic zone for one side of beam (hfrp < h)
~~~w eJ~~~~~~t ij
[Vn.fn,/~]=~h fp - t ) [A~ ] LIm inb ' }V c.rcfrplb = (h -
_A.,______VI.h.frpb j h -2t _A.h t
[4.42b]
where
Vc.h.frp/b compression web reinforcement volume required non-magnetic
V.,h.frpb tension web reinforcement volume required non-magnetic
rwheih.rrs~Ž.5-t~ I.:S
Vlt..frplb = ( b)Ar, V(Lb t [4.42c]
where
V.v.frp/b tension flange reinforcement volume required non-magnetic
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lateral FRP reinforcement required (only one of three equations will apply)
The volume of stirrup and torsional reinforcement per beam that is required to be
non-magnetic is determined using one of the following three equations which depend on
the value of hf,.
[Vt t.frplb] ( 2bphfp )Vr tb] [4.43a]
[, A fLA A£J
where
V,tfrplb : stirrup reinforcement volume required non-magnetic
VtI.frp/b torsion reinforcement volume required non-magnetic
· on':,::h.. .. .
[Vttfrb] = 2brt + (hf - t)min{2bfp,2t} )Vr;b] [4.43b]
Vt.rP/b= 2bp(hfrp + 2t - h)+(h - 2t)min{2b,2t}) V,t/bl
VL .. frp/b_ A A-,L ] [4.43c]
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4.1.5 Cost functions without FRP reinforcement
Once all material quantities are determined, beam costs can then be calculated.
Beam material costs are computed for all steel reinforcement and for a mixture of steel
and hybrid FRP reinforcement according to the following equations:
S)( ) ] [4-44]
Vr[ 1b1 I . + A + h + + A)L
where
V,.,,b : volume of transverse reinforcement (i.e. stirrups) required per
beam
V,.,,b : volume of longitudinal reinforcement (i.e. bars) required per
beam
Vrb = V,./b + Vr.llb [4.45]
where
Vr./b : total volume of mild reinforcement required per beam
Vc/b = AL- V,/b [4.46]
where
Vc/b : volume of concrete required per beam
- Cc/b 1 UcVlb
Crb U7 V1 /bP7r j[4.47]
Cp 1,,b LFpsuLP
where
Cc/b : concrete material cost (per beam)
Crb : mild reinforcement material cost (per beam) without FRP
Clb : prestressing reinforcement material cost (per beam)
CJ L- C,/bj [4.481
~C p.,ab
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where
Cc : concrete material cost (per meter)
Cr : mild reinforcement material cost (per meter) without FRP
CMc : prestressing reinforcement material cost (per meter)
IC C + C + C+ I [4.49]
where
C : total beam material cost (per meter) without FRP
4.1.6 Cost functions with FRP and steel reinforcement
The cost of using hybrid FRP reinforcement is added to the base beam material
cost as demonstrated by the following equations:
Vfrpb = Vrt.v.frp/b +Vrc.v.frp/b + V..pl/b + Vrc.h.frp/b + Vt.t.frp/b + Vt.l.frp/b [4.50]
where
VfrpNb : total volume of mild reinforcement required to be FRP
Cfpb = Vpb (Ffp - I)Pu,. [4.51]
where
C~pb : additional beam material cost (per beam) due to use of FRP
Cfr = C,rplbL-' [4.52]
where
Cfip : additional beam material cost (per meter) due to use of FRP
IC. C + Cf [4.53]
where
C,tl : total material cost per meter for guideway beam element
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4.2 Design Example
4.2.1 Overview
The example presented in this section is considered to be a base case for the
narrow beam design. Using equations presented in Section 4.1, this section illustrates the
analysis of a reinforced concrete hollow-box beam with a step-by-step example. Several
sensitivity analyses are presented in Section 4.3 for a variety of span widths, depths,
lengths, and deflection criteria.
4.2.2 Spreadsheet example
A complete copy of the analysis program, BoxCost, is shown in Appendix C. The
first page of the program is shown in Figure 4.2.1. Bold cells in the figure indicate input
values. Other cells, shown in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 (and in Appendix C) are used for
either intermediate calculations or for verification of results.
U -ir E"f
material data
Er= .... 2 1 ..........
'conc" ... := . . ...... ....
..... .................. ........... ...........
.rem '
'.-" .............. is........ o ::o':.. .
.. .............. . ............
. in(i).n ........ .-....~.. ........ ............. ...... .....................i''................ . .. .....................
"aln'i'r'..... . i .................. ..................
"w v- n ................ 
. ... "" .............
"w:i"- .,..t........ O::i:'=' ,:: (t'n"..i....'.).......'i""....:.  :. ... n
.w.m = *.. . .........
name 
Y. . ...... .....actors
B' ~ "~'/ "; ..............................
................ '  :, '' 0 :okay:! oaf j. ..............-~:~':'~,'"'-" ....... :..' ................'o'~r'~ .:..........
.. y.. ..........  ...... ...
o'....! r................. ..  .  ..okay neeative relntorcement fractionso.kay .nr.v = t
a..y!0 . .............. .....................
.oay! bar and crance dmensons
oky! 30i - . 0.1271 (.m.
kay' ....... AM .. ...... ............i/......concrete .stress cont
..... e.. . . .. . ....... ...
.~vt ."ermissi e strales
.2 2m a htors
*!.an = 0.50(*b)
Figure 4.2.1 User Input for BoxCost Analysis Program (page 1)
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As shown in Figure 4.2.1, values are entered in SI units. When necessary, the
program converts to English units to correspond to ACI code equations and then
reconverts final results back to SI units. For most cases, both units are shown (see
Appendix C). Figure 4.2.2-page 2 of the complete analysis program-shows primary
results from input given in Figure 4.2.1.
,,.,, . 's.,,,,,,,,,., ....... ,,.,,,,,,,,,4,,,,,0 .. .........   ' ,   4 ,....I ............ ,. ,,.,.......
.tota costwJ... ......i . cencretemodul i ...ZiC~i~i~. : ........... .. :. ::...,1. ,_
Ca .. . ..... cn4 r.  .. e.s..o e M o.. ' ...
.~.~. ,.0$Z 2.~................ .........: ...........................
........ r........ ..... M)t ....... i. .... ) ..........
.. h. g2,l-ce t-w,(r,,, m), .. ..,,. ' co .....,,,,,,.,,,,, Q............. ..........................
...x,... .....- .......~~,7.."~.m~........... ....  M  ............. i.............. t 3 (..~.........- " ........................
.5. t~t. ------- 2JA§3 (per) 074 h(in)
... ....... .........M l ... .-- .............. ................O. .4l m.] ..................f,,cP.2 n (. )-
. };. fFI.> <L - 83g]2- (Sr,,,,m,,j,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,Wag~lie~a .. . .....................a -" .......................
..c~d..~.Z . .....-:..Z..Z:Ii;~.,2.~..L-~ Z..m.~ . . ....... Its .....,,.~...........~...,z..a.m ... ..........................
.¢.,~=. '.. - $..0.....,~Z~ '(.o ....m.~ ':~na~ental-rea-en--[ ........................~ ................$Y07 ~O (er en) $4 C3,pE~r~l ; !.N5,.d1Em) .) .... ...  1..1 n
' .i... ... ......... 9. ... .9m) ....... . . .... ...................
. , .,, .......... ...... _ d e n w¢ u . i ............... .... ..........................
... . ................... -.. t 1 ..... .*----...... , . .. .........................................k ... ........................................ ............... ..........................uP: =...... .......  .......... ..  8..
~r~`~mj~~~~~~~~~~~~~j~.~.~  ~   ~ cto it ~.~X.Z;Z. . :; ~ ... ..Ein..E ~.Z.j.. ........ .".. ........................I jT $171 ...... erm) Y.=... .
.. ¢.'/~Z..~.". .........'IZ.. :52.Z-A :.m.D ...... ..... .Av.. . ........4 .t~~, i..k...~..... ........ ............
..¢.,~:;.'--- ' ... Z.: ........... . . ........... ...... 2..
............... ..........................
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=...................... . .............. ...  . ...  i r n .. eoreifo rce m n fw ! . ) ..............
SU M............. ......................... i...e. h2......i........ ...... .... 2'.°.,.................- ..........................
..... ... ...... .... ..;.:: :.. A ZZZ:.L :.2Z....;;.Z.Z...i....v.ere t. e.o .c s to.ot.. tt ..ra .....t....
-4ercen afe ....e.....emnt........'
............................. ............................[ .............................. .. .?.~.r.....f..r........... . -.....°  ....................Z ..........................r -r
............................. ..................................................... 
n. a rrp.to t....... ...........
%rho.rp.tot 26.42 i
Figure 4.2.2 BoxCost Spreadsheet Analysis Results (page 2)
A complete step-by-step example is presented below using equations presented in
Section 4. i1. Results, equation numbers, and notation used in the example correspond to
both 1) the formulas presented and discussed in Sections 4.1 and 3.2 and 2) the analysis
output shown in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 (and Appendix C). Intermediate calculations are
underlined in the example. The total calfu!ated beam material costs for cases with and
without FRP reinforcement are highlighted by a surrounding border.
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_
'I
Bending moment resistance:
Equadon 4.1
w, = (2000 tonne/m).(gravity)
w. = (1500 tonne/m).(gravity)
L = 25 meters
F,= 1.4
P =O
¢ 0.90
F, = 1.7
Ph=0
¢' =0.85
M..v (25.0 1(4 9.8 r2000 0 25] 2.384 106 Nm
LM .. J Sx0.9 0 1.7 (9'807)1500 0L 2 2.171 106 j
Equation 4.2
b= 1.4m, t = 0.15 m
E, = 200,000 MPa
E, = 0.002
Oa, = 0.60
h=2.1m
E = 0.003
E = 0.0012
d =h- = 2.025m
2
d = b- = 1.325m
2
f,= 0.75 f, = 41.5 MPa
,= (2.0. 101(.002)[1 0.75(0.003) J- [2.025
E Aq·. = ( 2(0.003+0.0012) l 0
A,.v ] = 5.554 10-3]m
Equation 4.3
1.3 2 5 y [M. h ]
F, = 0.08EA,vmax 1.4 1.6810-2
Ar..nux 2.1-2(0.15) [2.16.10-2 ]
Equation 4.4
D = 1.588 x 10-2 m (5/8")
[A,.r.min, (1. 588 10-2)((0.15)2 2.0.101(0.0012) 3 1.4
A,..si, 8 2.54- 107 ) [2.1-2(0.15)
.AVm,,] [2.630 10] 2
A.h i= 3.38110-3 M
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Equation 4.5
F,., = 0.25
c v = max{0.25(4.019 10-3),2.630.10 -3}
Ar, = 2.630 10-3 m 2
Equation 4.6
A./h = max{A.hmi .,5.594 10 3 - (4.019.10-3+ 2.630- 10-3)( 15)}
A,.h = 4.882 ·10 -3 m 2
Equation 4.7
F,,. = 1.00
A,. h = (1.00)Ar.h = A,c. = 4.882 · 10-3m 2
Deflection criteria:
Equation 4.8a
Ec = 2.830xlOo Pa
n = - = 7.067
Ec
(.15)(2.1)(1.4-.3) + (n - 1)[4.019. 10-3(2.025) + 2.63 10-3( 15]+.15(2.1) 2
YC.- 2(.15)(1.4-.3) + (n - 1)[4.019 10-3 + 2.63. 10-3]+2(.15)(2.1)
1.059
=I~ =.Y.v = 1.058m1.000
Yt., = h-y., ,., =1.042m
Equation 4.8b
(.15)(1.4)(2.1-.3) + (n - 1)[(4.882 10-3)(1.325 + 15)]+.15(1.4)2
Yc.h = 2(.15)(2.1-.3) + (n - 1)[2(4.882 .10 -3)]+2(.15)(1.4)
0.713
= =* Y. = 0.700m1.019
Y., = b - y. = Y,.. = 0.700m
,,
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Equation 4.9a
v = 2(0 15) [1.0583+ (2.1-1.058)3] + (16 )1 4- 0. 3)
+(1.058 - 2 [(1. 4 - 0.3)0.15 + (n - 1)2.630 10-3]
+(2.025 - 1.058)2[(1.4 - 0.3)0.15 + (n - 1)4.109 10-3 ]
I.,, = 0.584 m4
Equation 4.9b
I g.A =( ) [0.7 0.7] + ( '15)(2.1- 0.3)
+ 0.7 - [(21 - 03)015 + (n -1)(4.882 x 10io-3)]
+(1.325 - 0.7)2[(2.1 - 0.3)0.15 + (n - 1)(4.882 x 10-3]
1.h = 0. 304 m4
Equation 4.10
ka, = 1000
km = 1000
',.1 384(252 8 1000 0 1 [2000 01F(25)
>i0ra O 100019.5807)10oo o 8 J
LZ-h 384(28.3 x 104) 00 1500J 0-° 8 
-'g.h
> 0. 14116]
>0.106 
'n - , ·
Prestressing:
Equation 4.11
F~ = 0.20
f, = 500ojT
2.384x
0.
2.171 
0.
P,,m [1.236 x 1061
Phm in 2.139 x 106J
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Equation 4.12
Pc = 23 kN/m3
p, = 77 kN/m3
wm = (0.6 tonne/m)(g)
WD = (0.96)23000 + ((4.019 + 2.630 + 2(4.882)) x 10-3)(77000 - 23000) + 100(9.807)
= 22080N / m + 886.28N / m + 980.67N / m
wD =2.297 x104 N/m
em,x = Yt. - 2t
ema, = 1.042 - 0.3 = e, = 0.742 m
MD = wDL2 /8= MD = 1.795 x 106 Nm
Equation 4.13
P .min (2.395 x 104)(25 2 )
8(0.742)(1 - 0.2) = 3.153 x 10
6 N
Equation 4.14
[1.236 x 106
P = max 2.139 x 106 =* P = 3.153 x10 6 N
j3.153x 106
Equation 4.15
(Check)
fc. = 0.45 fc'
Pvmax]
Phmax
[Pmx l1.723 x 10I
,Phmax L1.641 x 107J
5 x 106)[]
N
(okay!)
[
2.383 x
0.
2.171x
0.
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ii 
Equation 4.16
e= ='-F) (for this case)
e = 0.742 m
Hybrid FRP cost factor calculations:
Equation 33a
Vj. = 0.68 E£, =7.30 x 10' Pa
V. = 0.68 E .ra, =2.30x10' Pa
E, =3.45x10 9 Pa
E = 0.92{0.68(7.30 010°) + 0.32(3.45. 109)}
0.08{0.68(2.30 10"1)+ 0.32(3.45 109)} =* E, = 5.929 x 10'° Pa
Equation 33b
f,=8.00x10 7 Pa
f.., = 3.450 x 109 Pa
f.p = 3.530 x 109 Pa
p,= 1.800x 103 kg / m3
pA,a, = 2.540 x 103 kg / m3
p h.. =1.700x103 kg / m3
p. =$0.65 / kg
.,.fb$ =$1.50 / kg
/,.b = $35.00 / kg
p = 0. 92{0.68(2.54 x 103) + 0. 32(1.80 x 10')}
+0.08(0.68(1.70 x10)+0.32(1.80x103)} = = 2.258x 103 kg/m3
Equation 33ec
V = 0.920
.* = 0.92{0.68($1.50)+ 0.32($0.65)} + 0.08{0.68($35.00)+ 0.32($0.65)}
= p, = $3.0504 / kg
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Equadon 3.4
3.450 x 109
7.300 x 11 0 e, = 0.047
0 3.530 x 109
eAM - 2.300 x 10"' *= e = 0.015hm
Equadon 3.5
E, = 0.68(7.30x loll")+0.32(3.45 x 109) = E,= 5.074 x1010 Pa
Equadon 3.6
amx = 1.4
5.929
a = 5.929 = a = 1.27 (okay! )
5.074(0.92)
Equation 3.7
Ym = 1.0
0.0470=047 = y = 2.432 (okay! )
0.015(1.27)
Equadon 3.8
2.0 x 10"
AF _ 5.929 x 10'0
2.258 
C77,0009.8 7
=(3.373)( 4771 )(5.546)
For added conservatism, use F ,5.5 
---- 1
<103_ i$3.05 /kg)
kg / m3 $0.55 / kg
= F. 5.38
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Torsion and shear desimn:
Equation 4.17
FD = 1.4
eh = 3.0 meters1+n)5 [1.4 0(.87[10
= 0.5
IvY1 085T.
X 104 )25 -1.4 0 2000 02
) + 0 1.7 0 (9.807) 1500 0 2
I ° 0 1.7 1500(3) J
8.968 x 105N 
3.677 x 105N
1.103 x 106NmJ
Equation 4.18
V[.1]. 7.673 x 10 5 N
L. L9.378 x lONm
Equation 4.19a
= ( 3.1526 X 106)10
0.96(41.5 x106) = y= 1.338
Equation 4.19b
YP,, = 2.5yp - 1.5 = yl = 1.846
Equation 4.19c
Yp,2 = 1.250
Equation 4.20
T max=-635y, 2 1. 4(41.5 x 106)(2.1)(0.15)
~.mllx / 2
1 +14( 127ypa,(2.1)7.623 x 10 5 )
1.4 [332(2.025)(9.378 x 105))
1.906 x 106
= 1.10 = T,,, = 1.720 x10 6 Nm1.108
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v 09. v
V.h=
L T- 
V.1
Fav = 0.5
F., = 0.5
a, = 0.5.h = 1.05 m
a = 0.5.b = 0.7 m
(2.395 x 109)(1.05)(25 - 1.05)
2P(O.8)
Equation 4.21
dpl =m a x 1.05 + 0.119, 0.8(2.1) dp i 68
Ldp.h^ 0.8(1.4) [ dp._ 11.12
Equadon 4.22
v.,1 05[1.4(2000g[25 -2.1] + 0) + 1.4wD(25 -2.1)] [6.983 x 10'1
Vi.h =0.5 1.7(1500g[25-1.4] + 0) 2.951x105
Equation 4.23
Mm., 1 [( 1.4(2000g[25 - 1.05] + 0)+ 1.4wD(25 1.05)1.05)
Mx. h = L (1.7(1500g[25 - 0.7])0.7)
EMm... 1 [7.668 x 10' 1
M.x.h [2.127 x 10' J
VDwD(La=w D(2.5-1.05)=VD=2.742x10 N
VP 2(0.742)P(0.8) = VP = 1.497 x 105 N
25
Equaion 4.24
M ;] = 500441.5 x 106 [M t.] = [3.279 x 106 NmMc, 2.537 x 106]
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Equation 425
Lv.=, 100 41.5 x 106(o.15)[ 12]+
(6.983 x 105)(3.279 x 106) +2.742 x 105
7.668 xO 10
(2.951 x 10s)(2.537 x 106)
2.127 x10
Vai.,[* Vi.l 3.423 x 106 3.628 x 106 j N
Equation 4.26
(Check)
Vci. 2000441.5x10 6 (0.15) 1.68 VI.vin=
ca.hmin 7 1.12 Jih
4.638 x l0 s]N
3.092 x 105 N
Equation 4.27
300 41.5 x 106
=[1.521 x 106 1
L9.142 x 105]
+ 0. 3P(0.8) .5)68 1. 497 x 1010.96 [.120
(okay! )
= Vo = 9.142 x 105 N
Equation 4.29
5.629 x 105 Nm
Equation 4.30
= Tc = 5.034 x 105Nm < T.
I
V.: =Ivw.,,
V
.VAV/
-cw.h 
Equation 4.28
3.423 x 106]
3.628 x 106
1.521xl106
9.142 x 105J
T
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___. _
I I
- -
:- : _ __ 
__
T, 127(y I~4.5;~J ~21) (.1(.1 5) * ,, 
Equation 431
V
V,, (9.377 x 105)
= V = 4.092 x 105 N < V,,
II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Tco(7.623 x 105)
Equation 4.32
[TT. r Tc 1 1.103 x 106 - 5.034 x 105 T 1 5.999 x O' Nm[v, =max{v ,,v,.}- VJ L8.968x 105 - 4.092 KlO =[V L 4.876 x 10 N
16 6(0.85)rp, 41.5 x 106 (1.4)(2.1)(0.15) = 5.365 x 0 5 T,
therefore must find A/ls
steel reinforcement requirements
Equation 4.33
Di = 0.0127m (0.5")
Cc = 0.0381m (1.5")
[] = [21.(0.0127 - 2(0.0381))[] = [ 2 = ]m
Equation 434
a, = 0.66 + 0.33(X = 0.66 + 0.33 (2 ) a, = 1.166
- XI l.311
[ s [1.166(2.011)(1.311)(2 x 101')(0.002)
IA [ 0
L sJ-
0 5.998 x 106 1
(2.025)(2 x 10'I)(O. 002)] L4.876 x 105J
j s j=[4.877 x 10 (m )
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Vc=
+ C
Equation 4.35
if (1660'Yp cbth <T),then (A) issettozero
Equadon 4.36
A = 4.877 x 10 4 + (0.5)(6.020 x 10 4 ) = A =7.887x (- )
S m
Equation 437
F, = (1 2.1(0.15)1 4(41.5 x 106)
(1.166)(1.311)(2.011)(2 x10' ) (0 .0 0 2 )
190(1.952 x 10-6)( + 12P
min = 7.231 x 10 -
s m
J
<A"< ' (okay!)
S
Equation 4.39
r(.0127) 2
4(7.887 xo104)=0. 161m
0.3=0.3m
1.311+2.011 =0831m
= 0.831m
4
2.025
= 1.013m
2
1. 325
= 0.663m
2
= s = 0.161m
= (7.887 x 104)(0.161) =, A, = 1.267 x 10- 4 m2
m = 0.1104in2 A.,,,, = 0.713 x 10-4 m2
2^ L 2L(D )2(XI y)I =(De) (X + Y = Y- ·D)2,+sd 4 s x.
S
= (X + Y)
S
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Equation 4.38
=* F, = 1.952 x 106
S.tmin
S
s = min
A4t = (As
(0.96)(41.5 X 106
V = AL = Vj,
Equation 4.40
A, = 2( 4 X , +Y,)
A,, = 2(4.877 x 10-4)(1.311 + 2.011) A, = 3.241 x 10- m 2
Equation 4.41
At, = 4(1.952 x 106)(0.161)! 9377 x i05 1
2(1.4)(2.1)(7.623 x 105)
3(2.025)
[ 0.5nr(0.127)2 1{1.311+2.011
2(7.231 x 10-)(0.161)jt 0.161
A,. ,, = -5.226 x 10- 3 m2 < 0 < A,, (okay!)
FRP reinforcement requirements
Equation 4.42a
Vr p/b =( b , A, , 22) (2.630 x 10-)(25) = Vc.. plb =1.878 x 10- 2 m3
Equation 4.42b
V.h.fb 0. 4 -0.15 4.882 x 10- 3 (2) [ Vc.h.fplb [1.695 x 10-2 3
[V.h.frp/b J= 2.1-0.3 44.882 x 10J-3 [V,.h./b] [1.695 X 1 J-2
Equation 4.42c
Vrt.v.fplb =
Equation 4.43c
Note:
Equation 4.43a is not applicable in this example
Equation 4.43c is not applicable in this example
V,.t.frp/b( =2(0.2)(0.15)+ (0.4-0.15)(2)(0.15) 1. 310 x 10-
V..p,b J0.96 )3.241 x 10-3(25)
.V.fiplb 1.695 x 10 -2
Vr.fipb J [1.695 x 10-2_
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Cost functions without FRP reinforcement:
Equadon 4.44a
V.t/b = 267 1 0 (1.311+ 2.01 1) => V,.,Ib = 1.310x10 1 m 3
Equation 4.44b
V,.lb = (4.019 x 10- + 2.630 x 10- + 2(4.882 x 10-3) + 3.241 x 10-3)(25)
= V,. /b = 4.913 x 10-' m3
Equation 4.45
V,/b = 6.223 x 10-' m3
Equation 4.46
Vc/b= (0. 9 6 )2 5 - V,,b = VIb = 2.338 x 10' m 3
Equation 4.47a
u = $90/m3
C,/b = ($90)Vc/b =* Clb = $2103.99 per beam
Equation 4.47b
u, = $0.55/kg
- f 77000N / m3
Clb = ($0.55 / kg)Vb j98 =/ C/b = $2687.60 perbeam
Equation 4.47c
FP = 7.2x10-6
u, = $2.25/kg
C ,b = (7.2 x 10-6)($2.25)(25)(3.153 x 106) = Cb = $1276.81 per beam
Equation 4.48
, -$2103.989] c $84.16
C, = (25)-' $2687.602 => CT ,= $107.50 m1
CP $1276.815 j C,, $51.07
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Equation 4.49
IC = C, + C, + C, C = $242.74m- '
Cost functions with FRP and steel reinforcement:
Equation 4.50
VP/b = 1.878 x 10- 2 + 2(1.695 x 10-2)+ 1.842 x 10-2 + 1.139 x 10-2
Vfrpb = 8.250 x 10-2 m3 perbeam
Equation 4.51
Cf,b = 8.250 x
$1603
25m
i0- 2(5.5-1.0) 7 70 0 0
V9.807 I)($0.55) CP/b = $1603 per beam
Crp = $64.13 m- 1
Equation 4.53
IC,, = $242.74 + $64.13 > C,,, = $306.87 m-'
138
Equation 4.52
4.3 Sensitivity analyses
Using the spreadsheet analysis program BoxCost, a number of sensitivity analyses
are performed. Specifically, sensitivity analyses are performed on the narrow beam
design based on 1) beam width, 2) beam depth, 3) beam length, 4) vehicle mass, 5)
vehicle eccentricity with respect to the beam, 6) beam deflection criteria, 7) beam wall
thickness, and 8) required FRP zones. For each parameter analyzed, plots of changes in
the beam a) material costs, b) midspan deflections, c) fundamental frequency, and d)
mass are presented and discussed in the following subsections. Costs are given in 1992
US dollars per meter for a single lane of maglev guideway. A cost factor of 5.5 (over
steel) has been used for the required hybrid FRP concrete reinforcement. All figures
referred to in the following subsections are included at the end of this section.
4.3.1 Beam width
Beam widths are varied to determine the effects various widths have on overall
guideway performance. For the sensitivity analysis, the beam width, b, is varied from
1.10 m to 3.00 m. The depth of the beam, h, is set equal to 1.5 times the beam width
(i.e. 1.5.b) for each case. The 25 m beam span length, L, and all other values of loadings
and material properties, are consistent with a) the example presented in Section 4.2 and b)
the loadings shown in Figure 2.1.1.
Figure 4.3.1a shows costs for concrete sections reinforced with a) steel and hybrid
FRP rods and b) steel reinforcement only. As indicated in the figure, for the given beam
loadings and material properties and costs, minimum overall cost of the beam is achieved
when the beam cross-sectional width is approximately 1.4-1.6 m. For the given loads,
beam widths less than 1.2 m are too narrow for the section to adequately resist horizontal
bending moments and torsion. Therefore, these smaller sections require more tension
reinforcement (i.e. more steel and FRP), which drives up material costs. Sections with
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widths greater than 1.8 m are overdesigned for the given loads. For such sections,
additional vertical and prestressing reinforcement is required to compensate for the
additional weight of the oversized beam. As indicated in Figure 4.3. la, the marginal cost
for using hybrid FRP rods is higher for more narrow width beams. This higher cost
results from the need for additional torsional and horizontal reinforcement.
A specific standard beam width can be determined with certainty only when more
exact vehicle loadings and structural design requirements are determined. The actual
optimal beam width is likely to be less than the absolute minimum value shown in Figure
4.3.1a due to the conservative design assumptions used in this analysis. Thus, a standard
beam width of 1.4 m is selected for the 25 m span.
Figure 4.3. lb shows the change in maximum vertical and horizontal midspan
deflection, Av and Ah, respectively. For the analysis, the maximum deflection allowed for
both parameters is set at L/1000, or 25 mm. However, when the cost of a section is
minimized (typically by an increase in section depth, h ) the resulting maximum
deflection is less. As indicated in Figure 4.3. lb, for beam widths between approximately
1.4 m and 1.9 m, A, is approximately 5 mm, or L/5000. In contrast, A, ranges from 9
mm for a beam width of 1.4 m to 4 mm for a beam width of 1.9 m. The abrupt changes in
A, at beam widths between 1.5 m and 1.8 m shown in Figure 4.3.1b are due to the
increase in beam mass when beam wall thickness increases from 0.15 m to 10% of the
beam width.
Figure 4.3.1c shows changes in beam mass and frequency for given beam widths.
For the 1.4 m wide beam, a fundamental frequency of 6.54 Hz, with a corresponding
beam mass of 2.44 tonne/m, is shown. In comparison, a 2.5 m wide box beam is shown to
have a frequency of 7.45 Hz and a mass of 5.34 tonne/m.
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4.3.2 Beam depth
Though a standard beam depth is not as critical to the overall narrow beam
guideway design as is a standard beam width, beam depth does play a major role in
determining the stiffness, frequency, and cost of the beam. The more shallow the beam
depth, the more reinforcement required to achieve a given stiffness. Additional
reinforcement results in a higher cost for the section. Conversely, the deeper the section,
typically the lower the cost. Because torsion is expected to be significant for the maglev
narrow beam, a limitation of 1.5,b is placed on section depth. As shown in Figure 4.3.2a,
the maximum depth constraint of 1.5*b is exercised with 2.1 m as the lowest cost depth
for the 1.4 m wide beam cross-section. For the 2.1 m depth, the cost of the beam is
calculated to be $ 243 per meter with all steel reinforcement and $ 307 per meter with
hybrid FRP reinforcement in the top corners of the cross-section (see Figure 2.4.2). Thus,
the use of FRP in this example (see Figure 4.3.8, Case 2) increases the total beam
material cost by $ 64 per meter, or 26 %.
Figure 4.3.2b shows the influence beam depth has on A,
.
As beam depth
increases from 1.2 m to 2.1 m, A, decreases from 23 mm to 6 mm. As shown in Figure
4.3.2b, though A also decreases with an increase in section depth, the effect is minimal.
Figure 4.3.2c shows the effect that increases in section depth have on beam mass and on
fundamental frequency. The beam mass increases from 1.82 tonne/m at a section depth of
1.2 m to 2.44 tonne/m at a depth of 2.1 m. Similarly, the fundamental beam frequency
increases from 3.85 Hz to 6.54 Hz for the depth range.
4.3.3 Beam length
For the narrow beam cross-section having a 1.4 m width, a 2.1 m depth, and a
0.15 m wall thickness, Figure 4.3.3a shows the effect guideway beam span length, L, has
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on overall beam material cost. As the span is reduced, so is beam material cost. However,
as the span length decreases, column and foundation costs increase2 . Since in general,
longer spans are more aesthetically pleasing, it is common practice to choose a slightly
longer standard span over one the that is most economical [Menn 91].
Selecting an optimal beam span length is not possible without additional
information regarding guideway column and foundation costs. Other studies have used
25 m as a standard beam span [Harrison, et.al. 92, CIGGT 89]. Also, the Transrapid test
track in Emsland, Germany, uses 25 m as its standard span [Hilliges and Schambeck 89].
Though this beam length sensitivity analysis does not confirm that a 25 m span length is
optimal, Figure 4.3.3a does show that a 25 m span, at approximately $ 307 per meter, is
not prohibitively expensive. For assumptions used in this analysis, beam spans up to 35 m
at $ 460 per meter, appear to be economically viable. They are only 55% more expensive
in terms of material cost than the 25 m span.3 Increased acceptance of longer spans by the
public may justify their additional cost.
Figure 4.3.3b shows the increase in A, and Ah for increases in span length. As
shown in the figure, for the 25 m span, A, is 6 m and Ah is approximately 9 mm. In
Figure 4.3.3c, the fundamental beam frequency decreases by L-2 with increases in beam
length. Concerns over beam dynamic effects may lead to a standard beam length longer
than what is considered economically optimal. Because beam length is relatively simple
to alter for a given application, it may be advantageous to tailor design beam lengths to
meet certain beam dynamic behavior criteria.4 Based on the given beam cross-sectional
geometry, a 25 m span length is considered standard.
2 See Section 2.1.
3 For very long spans (i.e. greater than 40 m), a special support structure for the beam will be required.
Such cases are not considered in determining a standard beam length.
4 See Section 5.4.
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4.3.4 Vehicle mass
Figure 4.3.4 shows the effect increased vehicle mass has on beam behavior. In
this analysis, no additional restrictions are placed on Av (i.e. only the L/1000 constraint
given in the example in Section 4.2 is used).5 Because A, is allowed to fluctuate, only a
minimal cost increase occurs as the distributed vehicle mass, w,, ranges from 1.0 to
4.0 tonne/m. For the 3.0 tonne/m vehicle mass case, Figure 4.3.4a shows the cost of the
concrete beam with steel and hybrid FRP reinforcement to be $322 per meter. As shown
in Figure 4.3.4b, A, for the 3.0 tonne/m vehicle mass is 9 mm. Because beam
geometrical parameters are constant, the beam mass and fundamental beam frequency are
essentially constant. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3.4c. There is an increase in vertical
reinforcement because of increased vehicle mass. Due to the high cost of this
reinforcement, the increases in required reinforcement are reflected in Figure 4.3.4a.
However, because of the relatively small amount and mass of reinforcement used, the
increase in reinforcement has virtually no effect on the beam mass or fundamental
frequency (see Figure 4.3.4c).
4.3.5 Vehicle eccentricity
An important system design-related issue is the extent of vehicle eccentricity with
respect to the beam. As indicated in Figure 2.1.1, the assumed standard eccentricity is
3.0 m. Aerodynamic concerns tend to increase the vehicle eccentricity in order to reduce
surface drag. That is, the lower the vehicle rests on the narrow beam, the more surface
area interaction there is between the vehicle and the beam. This increase in surface area
increases aerodynamic drag.
Figure 4.3.5a shows that an increase in vehicle eccentricity has only a moderate
effect on beam cost for the given beam cross-section (see Figure 2.4.2). Figure 4.3.5b
5 See subsection 4.3.6 for an analysis where stringent tolerances are placed on !A and v.
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shows that an increase in vehicle eccentricity has no effect on A,, and A h. Also, because
only reinforcement changes are made to the beam cross-section, the beam mass and
frequency are constant as indicated in Figure 4.3.5c.
This analysis demonstrates that the narrow box beam is robust against changes in
vehicle eccentricities for expected loadings. Twisting and warping of the section is not
modeled. To reduce beam dead weight, it is expected that beam wall thickness less than
0.15 m may be used.6 For such thin-walled cross-sections, there will be more sensitivity
to changes in vehicle eccentricity as the torsional resistance of the section is reduced.
More refined analysis is required for these thin-walled sections.
4.3.6 Deflection criteria
Figure 4.3.6 reflects changes in beam behavior under stringent beam deflection
criteria. For this analysis, A,,max is set equal to 2, Ahmx. As indicated in Figure 4.3.6a,
beam material costs begin to increase substantially as A,,,. becomes less than 13 mm.
For maximum vertical midspan deflection constraints greater than 13 mm, overall beam
material costs remain relatively constant at approximately $280 per meter. A beam
material cost for A,.m, of 5 mm (and a corresponding Ah. of 2.5 mm) is shown to be
$473 per meter. This cost is significantly higher than the $307 per meter cost of the 1.4 m
wide by 2.1 m deep standard beam for similar A, constraints. The increased cost for
beams in this sensitivity analysis is due to the more stringent Ah limitations. Such
restrictions on Ah result in minimum beam width requirements. Figure 4.3.6b shows
beam widths less than 1.5 m for A,.max values greater than 13 mm. In contrast, when
Ah.ma, is 2.5 mm, (i.e. A.m,,x = 5.0 mm), the minimum acceptable beam width is 2.12 m.
Figure 4.3.6b indicates that the Ahkma, constraint is exercised for all given deflection
criteria, while the A,,,l constraint is not exercised in any of the cases.
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6 See subsection 4.3.7.
The beam mass increases with increases in beam widths for these more restrictive
AV ma, and A,,., x criteria. However, the fundamental beam frequency, remains relatively
constant between 6 and 7 Hz for the given cases. This is shown in Figure 4.3.6c. The
increased beam mass is offset by a corresponding increase in bending stiffness, resulting
in the relatively constant beam frequencies.
4.3.7 Beam wall thickness
Analysis of the wall thickness to less than 14 cm for the 1.4 m wide narrow beam
section is outside the scope of both the ACI code and Hsu's method for torsion design of
reinforced concrete box sections [ACI 89, Hsu 84]. Stability is a major concern for such
thin-walled sections as the slenderness ratio becomes excessive.7 Nonetheless, it is
instructive to perform sensitivity analyses on such sections in order to determine the
potential effect reduction in beam mass may have on material costs of the beam. The
dashed lines in Figures 4.3.7a and 4.3.7b indicate that the analysis is outside the scope of
ACI code and Hsu's recommendations. Figure 4.3.7c shows that the beam mass is
reduced from 2.42 to 1.70 tonne/m as the wall thickness is reduced from 15 cm to 10 cm.
Because the decrease in mass is matched with a decrease in stiffness, the frequency
remains constant at 11.5 Hz for this wall thickness range. Though the cost of concrete and
vertical reinforcement decreases dramatically with a decrease in beam wall thickness, the
cost of torsional reinforcement increases substantially. Thus, overall material cost savings
are minimal. For more stringent deflection criteria, decreases in wall thickness should
result in more dramatic cost savings.
4.3.8 FRP zone influence
Areas of the beam cross-section requiring FRP reinforcement are dictated by the
maglev motor design. Where high magnetic fields and low attenuation rates are present,
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7 See subsection 2.1.2.
non-magnetic concrete reinforcement is required. Where magnetic fields are low and
attenuation rates are high, steel reinforcement can be used. Thus, strategic vehicle and
motor design can help reduce the need for FRP reinforcement in the guideway structure.
Six conceptual cases are analyzed to reflect the influence of hybrid FRP reinforcement on
overall beam material costs. Cross-sectional representations of the six cases are shown in
Figure 4.3.8.
Case 1 of Figure 4.3.8 represents a cross-sectional beam design requiring no
hybrid FRP reinforcement. That is, Case 1 represents a concrete section reinforced with
steel only. Though for an EDS system, an all steel reinforcement scenario currently is not
considered viable, it serves as a basis for comparison. Case 2 represents the ideal situation
for an EDS system where the areas requiring FRP reinforcement are confined to the top
corners of the guideway beam cross-section. All reinforcement not in the top corners of
the beam cross-section is steel. For a design such as Case 2 to be feasible, no magnetic
coils can be placed along the center of the top portion of the beam, (i.e. magnetic
windings must be confined to the upper sides and/or the extreme corners of the top of the
beam cross-section).8 Case 3 allows windings to be placed at any location along the top
portion of the guideway. Case 4 allows windings to be placed along the top of the beam
and as far down as half the depth of the beam. Case 5 limits steel reinforcement to the
bottom flange of the box beam. The all hybrid FRP reinforced section is represented by
Case 6.
Figure 4.3.9 shows overall guideway beam material costs for the six cases
described above and shown in Figure 4.3.8. Accurate and reliable cost and performance
data for FRP prestressing is not currently available. Therefore, costs shown in Figure
8 Note Case 2 is used in the example in Section 4.2.
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4.3.9 do not consider replacing steel prestressing with FRP prestressing, though for Cases
5 and 6 (and possibly Case 4) such replacement is necessary.
Figure 4.3.9 shows the all steel case to cost $ 243 per meter. Case 2 represents a
26% increase in cost at $ 307 per meter. The all hybrid FRP reinforced section, (i.e. Case
6), at $ 727 per meter, represents a 200% increase from the all steel reinforced section,
(Case 1), and a 135% increase from the assumed standard narrow beam section, (Case 2).
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4.4 Beam cost comparison
This section compares narrow beam guideway cost projections with T'ransrapid
guideway cost estimates. Using Transrapid cost data, beam material cost data calculated
in Section 4.2 can be translated to a projected total per meter cost for an installed dual
elevated maglev guideway system. The Transrapid guideway is chosen as a base
comparison primarily because 1) it is nearing commercial implementation and 2) cost
data for the system is available. Currently, cost comparisons with other maglev guideway
systems are difficult because actual cost data generally is not available.
4.4.1 Transrapid guideway costs
Calculated costs for the narrow beam design are compared with estimations
presented in The Maglev Estimation: Capital Cost Elements Interim Report, prepared by
Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. and the Volpe National Transportation
Systems Center, henceforth referred to as the "P/B Report" [Harrison, et.al. 92]. The
P/B Report allows projections to be made based on material cost calculations for given
beam sections. In particular, for the reinforced concrete Transrapid beam element, the
P/B Report considers:9
* material cost
* beam casting facility cost
* cost of each cast
* quality control
* contingencies
9 Actually, the P/B3 Report combines these cost items into a single general category of guideway beam
fabrication cost. The more detailed cost breakdown shown here was obtained via telephone from the
principal author of the report, John Harrison of Parsons Brinckerhoff, on 5/11/92.
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The P/B Report estimates the beam fabrication costs: a) $315 per meter for beam
material costs, b) $187 per meter for beam casting facility costs, considering a casting
yard approximately every eight kilometers, c) $581 per meter for each cast, which
includes labor and equipment costs, and d) $49 per meter for quality control, which
includes costs for recesses in the concrete for motor attachments and other costs imposed
due to high precision cost requirements. An additional 20% of the subtotal of these four
cost categories used to account for contingencies, yields a total beam fabrication cost of
$1358 per meter for the Transrapid beam. These costs are converted to costs factors based
on the beam material cost in Table 4.3.1 in order to compare component costs against
beam material costs alone.
Table 4.3.1 Transrapid beam fabrication cost (based on P/B report)
material 315 1.00
casting facility 187 0.59
each cast 581 1.84
quality control 49 _0.16
subtotal = 1132 = 3.59
20% contingencies 226 0.72
Total S 1358 =, 4.31
As indicated in Table 4.3.1, the total Transrapid guideway beam fabrication cost
is 4.31 times its beam material cost. The P/B Report forecasts the total installation cost
for the entire elevated double track Transrapid guideway structural system-which
includes foundation, column, power station, and guideway beam costs-to be
approximately $10,500 per meter, of which approximately $630 per meter is beam
material cost. Total beam fabrication cost for the dual Transrapid guideway is estimated
to be approximately $2700 per meter, or 25% of the total installation cost.10 Thus, the
10 Actually, the cost estimate for elevated double track sections ranges from $9295 per meter
($14,960,000/mile) to $12,888 per meter ($20,741,000/mile). The $10,500 per meter estimate used for
comparison specifically is based on "rural undulating" terrain, which is considered average terrain.
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total installation cost for the Transrapid guideway installation is estimated at 16.7 times
the cost of its beam material.
4.4.2 Transrapid costs vs. narrow beam guideway
Direct comparisons between the Transrapid system and the narrow beam
guideway concept is restricted to beam material and fabrication costs. Other costs-
column, foundation, motor, and transportation costs--are not considered in this thesis.
Exact dimensions for the narrow beam section presented in this report, (i.e. the 1.4 m
width, 2.1 m depth, 25.0 m length, and 0.15 m uniform wall thickness), are subject to
change given the uncertainties of actual a) vehicle loads, b) ride quality constraints, and
c) column and foundation costs. However, they can be used for preliminary cost
comparison. The calculated mass of the 25 m narrow beam is 61,050 kg. Reportedly, a
25 m Transrapid reinforced concrete beam has a mass of approximately 90,000 kg
[Hilligies and Schambeck 89] or approximately 50% greater mass than the narrow beam.
Comparisons of beam masses between systems are important as greater mass typically
results in higher structural costs.
Projected narrow beam material cost for a single lane of guideway as calculated in
Section 4.2, is $243 per meter using only steel reinforcement and $307 per meter using
both steel and FRP reinforcement. These narrow beam cost projections appear
conservative against Transrapid estimates of $315 per meter. Normally, material cost is
strictly a function of the amount of material required. Ideally, with the narrow beam
containing only two-thirds the mass of the Transrapid beam, the narrow beam material
cost is expected to be approximately two-thirds that of the Transrapid beam, or
approximately $210 per meter.
The narrow beam cost estimate presented in this thesis may be high due to the
conservative design approaches taken. However, based on differences in beam mass
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between the two systems, either: a) material cost projections for the narrow beam are
excessive, or b) material cost projections for the Transrapid system are overly optimistic.
In addition to lower material cost, manufacture, transportation, and fabrication
costs should also be less with the narrow beam design. For the narrow beam, the cost of
each cast and of the casting facility should be less than that projected for the Transrapid
design shown in Table 4.3.1, since the hollow-box design can essentially be pultruded in
an automated manufacturing process. A design goal for the hollow-box beam is to limit
total casting costs to less than beam material cost. It is expected that total guideway cost
savings of 50% are possible with the narrow beam design compared with the Transrapid
guideway.
Cost comparisons of the narrow beam guideway with other maglev guideway
designs-especially channel guideway designs--should be even more dramatic. 1 
Channel guideway beam designs, such as the Japanese MLU system, are substantially
more expensive than the narrow beam concept in that 1) the amount of material required
for the channel beam to surround the vehicle is many times greater than that required for
the narrow beam design and 2) channel beam designs require extensive amounts of
reinforcing steel and hybrid FRP material due to the low torsion capacity of the cross-
section.
4.5 Narrow beam summary and conclusions
A conservative design procedure is developed and presented for a rectangular,
hollow-box concrete maglev guideway beam. The design procedure is conservative in
that it considers only first order linearly elastic beam behavior. The approach is general,
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11 See subsection 2.4.2.
however, in that it allows analysis of both steel and non-magnetic hybrid FRP concrete
reinforcement. A spreadsheet analysis program, BoxCost, is developed based on the
equations presented in Sections 4.1 and 3.2. A design example presented in Section 4.2
illustrates the overall design approach.
In Section 4.3, a number of sensitivity analyses are performed using the BoxCost
program. The analyses show that a 25 m span reinforced concrete beam cross-section
with a a) width of 1.4 m, b) depth of 2.1 m, and c) wall thickness of 0.15 m is
economical. The cross-section is shown to be adequate for moderate beam deflection.
Beam depth increases result in less beam deflection, and typically, in lower overall beam
cost. For moderate deflection requirements, changes in beam span lengths dramatically
affect guideway beam frequency. Provided only moderate beam deflection constraints are
imposed, increases in vehicle mass have only a minimal impact on total cost for the
assumed standard beam cross-section. Also, for loadings given in Section 4.2, changes in
vehicle eccentricity have little effect on beam behavior of the standard beam design.
Increases in vehicle eccentricity, however, are likely to have a significant impact on more
narrow beam widths and wall thicknesses.
For stringent deflection constraints-especially more stringent horizontal
deflection requirements-an increase in beam width is required and results in a higher
overall beam cost. The standard beam design is more sensitive to horizontal load changes
and deflection constraints than to vertical influences. Additionally, though a decrease in
wall thickness reduces beam mass. Its impact on overall beam cost is minimal.
Due to the high cost of the hybrid FRP non-magnetic reinforcement, it is
suggested that magnetic suspension, guidance, and propulsion windings be restricted to
the upper two comers of the beam cross-section. The narrow beam is shown to be at least
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1/3 less massive than the Transrapid guideway beam and as a result, significant cost
savings are expected.
This chapter has considered the effects vehicle loadings and magnetic winding
positioning have on overall beam material costs through a number of sensitivity analyses.
Chapter 5 explores the influence of vehicle loading pad configuration on guideway beam
dynamic behavior.
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5.0 Dynamic Analysis
5.1 Overview
This chapter focuses on the dynamic analysis of guideway beam behavior during
high speed vertical maglev vehicle loading. Analysis is performed using both 1) finite
element discretization and 2) a closed form mathematical solution of dynamic beam
behavior. Dynamic analyses consider the first three modes of beam vibration. Only the
force of the traveling vehicle (i.e. not the mass), on a simply-supported straight guideway
beam is modeled in this thesis. 1 Governing equations and modeling approaches used for
the analysis of an undamped, simply-supported straight maglev guideway beam, are
presented in Section 5.2. Additionally, a brief discussion of beam damping behavior and
material damping properties is given. Effects due to beam damping are not considered
specifically in either the equation derivations or in the majority of sensitivity analyses
performed. It is demonstrated that for the small percentages of damping expected in
elevated maglev guideway beams, beam damping effects are not expected to be
significant.2 A dynamic sensitivity analysis is performed in Section 5.3 to demonstrate
the effects of distributed versus concentrated vehicle loadings on beam response.
In addition to peak dynamic positive (i.e. downward) beam deflection, dynamic
analyses in this chapter focus on peak negative (i.e. upward), and residual (i.e. free) beam
vibration response. The formulas derived in Section 5.4 predict exact speeds at which a
vehicle-having a certain loading configuration-can travel over a given beam and yet
produce no residual vibration in the beam! These convergent vehicle velocities are shown
to be determined by both beam properties and vehicle loading configurations. The beam
1 Future research focused on modeling the effect of vehicle mass under a variety of vehicle pad
distributions and beam structural support mechanisms is recommended in Chapter 6.
2 See subsection 5.2.4.
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properties which determine convergent velocities are 1) fundamental frequency, fl, and
2) length, L. For vehicles having a fully distributed loading configuration, the vehicle
length, L, determines additional convergent velocities. Similarly, for vehicles having
discretely spaced loading pads, additional convergent velocities are determined based on
a) the number of pads, nP, b) the pad length, L., and c) the spacing between loading pad
centroids, Sp. Section 5.4 presents mathematical proofs for the solution of convergent
velocities as well as sensitivity analyses to illustrate interrelationships between vehicle
loading arrangements and beam dynamic behavior.. Finally, based on the results of these
analyses, the concept of motion based design is presented in Section 5.5. It is suggested
that individual beam segments can be designed specific for an expected vehicle speed and
loading configuration so as to provide superior beam behavior and longer guideway
lifespan.
5.2 Fundamental guideway beam dynamic behavior
5.2.1 Governing equations
Governing equations are presented for undamped, simply-supported beam
behavior. Beams are considered to have uniform mass and bending stiffness across the
span length. Equations are presented for beam frequencies and mode shapes. In addition,
closed form solutions that describe forced and residual (i.e. free) beam vibration response
to a traveling load are derived. Forced beam response formulas are solved in closed form
for a traveling single point load. Extensions to these point load equations are made to
model distributed and multiple vehicle pad loadings.
Equations presented in this subsection, are incorporated into a spreadsheet
analysis program entitled "mode 3". The mode3 program, along with finite element
verification plots for several vehicle speeds and loading configurations, are shown in
Appendix D.
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Beam frequency
For a simply supported beam with uniform cross section, mode shapes and
frequencies are [Humar 90]:
^(D. X) in( L ) n=1,2,3,... [5.1]
CO = 2f = n2f2 E n= 1, 2, 3,... [5.2]
me
where
4b.(x) : nth mode shape
O. : nth mode beam angular frequency (rad/sec)
f. : nth mode beam frequency (cycles/sec)
x : distance along the beam
m : uniform beam unit mass
n : mode number
The number of theoretical vibration modes and frequencies for the beam indicated
in the above equations is infinite. Typically, however, only a few modes are required to
perform adequate guideway beam dynamic analysis. The required number of modes to
properly model beam behavior depends not only on beam properties, but also on vehicle
speeds and frequencies contained in the vehicle forcing function. Only the first three
beam vibration modes are considered for the analyses performed in this thesis. As both
indicated in Equation 5.2 and shown in Figure 4.3.3c, the fundamental beam frequency,
fl, decreases by L72 as the beam length, L, is increased. As beam depth, h, is increased,
beam bending stiffness, El, also increases. The result is a linear increase in beam
frequency, as indicated in Figure 4.3.2c. Thus, to a certain extent, it is possible to design
a beam frequency to a specific value. Analyses in this chapter focus on a 25 m beam
length having a 6?4 Hz fundamental frequency.
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Forced Beam Deflection
Transverse deflection response for an undamped beam having uniform mass and
stiffness when subjected to a traveling point load is given by the following formula
[Humar 90]:
-2P 1 [ nxv . nvt . na
u(x,t) =2 1 { -sin t-sin !?Y~sin-
mL (nrv/L)2- L sin- i sm L [5.3]
n=1,2,3,...,oo; 0<t• L/v
where
u(x,t) : transverse displacement at a distance x along the beam at time t
(downward deflection is considered positive)
P : force of the load
v : velocity of the traveling load
Equation 5.3 considers all beam vibration modes. It is valid when nv/L * co. and
for the time period that the single concentrated load is on the beam, i.e. when 0 < t < L/v.
The following notation is helpful in representing the beam response for the first three
vibration modes:
A= I; d -2P; = v [5.4]
L mL L
, ( )2 =2) 2; p(3p 2 C02 [5.5]1 = - C0; A2 = (2#)2 - C0; #3 = ( 3~)2 -
A(t) = -- sin ot - sin3ft}
B(t) = - 2- sin Co2t- sin2i} 5t}
2 02 [5.6]
C(t) = 3 sin o3t - sin 3t}
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Using the given notation, the transverse deflection, u, due to a single point load,
considering the first three vibration modes, at time t and distance x along the beam is:
[u(x,t) = A(t)sin A + B(t)sin 2A + C(t)sin3 A [5.7]
Because linearly elastic beam behavior is assumed, a distributed load can be
modeled as a series of closely spaced point loads. Equation 5.7 represents forced
vibration response only. To completely model a distributed load, the beam free vibration
response is needed. Free vibration response is dependent on the deflection and velocity of
the beam at the time the forcing function leaves the beam. These parameters are initial
conditions for free vibration response. Velocity and acceleration equations for the
traveling point load forcing function are obtained in a similar fashion as those for the
single point forced deflection response equation (i.e. for Equation 5.7).
Forced Beam Velocity and Acceleration
To remain consistent with the forced beam deflection notation (Equations 5.4
through 5.7), the following notation is used to describe forced beam velocity and
acceleration behavior:
dA(t) = - {, cos Ot- coslit}
ul
B(t) = -{2ficos w2t- 21 cos2/3t} [5.8]
#u2
C(t) = {38coso 3t - 3,8cos3pt}
P 3
A(t) = d {-fi, sin Colt + F2 sinfit}
B(t) = -{-2fio 2 sin o02t + (2/) 2 sin 2fit} [5-9]C 2
C(t) = d {-3fk 3 sin w3t + (3/1)2 sin 3fit}
#L3
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Using the notation given in Equations 5.8 and 5.9, the following equations are
derived which describe beam velocity, and acceleration response, respectively, to a
traveling point load in the first three modes of vibration.
u(x,t) = A(t)sin A + B(t)sin 2A + 6 (t)sin 3A [5.10]
Iu(x, ) = A(t) sin A + B(t) sin 2A + e(t)sin 3A1 [5.11]
Free Vibration Initial Conditions
Free (i.e. residual) vibration initial conditions due to a single point load traveling
across the beam, are equal to the beam deflection and velocity at the time the load leaves
the guideway, (i.e. when t = L/v). The following notation is used to describe these free
vibration initial conditions:
IAI = A(L/v); BI = B(L/v); ICl = C(L/v) [5.12]
AI = A(L/v); IBI = B(L/v); = C(L/v) [5.13]
Time during beam residual vibration response is denoted by T, where
T = t - L/v. By definition, T is zero when t = L/v. Also, by definition, residual
vibration equations for a single given point load are valid only when T is greater than
zero for the given point load.
Residual Vibration Deflection
Beam residual vibration response equations are presented without derivation.
They have been solved in closed form using general continuous beam response equations
as presented by J.L. Humar for undamped free transverse vibrations of a simply-
supported beam, with uniform mass and stiffness [Humar 90]. The equations are based on
a modal beam analysis.
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For an undamped simply-supported beam having uniform mass and stiffness, the
free (or residual) vibration deflection response in the first three modes is given by
Equation 5.14.
[5.141
From Equation 5.14, residual beam velocity and acceleration response formulas
are derived and presented as Equations 5.15 and 5.16, respectively.
[5.15]
u(x,T) = [-IAIk2 cos w 1T - IAjo1sin ,T] sin A
+[-IBo 22cos co2T -BJco2 sin co2T]sin2A [5.16]
+[-IcI2 cos C)3 T - ICki3 sin c 3T] sin 3A
Beam Vibration Response under Multiple Point Loads
The preceding beam response equations apply to a single point load traveling
across a simply-supported beam. Because linear elastic beam behavior is assumed, these
same equations can also be used to model distributed and discrete vehicle pad loading
configurations. The modeling approach for beam response under multiple loads is to
divide the vehicle loading configuration into a series of closely spaced point loads. The
preceding equations, with the addition of an appropriate time offset, are used for each
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u(x,T) = [AcoscoT + (LI sin 1T]sin A
+[iBicos oT + IlJ sin c02T] sin 2A
[ ) (L) ]
+ CI cos co3T + (e 8 sin co T sin 3A
u(x, T) = [-[Al1, sin co1T + lAIcos coT] sin A
+[-IBco 2 sin co2 T + l cos w2T] sin 2A
+[-cico3 cos c 3T + Cl cos w3T] sin 3A
given point load. Linear elastic beam behavior assumptions allow superposition of beam
deflections, velocities, and accelerations for each successive point load. Thus, beam
behavior due to any given vehicle loading configuration can be modeled using the
equations derived for a single traveling point load.
This superposition approach has been used in a spreadsheet analysis program,
developed by the author, entitled "mode3" to model the first three vibration modes of an
undamped simply-supported beam for any given maglev vehicle loading configuration.
The mode3 analysis program is used to perform a variety of dynamic beam sensitivity
analyses in this thesis. In addition to mode3 simulations, analyses have been performed
using the ADINA dynamic finite element analysis program [ADINA 89]. The finite
element ADINA analyses serve as verification of mode3 results. The mode3 program and
dynamic beam response examples are shown in Appendix D.
5.2.2 Dynamic beam behavior under a two-point vehicle load
An example application of mode3 to guideway beam behavior is useful. Figure
5.2.1 represents a 30 m maglev vehicle traveling at 125 mn/s. The mass of the vehicle is
2.0 tonne/m and is transferred to the guideway by two 294.2 kN point loads located at
each end of the vehicle. For this example, the vehicle travels over a beam 25 m in length
with a fundamental frequency, fi of 6.67 Hz, and a vertical bending stiffness, El, of
1.9952 x 101° N.m2 .
_ - v = 125 m/s L=25 m; f = 6.67 Hz
(hi : two point vehicle loading
t P=294,200N (m=30,OW kg) P
Lv=30m
Figure 5.2.1 Two Point Vehicle Loading
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time (s)
Figure 5.2.2 shows the dynamic response of the beam midspan when it is
subjected to the moving two-point concentrated vehicle load shown in Figure 5.2.1. The
plot shown in Figure 5.2.2 is obtained using the mode3 analysis program. Due to the
discretization of the beam element, the point loads are actually modeled as two 1.25 m,
235.3 kN/m pressure loads, separated by a 27.5 m gap.3
2 point loading
Lv=30m; v=125m/s
L-=25 m; fl=6.67 Hz
-0.010
: -0.005
c 0
EX 0.000
0.005
Cu
0.010
0.015
30
Figure 5.2.2 Beam Dynamic Response (Two Point Loading, v=125m/s)
As indicated in Figure 5.2.2, the beam has a peak positive (i.e. downward)
midspan deflection of 7.53 mm at t = 0.110 s during forced vibration response. The peak
negative (i.e. upward) deflection during forced response occurs at t = 0.215 s, and is
equal to 2.06 mm. When t > 0.440 s, the beam is in residual, or free, vibration. In Figure
5.2.2, the bold vertical line shown at t = 0.440 s represents the time at which the trailing
edge of the vehicle leaves the guideway beam. At this time, the beam changes from
forced to residual vibration response. The maximum residual deflection of the beam in
this example is 0.44 mm.
3 This results in a pad centroid spacing, Sp, of 28.75 m. (See Section 5.4.)
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5.2.3 Dynamic amplification factors
Positive Dynamic Amplification Factor
The positive dynamic amplification factor, DAF, is the ratio of the maximum
positive beam deflection under dynamic loading to the maximum static beam deflection
under a fully distributed load, as indicated in the following formula.
DAF = Ady.p [5.17]
where
Ad,¥,p- : maximum positive (i.e. upward) dynamic beam deflection
AsWpw : maximum static beam deflection under a fully distributed load
For the 60 tonne, 30 m maglev vehicle shown in Figure 5.2.1, an equivalent fully
distributed load, w, is 19.6 kN/m (see Figure 5.3.1). Thus, for this example, As,. is
equal to 5.00 mm (i.e. 5wvL/384EI), and the DAF is equal to 1.51.
Both the time it takes for a vehicle to cross a beam span and the fundamental
beam frequency, play significant roles in determining the DAF for a beam subjected to a
passing vehicle. For concentrated vehicle loads, the "crossing frequency", Vc, relates the
period of the first beam vibration mode, 1 / fl, to the time required for the front of the
vehicle to cross the beam span [RichardUon and Wormley 74]. The crossing frequency is
given by the following equation:
V
Vc =f L [5.18]f1 L~
where v is the velocity of the vehicle and L is the span length. A plot of DAF versus
crossing frequency is shown in Figure 5.2.3. For the analyses in this chapter, f is
assumed to be equal to 6% Hz and L equal to 25 m. With these beam properties, a
vehicle speed of 125 m/s gives a crossing frequency of 0.75 according to Equation 5.18.
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Figure S.2.3 Dynamic Amplification Factor vs. Crossing Frequency
As shown in Figure 5.2.3, a Vc, of 0.75 on a simple span (i.e. "1-span" shown in
the figure), has a DAF of approximately 1.52. Thus, the 1.51 DAF factor obtained from
the mode3 spreadsheet analysis program for the concentrated vehicle loading, shown in
Figure 5.2.1, corresponds with the Richardson and Wormley plot shown in Figure 5.2.3.
Figure 5.2.3 indicates that the DAFs for continuous and semi-continuous spans
are significantly less than for simply-supported spans at crossing frequencies less than
1.00.4 In addition, Figure 5.2.3 indicates that a crossing frequency of 0.40 for a single
span beam results in a minimum dynamic amplification factor. For speeds of
approximately 125 m/s, however, a crossing frequency of 0.40 is likely to be impossible
to achieve with an elevated maglev guideway system having spans greater than 20 m.5 A
desirable design goal is simply to minimize Vc as much as is practical (e.g. to less than
0.80) in order to minimize positive dynamic amplification effects.
4 A number of additional factors have led to the choice of a simple span for the analyses in this thesis (see
subsection 2.4.2).
5 For "at-grade" elevations (i.e. <= 2 m elevations), beam spans less than 20 m are likely to be used. Thus,
higher frequencies for these shorter "at-grade" spans are possible (see Figure 4.3.3c).
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Negative and Residual Dynamic Amplification Factor
Also important for maglev guideway design are two additional dynamic
amplification measures obtained from the dynamic beam analysis. The maximum
negative dynamic amplification factor, NDAF, is the ratio of the maximum upward, or
"springback", beam deflection to maximum static deflection. Similarly, the maximum
residual vibration factor, RDAF, is the ratio of maximum beam deflection occurring
during residual, or free, vibration to the static deflection. These two amplification factors
are represented in the following equations.
NDAF = dy ' [5.19]
A,.28.p"t
RDAF= A-= [5.20]
66SW.poW
where
A4-.M : maximum negative (i.e. upward) dynamic beam deflection
A,r,, : maximum beam deflection during residual vibration
The higher the NDAF, the more compressive concrete reinforcement that is
required-including non-magnetic FRP reinforcement. In addition to increased
requirements for reinforcement, higher RDAF values lead to greater guideway fatigue,
and thus, to shorter guideway lifespans. For the two point loading case shown in Figures
5.2.1 and 5.2.2, the NDAF and RDAF are equal to 0.41 and 0.09, respectively.
5.2.4 Damping effects
Should any distortion remain once a vehicle passes a beam, the beam will
experience residual vibration. Residual vibration must be minimized for the sake of
vehicle ride quality and beam fatigue loading constraints. Damping mechanisms in the
beam are one means of reducing residual vibrations. However, only a small amount of
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passive damping can be expected in an elevated guideway beam element. Typical
absolute damping percentages-i.e. the percentage decrease of maximum deflection
amplitude in one beam oscillation-for such structures range from % to 2%.
Exact damping properties for structural materials are somewhat difficult to
determine. In general, steel is not a good material for damping. Concrete, though
considered better than steel, achieves a great deal of its damping only when it is allowed
to crack. Due to durability concerns, the maglev guideway beam element is not allowed
to crack. Therefore, the damping potential of concrete is not likely to be high for maglev
guideway applications. Glass alone is poor in damping. In addition, glass is highly
susceptible to fatigue loadings resulting from residual vibrations. However, when glass
fibers are pultruded in an epoxy matrix to form a composite, the resulting GFRP material
has fairly good damping properties.6 Carbon, either alone as a fiber, or pultruded to form
CFRP, is an excellent damping material. In addition, carbon is virtually insensitive to
fatigue loadings. The limiting factor with carbon is its high cost.
Figure 5.2.4 shows beam midspan dynamic behavior for the same two point
vehicle loads shown in Figure 5.2.1 traveling at 150 m/s over the 25 m beam. The figure
shows the effects of 0%, 1%, 2%, and 5% beam damping. The plots have been generated
using the ADINA dynamic finite element analysis program [ADINA 89]. Rayleigh
damping is assumed [Bathe 82].
The beam deflection response shown in Figure 5.2.4 is somewhat of an extreme
case. Damping effects typically are less critical for more distributed vehicle loads and
other vehicle speeds. Even for this relatively extreme vehicle loading case, the effect of
beam damping on midspan deflection is minor for beam damping of less than 2%.
6 Long term properties of GERP reinforcement in concrete under cyclic loadings presently are not well
documented. Currently, GFRP use is restricted to low stress levels. (See Section 3.2.).
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Because beam damping of greater than 2% is not expected for the maglev guideway, the
remaining analyses in this chapter neglect beam damping effects.
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Figure 5.2.4 Damping Effects on Guideway Beam Behavior
5.3 Concentrated vs. distributed vehicle loading
The positive dynamic amplification factor, DAF, values shown in Figure 5.2.3 are
based on concentrated (i.e. point) loads. This section demonstrates that both the positive
and negative dynamic amplification factors, DAF and NDAF, respectively, can be
reduced considerably when a fully distributed vehicle loading arrangement is employed.
Figure 5.3.1 shows a fully distributed vehicle loading, where the 2 tonne/m
vehicle mass produces a 19,613 N/m fully distributed force traveling across a 25 m,
6% Hz beam.7 Figure 5.3.2 shows the dynamic beam response when it is subjected to this
fully distributed vehicle load at 125 nm/s. The maximum dynamic midspan deflection of
7 Note that only the force of the vehicle is modeled in the analyses of this thesis.
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5.40 mm occurs at t = 0.175 s. Thus, according to Equation 5.17, the maximum positive
dynamic amplification factor for the fully distributed load case is 1.08. In this case, the
maximum negative beam deflection of 0.78 mm is equal to the maximum residual
vibration. Using Equations 5.19 and 5.20, the NDAF and the RDAF for this example are
both equal to 0.16.
v = 125 m/s
fully distributed vehicle loading
I
w = 19,613 N/m (m = 2O kg/m)
L =30 m 
L=25 m; fl = 6.67 Hz
Figure 5.3.1 Fully Distributed Vehicle Loading
fully distributed
time (s) Lv=30 m; v= 125 n/s
L-25 m; f1=6.67Hz
CZ
Cl)
Figure 5.3.2 Beam Dynamic Response (Fully Distributed Loading)
Thus, by fully distributing the vehicle load, the DAF is reduced by 28% (i.e. from
1.51 to 1.08) and the NDAF is reduced 61% (i.e. from 0.41 to 0.16). For this example, the
RDAF is actually increased by the fully distributed vehicle load. The next section shows
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that residual vibrations are determined not only by the distribution of vehicle loads, but
also by the spacing between loading pads.
Figure 5.3.3 presents the dynamic amplif cation factor for the 25 m simply-
supported span used in the previous two examples. The figure shows that as the loading
pad configuration for the 30 m vehicle ranges from two concentrated loads8 to a fully
distributed vehicle load, the DAF decreases from 1.51 to 1.08. The highest DAF that
occurs in this example is at a vehicle load distribution factor of 0.375 (i.e. a pad length,
Lp, of 5.625 mn). The DAF for this vehicle configuration is 1.73. Also shown in Figure
5.3.3 is the effect vehicle load distribution has on both the NDAF and the RDAF for this
example. The figure indicates that the NDAF is significant for vehicles having large gaps
between loading pads. As the gap between loading pads decreases, the maximum
negative beam deflection occurs during residual vibration. Thus, for closely spaced
vehicle loading pads, NDAF is equal to RDAF.
Figure 5.3.3 Dynamic Amplification Factor: Point vs. Distributed Loadings
8 Actually, each concentrated load is modeled with an L of 1.25 (see Section 5.2).
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5.4 Convergent velocities
In order to reduce guideway fatigue and the amount of non-magnetic
reinforcement required, it is helpful to cancel both negative and residual vibrations when
possible. As indicated in Figures 5.2.2 and 5.3.2, negative beam deflections can occur
during both forced and residual vibration response. Adequate vehicle load distribution
can eliminate negative deflections during forced vibration response. However,
elimination of residual oscillations is more complicated.
This section demonstrates that residual vibrations are dependent on 1) beam
frequency, 2) beam length, 3) vehicle loading configuration, and 4) vehicle speed.
Vehicle speeds at which beam residual vibrations are completely canceled are termed
convergent velocities, v*. In this section, closed form solutions are derived in order to
predict when convergent velocities occur. Examples are presented and sensitivity
analyses are performed to demonstrate the usefulness of the derived equations in
predicting convergent beam behavior. Based on these analyses, the concept of motion-
based design-where individual beam segments are designed for specific vehicle speed
and loading configurations-is presented in Section 5.5.
5.4.1 Beam length influence
For conditions where a single point load exits a given beam and where no beam
deflection, velocity, or acceleration occurs, no residual beam vibration will result. In
order to determine when such a condition occurs, an evaluation of zero deflection
conditions for the first three modes of beam vibration is performed.
Beam deflection, u(x,t) in Equation 5.7 is zero when A(t), B(t), and C(t) are all
equal to zero. At t =-, t = r, and cot= v -m . Thus, assuming velocity is positive,
A(t) is zero when sin colt is zero. Since sin colt is zero when cot = AI (A = 1,2,3,...),
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sin cot is zero when vE l = (= = 1,2,3,...). Thus, the set of convergent deflection
velocities for the first mode of vibration due to beam length is:
v 2Lf = fi ( = 1,2,3,...) [5.21]
Similarly, the sets of convergent deflection velocities due to beam length for the
second and third modes of vibration are found to be:
VL*A2 =f (A = 1, 2,3...)
l8w Lf _[5.22]1 (I 1,2,3,...)
The set of first mode velocities (i.e. Equation 5.21) is a subset of the second, third,
and all higher frequency mode sets. Thus, convergent deflection velocities can be
represented by the fundamental mode case (Equation 5.21).
For zero beam velocity due to beam length, the following convergent vehicle
velocity conditions are found:
VL V Lf 1 + = 1,2,3...)
VL-V2 = 2 +2 1[5.23
VLv3 = 18Lf3 (A = 1,2,3...)VL3-2A+3
Though the fundamental set of velocities for zero beam velocity conditions is a
subset of the higher frequency mode sets, vLA, is not equal to v_ 1 . The interaction of
these two sets is 2a + 12,3...
Finally, beam convergent accelerations due to beam length, vLa,,,, occur when
beam convergent deflections due to beam length occur (Equations 5.21 and 5.22). These
relationships are represented by Equation 5.24.
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·VL-al = VL-AI
* S
VL-.2 VL_-A2 [5.24]
VL. 3 VL-A3
Thus, the set of convergent vehicle velocities due to beam length and frequency is
found by the following equation.
| = 2Alf (I 1, 2,3...|[.5
VL2A [5.25]
5.4.2 Vehicle length influence (for fully distributed vehicle loads)
The mathematical derivation of convergent velocities due to the vehicle length
contribution of a fully distributed vehicle is performed in this subsection. Figure 5.4.1
illustrates the solution approach. The fully distributed load is represented by a time series
of individual point loads. The time separation between loads is a, and the total vehicle
Vv
length, L,, is equal to npa, where a is the distance between successive point loads, and
1,p is the total number of point loads used to represent the fully distributed load.
T=O T=-e- T=-v T=- T=npt-a&.a a . aj ......
Ax AN
Figure 5.4.1 Time Series of Distributed Vehicle Loads
To determine conditions at which stationary beam conditions occur, it is helpful to
represent the beam deflection in terms of fl. This is performed in the following equation
which represents free beam deflection in the first mode of vibration.
-PV I1i
s (x,T) = M 2 fs 1 sin2 T sin cos2fIT+cos 1 .2 sin
uxT=m~-'f~ (-~ 4f 2 ~ v~ L~[5.26]
[5.26]
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To determine the convergent time, T, at which u(x,T) = 0 for a successive
number of equally spaced point loads, the following equation must be satisfied:
0 = (sin 2 L)cos 2 (0)
+( t ' ) cos24i( )
+( ,, )cos2a(2a
+( ,, ) cos2af( V
+( ) cos27f ( 
+ cos2' L + 1) sin 2f(0)
+( to ) sin2af,/a)
+( it )sin2flI2a )
)
[5.27]
For Equation 5.27 to be satisfied, both Xcos2# a and sin 2af 1- must
i=O V i=O ¥
equal zero. These two summations equal zero when flnp,a/v = A (A = 1,2,3,...). Thus,
Tl occurs when 4, Av (A = 1,2,3,...). The convergent deflection velocities for the first
mode of vibration due to the fully distributed vehicle length are:
VLa~ = - (A = 1,2,3,...) [5.28]
In a similar manner, convergent deflection velocities for the second and third
modes are found to be:
v.-,4L2 , 
v- = LA,, (A = 1,2,3,...)
VL-3 = 1,2,3,,.)
[5.29]
Thus, the set of first mode deflection convergent velocities due to distributed vehicle
length, given by Equation 5.28, is a subset of all higher first mode deflection velocity
sets.
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In a similar manner, it can be shown that Equation 5.28 is a subset of beam
velocity and acceleration convergent velocities due to distributed vehicle length. Thus,
the set of convergent velocities determined by distributed vehicle length is given by the
following equation.
-v .=L- >f (A =1,2,3,...)I [5.30]
5.4.3 Vehicle loading pad influence
Two sets of convergent velocities result from vehicles having evenly spaced
loading pads of equal lengths. The first set is due to the length of a single distributed
loading pad, Lp. Convergent velocity derivation for vehicle pad length is identical to that
for fully distributed vehicle length, L. Thus, the equation representing the set of
convergent velocities due to pad length is:
VLP A ~~~~~~~~~~~[5.31]Iv= Lf, (A = 1,2,3,..-)I [5.31]
For expected maglev speeds and guideway fundamental frequencies, the
convergent velocities given by Equation 5.31 are useful only when the distributed pad
length, Lp, is relatively long. A second set of convergent velocities results as the gap
length, L, between vehicle loading pads is varied. Specifically, convergent velocities are
dependent on the distance between the centroids of the pads, Sp,. Figure 5.4.2 illustrates
the method used to derive the closed form solution for convergent velocities based on S.
SP
T=O T=-
V
Figure 54.2TimeSeriesofDiscrete... S .Vehicle .Loading.P
Figure 5.4.2 Tine Series of Discrete Vehicle Loading Pads
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Figure 5.4.2 shows a two-point, vehicle load with a separation between loads of
Sp. Similar to the approach for a fully distributed vehicle load, convergent deflection
velocities due to pad spacing, Sp, are found when the following equation is satisfied.
0= sin 2 L cos2nf1 (0) + (cos 2 + )sin2f,(0)V .
+( )cos2nf Sp) +( si 2 1 SP) [5-'
Equation 5.32 is satisfied when cos2nf/(-- = -1 and sin2 , = 0. Both
· t~~~~~~21 -11v ,v 
conditions are satisfied when Sp = 2f) (A = 1,2,3,...). Thus, for a two point
vehicle load, deflection residual vibrations in the first mode are canceled when the
following equation is satisfied.
=8 2Spf1 (I =1,2,3,...)
Vs-2pt-AI 2A -1
Deflection convergent velocities for the two point load in the second and third
beam vibration modes can be similarly shown to be:
321
33]
8SPfl (=1,2,3,)
Vs"2p"-A2 = 2~- 
[5.34]
VS2p, = 2A - 1 (= 1,2,3,...)Vs"2p9-A3 = 2A -
Though the first mode set of convergent velocities is a subset of the third mode
set, it is not a subset of the second mode set. Thus, an exact equation representing
absolute cancellation of beam vibration for all beam vibration modes due to pad spacing
is not possible. However, the second mode of vibration principally effects the quarter
points (i.e. x = L/4,3L/4) of the beam. Because the first beam vibration mode dominates
beam behavior, Equation 5.33 can be assumed to represent near-zero deflection vibration
conditions for the entire beam under two-point vehicle loading.
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In a similar fashion, velocities and accelerations can be shown mathematically to
be canceled when these same velocity sets are present. Thus, for a two point load, near-
zero beam residual vibration conditions occur during the following set of vehicle
vibrations.
Vs,2~ = 2Sf (a = 1,2,3,...) [535]23, - 1A [5.35]
It is clear from the preceding derivation that the convergent velocities are
independent of pad length, Lp, for the two loading pads-provided this length is the same
for both pads. Thus, the only vehicle load arrangement contribution to this set of vehicle
convergent velocities is the centroid spacing of the pads, Sp. If np is taken as the number
of equally spaced vehicle loading pads, a similar approach shows that when pad centroids
are spaced in such a way that I cos2f 1 (- =-1 and sin2 i (p = 0, near
i=0 in=02n
convergence is reached in the beam. These two conditions are satisfied when
sP = e (A = 1,2,3,...and A * in ; i= 1,2,3,...). The generalized formula for
convergent velocities due to the spacing of loading pads-for any number of pads-is:
- = A =1,2,3,... and A in; i ,2,3..)
Velocities represented by Equation 5.36 are considered to be near convergence, as not all
beam vibration modes are completely canceled when the equation is satisfied. A vibration
mode, n, is canceled when the following condition is satisfied.
n2 * inP (i = 1,2,3,...) [5.37]
Thus, for a two pad vehicle, every odd numbered vibration mode is canceled. The
same is true of four pad vehicles. For three pad vehicles, every third vibration mode
remains in effect at convergent velocities obtained form Equation 5.36. Similarly, for five
and six pad vehicles, every fifth and sixth mode, respectively, remains in effect for
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convergent velocities given by Equation 5.36. Equation 5.37 shows that all first mode
beam vibration response is canceled at convergent velocities obtained from
Equation 5.36-independent of the number of loading pads used. Table 5.4.1 lists
particular vibration modes canceled at convergent velocities determined by Equation
5.36.
Table 5.4.1 Vibration modes canceled at S convergent velocities
np= number of loading pads; n = mode number
\nP.
2n 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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In general, as indicated in Table 5.4.1, the more number of pads, n, the more
beam vibration modes that are canceled. However, the first mode of vibration is by far the
dominant mode for guideway structures. Vibration modes higher than three are typically
inconsequential in beam design. Also, the greater the number of pads used, the longer the
vehicle must be to obtain convergent velocities due to the pad length, Lp (see Equation
5.31).
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5.4.4 Equation derivations summary
Summarizing the proofs of the above subsections, the convergent vehicle
velocities are found in the following situations. Complete cancellation of beam residual
vibrations occur according to the following equations:
Beam Length
= 2Lf1
2A+1
Vehicle Length
V.= f
A
(A = 1,2,3,...)
(A = 1,2,3,...)
(all vehicles) [5.25]
(fully distributed vehicle loads) [5.30]
Pad Length
vL, = ,/ (A = 1,2,3,...) (vehicle pads) [5.31]
Near-zero cancellation occurs at velocities according to the following equation for
vehicles having equally spaced loading pads of equal length. Complete beam residual
vibration cancellation occurs at mode, n, when n2 * in, (i = 1,2,3,...).
Pad Spacing
V s = (A = 1,2,3,... and A in.; i = 1,2,3...)Vs 3` (vehicle pads) [5.36]
5.4.5 Pad distribution example cases
Figure 5.4.3 shows a vehicle with three 5 m loading pads each separated by 7.5 m.
The distance between pad centroids, S,, is 12.5 m. The fundamental frequency of the
beam is 6.67 Hz. According to Equation 5.36, the set of convergent vehicle spacings for
the 90 m/s vehicle speed, is: S. = (4.5m), where A = 1,2,4,5,7,..., or 4.5 m, 9.0 m,
18.0 m, 22.50 m, 31.50 m, etc. Any of these pad spacings can be expected to result in
near-zero beam residual vibrations. The vehicle pad spacing, Sp, of 12.5 m for the vehicle
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in Figure 5.4.3, however, does not match any of these 90 m/s convergent pad spacings
and therefore convergence is not expected. This is confirmed in Figure 5.4.4 where the
maximum midspan deflection in residual vibration is shown to be over 50% of the
maximum midspan positive deflection during forced vibration.
0- v=90 m/s; 115 m/s; 125 /s
vehiclek< magnet_
pads
, ~-30 0 m --NrL p=2.5 m-] > L=7 m1_m
L=25 m; f = 6.67 Hz
Figure 5.4.3 Three Pad Vehicle, Sp = 12.5 m (Lv= 30 m)
3pad; Lp=5m; Sp=12.5m
time (s) Lv=30 m; v=90 r/s
L-25 m; f=6.67 Hz
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Figure 5.44 Beam Dynamic Response for Sp =12.5 m (v=90 m/s)
Figure 5.4.5 shows the beam midspan dynamic response for the same vehicle
traveling at 115 m/s. At this speed, the convergent pad spacings of: S, = n(5.75m n),
where n = 1,2,4,5,7,..., or 5.75 m, 11.5 m, 23.0 m, 28.75 m, 40.25 m, etc., can be
expected to result in near-zero beam residual vibrations.
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Figure 5.4.5 Beam Dynamic Response for Sp =12.5 m (v=115 m/s)
Because the vehicle pad spacing, Sp, of 12.5 mn is approximately equal to the
11.5 mn convergent pad spacing, it is expected that residual vibrations at this speed will be
minimal. Figure 5.4.5 confirms this expectation as the maximum beam midspan
deflection during residual vibration is less than 0.5 mm. This small beam midspan
deflection is insignificant.
When the vehicle travels at 125 m/s on the same beam, convergent pad spacings
of: S; = n(6.25m), where n = 1,2,4,5,7,..., or 6.25 m, 12.5 m, 25.0 m, 31.25 m, 43.75 m,
etc., are expected to result in near-zero beam residual vibrations. Since the Sp of the
vehicle is equal to one of these convergent spacings, no beam residual vibration is
expected at this speed. This expectation is confirmed in Figure 5.4.6, where the beam
residual deflection response to the given vehicle load traveling at 125 m/s is shown to be
completely canceled!
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Figure 5.4.6 Beam Dynamic Response for Sp =12.5 m (v=125 m/s)
Figures 5.4.7 and 5.4.8 demonstrate that convergence criteria is indeed dependent
on the vehicle pad spacing, Sp, and not simply on vehicle velocity, v. Figure 5.4.7 shows
a 35 m long vehicle with three 5 m pads separated by 10 m producing a pad spacing, Sp,
of 15.0 m. The response of the 25 m, 63 beam to the vehicle shown in Figure 5.4.7
traveling at 125 m/s, is shown in Figure 5.4.8. When compared with Figure 5.4.6, Figure
5.4.8 shows that a slightly different loading pad arrangement can produce a drastically
different dynamic beam response.
-' v-- = 125 m/s
magnet.paos _
|L~ |Sp=15.0 m W
, - - I-- -- Lv=35.0 m
Lg=_0 m- Lp=5 m 
|- No - '-
L=25 m; f1 = 6.67 Hz
Figure 5.4.7 Three Pad Vehicle, Sp = 15.0 m (Lv= 35 m)
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Figure 5.4.8 Beam Dynamic Response for Sp =15.0 m (v=125 m/s)
5.4.6 Convergent velocity sensitivity analyses
Table 5.4.2 lists convergent vehicle velocities between 30 and 150 n/s for the
a) two point, b) fully distributed, and c) three pad vehicles shown in Figures 5.2.1, 5.3.1,
and 5.4.3, respectively. These convergent velocities result from equations 5.25, 5.30,
5.31, and 5.36 for a beam span of 25 m and a beam fundamental frequency of 63 Hz.
Each vehicle listed is 30 m in length. Because each point load modeled for the two-point
vehicle has an effective 1.25 m length due to discretization of the beam, the effective pad
spacing is 28.75 m.9 Velocities listed in the table are identified by the parameter with
which they were calculated. These parameters are 1) the beam length, L, 2) the fully
distributed vehicle length, L, 3) the distributed pad length, Lp, and 4) the pad spacing,
Sp. At these velocities, no beam residual vibration will occur.
As seen in Table 5.4.2, it is possible for the convergent velocity to be obtained
from more than one parameter. For example, the 66.67 m/s convergent speed obtained for
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9 See Section 5.2.
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the fully distributed vehicle load results both from the beam and the vehicle length
parameters. In general, it is not beneficial to have multiple parameters determine the same
convergent velocity, as this reduces the set of unique vehicle velocities at which
convergence occurs. Convergent velocities for the 3 pad vehicle case shown in Table
5.4.2, are relatively well distributed across the given velocity range (i.e. from 30 mn/s to
150 m/s). However, the 5 m pads are too short to contribute to high vehicle speed
convergent beam behavior. The only convergent velocity resulting from the 5 m pad
length is 33.33 m/s. Rigorous dynamic analysis for these three vehicle cases has been
performed. Appendix D contains full beam midspan response, including deflection,
velocity, and acceleration plots for each of the three vehicle loading configurations,
traveling at speeds of a) 90 mn/s, b) 115 m/s, c) 125 m/s, and d) 150 m/s. The plots in the
appendix give results obtained both from the mode3 analysis program and the ADINA
finite element analysis program.
Table 5.4.2 Convergent velocities for the three, 30 m vehicle cases
2/ imit 
v (/s) (due to)
127.78 SP
111.11 L
76.67 SP
66.67 L
54.76 SP
47.62 L
42.59 SP
37.04 L
34.85 S
30.30 L
V (mis)(due to)
111.11 L
100.00 L,
66.67 L and L,
50.00 Lv
47.62 L
40.00 4,
37.04 L
33.33 4L
30.30 L
3.. -md hidt
V (ms) (due to)
125.00 SP,
111.11 L
66.67 L
62.S0 SP,
50.00 SP
47.62 L
37.04 L
35.71 SP
33.33 Lp
31.25 SP
30.30 L
L = 25 m; fA = 6.67Hz
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In addition to analyzing beam response at any given vehicle velocity, it is
instructive to determine beam response for a particular vehicle at all expected vehicle
velocities. Such a sensitivity analysis has been performed using the mode3 program. This
analysis considers the beam to be subjected to the three vehicle loading configuration for
all speeds up to 160 nm/s. Results from these analyses are summarized in the three plots
shown in Figure 5.4.9. The figure indicates the positive, negative, and residual dynamic
amplification factors (i.e. the DAF, NDAF, and RDAF, respectively) for the given speed
range. Velocities for which zero RDAF values occur, correspond to the predicted
convergent velocities found in Table 5.4.2.
Beam behavior due to the two-point vehicle loading is shown in Figure 5.4.9a.
For the majority of speeds in Figure 5.4.9a, (e.g. 100 m/s), NDAF is equal to RDAF. This
indicates that the maximum negative deflection during forced vibration is either equal to
or less than the maximum residual deflection. For velocities where NDAF is greater than
RDAF, the beam experiences higher negative deflection during forced response than
during residual response. Figure 5.2.2 is an example of this type of beam behavior. In
such situations, though the beam experiences less fatigue loading, sufficient compressive
reinforcement is required to resist peak negative bending moments. In general, reduction
of the spacing between loading pads eliminates this effect.
Figure 5.4.9b shows the beam response to the fully distributed vehicle loading at
all speeds less than 160 m/s. When compared with Figure 5.4.9a, Figure 5.4.9b shows
that the beam behavior under the fully distributed vehicle is much more stable across the
speed range than it is when subjected to the two-point vehicle loading. For the fully
distributed vehicle load, the DAF remains less than 1.30 for all speeds shown. Similarly,
both the NDAF and RDAF remain less than 0.45 for the speed range given.
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Figure 5.4.9c shows the beam dynamic behavior when subjected to the three pad
vehicle of Figure 5.4.3 for all speeds up to 160 m/s. The DAF behavior for the beam,
when subjected to this three pad vehicle, is actually superior to that observed for the fully
distributed vehicle case shown in Figure 5.4.9b for speeds greater than 110 n/s.
Additionally, the high speed range at which zero and/or near-zero residual vibrations
occur shifts from the 100 to 111 m/s range in the fully distributed vehicle load case, to the
111 to 125 nm/s range in the three pad vehicle case. However, the "cost" of this high speed
beam response improvement for the three pad vehicle case is the resonant beam behavior
that occurs in the 67 to 111 m/s speed range, as shown in Figure 5.4.9c.
The analyses shown in Figure 5.4.9 illustrate that it is possible to modify beam
behavior through changes in vehicle loading configurations. The following section
proposes the concept of motion based design whereby the vehicle loading configuration
and the beam deflection behavior are designed for specific expected vehicle velocities.
5.5 Motion based design
As demonstrated in the previous section, the ability to cancel all beam residual
vibration, is remarkable and potentially has a number of important design implications
including benefits such as a) increased guideway lifespan and b) shorter allowable
headways for vehicles. Motion based design analyses for maglev guideway design are
performed in this section. Three sensitivity analyses are presented to illustrate potential
benefits of matching vehicle loads with guideway dynamic beam response.
Though only two and three pad vehicle distributions are analyzed in section 5.4,
any number of vehicle loading pads can be used, with a resulting number of specific
convergent velocities (see Equation 5.36). As the number of vehicle loading pads
increases, the spacing between the pads decreases for a given vehicle length. A greater
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number of vehicle pads, n, results in a greater probability that convergent vehicle
velocities based on the pad spacing, S, will be found. In contrast, for a given vehicle
length, the more loading pads, the less influence of pad length, Lp, on convergent
velocities. For the three pad vehicle shown in Figure 5.4.3, the maximum pad length
possible with the given Sp of 12.5 m is 12.5 m. Such a "three-pad" loading configuration
is essentially a fully distributed, 37.5 m vehicle. For the 25 m, 6 Hz beam, the highest
convergent velocity for a 12.5 m pad is 83.33 m/s according to Equation 5.36. With
normal maglev cruising speeds expected to be between 100 and 135 m/s, this maximum
convergent velocity of 83.33 m/s from the 12.5 m pad does not contribute significantly to
improved beam behavior for the 25 m, 6 Hz beam.
To determine efficient vehicle loading configurations for maglev guideway beam
structures, several sensitivity analyses are performed. Specifically, distributed vehicle
lengths, L, from 37.5 m to 62.5 m are modeled for all speeds up to 160 m/s for the 25 m,
6Y Hz beam used in previous examples. In addition, analysis is performed using various
vehicle loading pad gap lengths, Lg, for a two-pad, 52.5 m maglev vehicle. The third and
final sensitivity analysis presented in this section uses a six pad, 29 m vehicle and models
beam behavior for a variety of beam spans and frequencies. The results of these analyses
are discussed in this section. Figures referred to in the following discussions are found at
the end of this section.
5.5.1 Fully distributed vehicle
Figure 5.5.1 shows the effect that changes in fully distributed vehicle length have
on the positive dynamic amplification factor, DAF, for expected maglev vehicle
velocities. The fully distributed vehicle length, Lv, varies from 37.5 m to 62.5 m. The
surface curve in Figure 5.5.1 shows essentially no change in DAF for the beam as the
length of the vehicle varies. This plot agrees with results presented by Richardson and
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Wormnley in Figure 5.2.3 [Richardson and Wormley 74]. In contrast to the stability of the
DAF to changes in vehicle length, Figure 5.5.2 shows the dramatic effect these changes
in length have on the beam residual dynamic amplification factor, RDAF for the same
speed range.
As shown in Figure 5.5.2, each vehicle length produces a different set of
convergent and resonant velocities. All convergent velocities in Figure 5.5.2 are predicted
by Equations 5.23 and 5.30. The vehicle length cases shown in Figure 5.5.2 produce
neither zero nor near-zero residual vibrations in the beam for all speeds within the 0 to
160 m/s range. However, with maglev vehicle speeds expected to range from 0 to
150 m/s, the 45.0 m vehicle appears to offer the best compromise of the vehicle lengths
for all speeds in this range. For speeds less than 150 m/s, the RDAF for the 45.0 m
vehicle remains less than 0.20. Since the NDAF is equal to the RDAF in each distributed
vehicle load case, from a practical perspective, if the 45.0 m vehicle is selected, an NDAF
of less than 0.20 can be used when designing for negative beam deflection. (Other vehicle
lengths will require a higher NDAF.) Thus, by limiting the NDAF and RDAF in a given
beam, a particular vehicle loading configuration can reduce the need for negative
concrete reinforcement, and therefore, reduce a) the demand for non-magnetic hybrid
FRP concrete reinforcement and b) the cost of the beam.l ° Additionally, by limiting the
RDAF for all expected vehicle velocities, overall beam fatigue loadings are reduced.
5.5.2 Two pad vehicle
To evaluate the influence of vehicle pad length and spacing on dynamic guideway
beam behavior, sensitivity analyses were performed for a variety of vehicle pad loading
configurations. Figure 5.5.3 illustrates a two pad, 52.5 m vehicle analysis. The two
196
10 See Figure 2.4.3 and Chapter 4.
vehicle loading pads are positioned at each end of the vehicle, with a gap length, Lg,
between the two pads. Spacing between the centroids of the pads, Sp, is equal to Lp + Lg.
In Figure 5.5.3, the 0.00 m Lg represents a fully distributed 52.5 m vehicle. The DAF
remains below 1.50 in the speed range for gap lengths less than 5 m. In contrast to
changes in fully distributed vehicle lengths, Figure 5.5.3 shows that changes in loading
pad configurations influence the DAF of the beam.
Figure 5.5.4 shows beam RDAF for the 52.5 m, two pad vehicles. None of the gap
length cases result in a beam RDAF less than 0.20 for all speeds in the range. Superior
high speed beam behavior results from the 5 m gap vehicle, as shown in Figure 5.5.4.
However, the beam behavior at mid-range speeds for this vehicle is not desirable. Since
maglev operation is expected to occur at the higher vehicle velocities, this loading
configuration could be desirable. If this vehicle loading is chosen, operation at mid-range
speeds should be minimized.
5.5.3 Six pad vehicle
The third and final dynamic beam behavior sensitivity analysis performed in this
section is shown in Figures 5.5.5 and 5.5.6. The vehicle is modeled to represent the six
pad, 29 m vehicle proposed by the Bechtel/MIT maglev team for the U.S. National
Maglev Initiative's system concept definition study [Bechtel, et.al. 92].11 The
Bechtel/MIT vehiclehas six 4 m pads, each separated by a 1 m gap. Beam behavior
caused by the traveling vehicle for a variety of beam lengths and frequencies is analyzed.
Table 5.5.1 shows the beam lengths and assumed frequencies used in this analysis.
As shown in Figure 5.5.5, the DAF is less than 1.20 for speeds less than
approximately 150 m/s when beam length is 25 m and less. However, Figure 5.5.6 shows
11 Research performed by the Bechtel/MIT team is independent of the research presented in this thesis.
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that the RDAF behavior for the 25 m beam is extreme at high speeds. In contrast, the
RDAF for a 20 m beam is less than 0.20 for all speeds in the given range. Thus, this 29 m
vehicle appears well suited for the 20 m beam span, but not for the other spans.
Table 5.5.1 Beam lengths and frequencies used for six pad vehicle analysis
: -> ,--, >.:>:. :.::.z.i. :.-:: ............. ..... . ..: ,,.:. : .............:i'>: :::-
,...,. ~~~~ : ' ,, ' -,,'~~~~ ,.-, , OR,>.-.... ' " '.
15 18.00
20 10.00
25 6.67
30 4.00
35 3.00
40 2.50
The three analyses performed and discussed in this section demonstrate that the
guideway beam dynamic behavior is highly sensitive to vehicle loading configuration and
to vehicle speed. All three analyses have particular design implications. The first example
shows that though various distributed vehicle lengths have little effect on the DAF of a
beam, the RDAF is highly sensitive to these changes. One difficult design issue is that no
single vehicle length performs satisfactorily on the given beam at all expected maglev
vehicle speeds. The second example shows that though the DAF increases with increased
vehicle gap length and with the use of discrete loading pads, the RDAF of the beam
becomes more controllable. Figure 5.5.4 indicates that specific vehicle loading
configurations can be designed to complement beam dynamic behavior at particular
operating speed ranges. Conversely, the third example shows that individual beam
segments can be designed to match a particular vehicle loading configuration and an
expected speed at specific locations along the guideway corridor.
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6.0 Summary and Conclusions
The following summary, conclusions, and research contribution sections are
divided according to the three main research areas performed in this thesis: 1) hybrid FRP
concrete reinforcing rod design and manufacture, 2) narrow beam guideway design, and
3) dynamic beam response analysis. The chapter concludes with a discussion of
suggested future research directions.
6.1 Summary
Maglev guideway costs are expected to represent over 70% of maglev
implementation costs-making low cost high performance guideway design a high
priority. A maglev design employing a superconducting electro-dynamic suspension,
EDS, system is expected to prove more economical than competing electro-mechanical
suspension, EMS, systems. Since steel girders, and even steel reinforcing bars for
concrete, cannot be used near EDS windings, an economical and reliable non-magnetic
structural material is needed. This thesis presents the concept for such a material for use
as concrete reinforcement.
Based on expected loads, structural support mechanisms, low cost, and ease of
assembly, a rectangular hollow-box narrow beam guideway design is proposed and
analyzed. The analysis shows that a relatively narrow beam is sufficient to resist expected
maglev vehicle loads. The narrow beam is reinforced with both magnetic and non-
magnetic materials. Included in Appendix A is a method for determining magnetic forces
on metallic components of guideways, written by Professor Mark Zahn of MIT.
Beam dynamic analysis is performed which demonstrates the importance of
vehicle speed and loading configuration on guideway beam response. The concept of
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convergent vehicle velocities is presented and a closed form mathematical solution for
determining such velocities is given.
Hybrid FRP rods
A conceptual design is presented for a non-magnetic hybrid glass and carbon fiber
reinforced plastic, (i.e. hybrid FRP), concrete reinforcing rod. Currently available glass
FRP rods are not desirable for maglev because glass fibers are susceptible both to
deterioration from the alkaline environment of the concrete and to fatigue loadings. Glass
FRP is low in cost, yet also low in stiffness. Though carbon fibers are inert to the alkaline
concrete environment and are excellent in fatigue resistance and in stiffness, currently,
they are too expensive to be considered for use in an all-carbon FRP rod. Both glass FRP
and carbon FRP rods fail in a brittle manner.
In order to 1) insulate glass fibers from the concrete environment, 2) increase the
stiffness of the rod, and 3) provide a pseudo-ductile failure mechanism, an innovative
hybrid FRP rod is proposed in this thesis. The hybrid FRP rod consists of an inner core of
glass fibers surrounded by a thin layer of carbon fibers. These fibers are pultruded (i.e.
extruded under tension), in an epoxy resin. The resulting straight, smooth pultruded rod is
then filament-wound in such a way as to produce physical bumps on its surface. These
bumps provide mechanical bonding to the concrete. Such hybrid FRP rods have been
designed, manufactured, and tested. Short-term flexure test results, included in this thesis,
show that 1) the rods have adequate bond with high strength concrete and 2) a ductile
failure of concrete beams reinforced with the rods occurs. The pseudo-ductility of the
hybrid rod is not confirmed by the tests. Load-deflection plots of all seven tests are
included in Appendix B.
The glass and carbon hybrid FRP rod is superior to currently available all-glass
FRP rods in that it should be inert to the alkaline concrete environment. It also has
increased stiffness compared with an all-glass rod. The cost of the hybrid glass and
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increased stiffness compared with an all-glass rod. The cost of the hybrid glass and
carbon FRP rod is expected to be 5.5 times the cost of steel on a stiffness basis. An all-
carbon FRP rod currently is projected to cost 25 to 30 times the cost of steel on a stiffness
basis. An all-glass FRP rod is projected to cost 3.0 times that of steel.
Narrow beam guideway design
The narrow beam structural analysis focuses on a straight guideway section with
horizontal wind loads of up to 75% of vehicle vertical loads. Maximum beam midspan
deflection criteria is modeled as low as 5 mm. Also, non-magnetic reinforcement is
assumed to be required in areas near magnetic windings. Expected maglev vehicle mass
is two tonnes per meter. The vehicle load distribution is modeled as uniformly
distributed.
For a narrow beam using both steel and hybrid FRP reinforcement, design
equations are derived and a design procedure based on American Concrete Institute (ACI)
Code 38 [ACI 89] is presented. A spreadsheet analysis program called "BoxCost" is
developed. It incorporates the design procedure and equations and calculates total beam
material cost. BoxCost allows sensitivity analyses to be performed on a variety of beam
loading conditions, span lengths, cross-sectional geometries, deflection criteria, and
material costs. This spreadsheet program is shown in Appendix C. Using BoxCost, it is
determined that a beam width range of 1.2 m to 1.6 m is sufficient and economical for
expected vehicle loads. It is also determined that an all hybrid FRP reinforced guideway
beam is approximately three times the cost of an all steel reinforced beam. When areas
requiring non-magnetic reinforcement can be constrained to the upper two corners of the
beam cross-section, the cost of the hybrid FRP and steel reinforced guideway beam is
approximately 30% higher than the cost of all steel reinforcement. A cross-section of the
beam design is shown in Figure 2.4.3 and a summary of the design assumptions is given
in Table 2.4.2.
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Dynamic guideway beam analysis
Dynamic response of the guideway beam under high speed vehicle loads has been
analyzed using both a finite element method and a closed form mathematical solution.
The importance of vehicle load distribution to guideway beam dynamic behavior is
demonstrated. The dynamic amplification factor, DAF, for positive bending (i.e.
downward deflection) can be reduced substantially using a fully distributed vehicle load.
Also, the smaller the gap lengths between vehicle loading pads, the less the negative
dynamic amplification factor, NDAF, (i.e. upward or "spring-back" deflection) that is
produced in the beam. Residual vibration of the beam due to a passing maglev vehicle is
a significant guideway design concern since little damping can be expected in the beam.
The maximum NDAF and the maximum residual vibration dynamic amplification factor,
RDAF, under all expected vehicle velocities (e.g. up to 150 m/s), determine the amount
of negative concrete reinforcement-and thus the amount of hybrid FRP reinforcement-
required in a guideway beam design.
The concept of convergent velocities is introduced whereby a beam experiences
no residual vibration after the passing of a vehicle. Also presented, is a closed form
mathematical solution for the convergent velocities for simply-supported beam spans
with a uniform cross-section and stiffness and with no assumed beam damping.
Convergent velocities are found for the following four cases:
all cases:
=2L (,  1,2,3,...)
VL = A [5.25]
fully distributed vehicle loadings:
v; = Lvf ( = 12,3,....) [5.30
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discrete pad loadings:
LAf [5.31]
VL PI ( 1,2,3,...)
and
n=SPf ( = 1,2,3,... and A inp; i = 1,2,3...) [5.36]
Equations 5.25, 5.30, and 5.31 are valid for all beam vibration modes. In contrast,
Equation 5.36 is valid only for vibration mode numbers, n, when n2 * inp (i = 1,2,3,...).
However, since the first mode dominates all other modes, the speeds given by Equation
5.36 are considered to be essentially convergent.
A spreadsheet analysis program called "mode3" is developed which allows
sensitivity analyses of a number of vehicle speeds and pad loading configurations.
Sensitivity analyses performed using mode3 demonstrate the influence of beam length
and frequency, as well as vehicle length, speed, and loading configuration on the dynamic
behavior of the beam. Motion based design, whereby a beam is designed specifically to
match a given vehicle loading pad configuration and an expected speed, is proposed and
discussed. Analyses performed with the mode3 program demonstrate the potential of
motion based design strategies. The mode3 program and example beam response analyses
are included in Appendix D.
6.2 Conclusions
Hybrid FRP rods
Hybrid FRP concrete reinforcing rods are a viable replacement for steel in areas
of the maglev guideway structure requiring non-magnetic mild reinforcement. Fatigue of
the glass fibers should not be a problem as the beam design is based on stiffness. Thus,
due to the low stiffness of the glass, the hybrid FRP rods will be designed for low stress
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levels. Care must be taken when installing the hybrid FRP rods as they are weak in shear.
Specifically, if steel stirrups are to surround the rod, sufficient space must be allowed
between the two embedments to prevent premature failure of the hybrid FRP rod due to
shearing action from the steel stirrup. This minimum spacing concern is not as significant
if the stirrup is also made of FRP, since it will then be more flexible under extreme
bending. Additional concerns with using hybrid FRP rods for concrete reinforcement
include providing adequate lap splices and anchorage devices as well as monitoring long
term behavior under load.
The high failure strains of both glass fibers and high strength carbon fibers does
not allow the pseudo-ductility-inherent in the hybrid FRP rod-to take effect in the
concrete. Though the hybrid FRP reinforced concrete beam fails in a ductile manner, this
is due to the low stiffness of the hybrid FRP rod. A structurally superior solution is to
have a hybrid FRP rod where the inner glass fibers are replaced with high strength carbon
fibers and the outer high strength carbon fibers are replaced with high modulus carbon
fibers. Such an arrangement provides stiffness comparable with steel, and pseudo-
ductility at strain levels compatible with concrete. However, carbon fiber costs, currently
restrict the viability of this all-carbon FRP rod option.
The proposed hybrid FRP rod containing both glass and carbon fibers, suffers in
that it 1) is low in stiffness, 2) does not exhibit pseudo-ductility in concrete, and 3) is
possibly susceptible to fatigue loadings. However, it is a viable replacement for mild steel
in selected maglev guideway areas in that a) it is inert to the concrete alkaline
environment, b) it is relatively inexpensive, c) the hybrid FRP reinforced concrete beam
fails in a ductile manner (due to the low stiffness and high strain of the rod), and d) it is
likely to be used only at low stress levels-and thus less likely to fail by fatigue.
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Narrow beam guideway design
A narrow beam, hollow-box concrete section is structurally sufficient to resist
expected maglev vehicle and wind loads within proposed deflection constraints. Glass
and carbon hybrid FRP rods can be used in place of steel in areas where non-magnetic
reinforcement is required, such as the upper sections of the cross-section (see Figure
2.4.2). Proper magnetic suspension, propulsion, and guidance winding design can reduce
the amount of non-magnetic reinforcement required and significantly reduce the cost of
the guideway structure. Also, because the narrow beam concept is approximately 1/2 to
2/3 the mass of an EMS guideway and 1/4 to 1/2 the mass of a channel guideway system,
innovative vehicle design will allow substantial savings in overall guideway costs.
Dynamic guideway beam analysis
Guideway beam dynamic behavior depends on beam characteristics, vehicle load
configurations, and vehicle operating speeds. Convergent vehicle velocities, (i.e.
velocities where all beam residual vibrations are completely canceled), are determined by
1) beam length, 2) beam fundamental frequency, 3) vehicle length, 4) loading pad
configuration, and 5) vehicle speed. Convergent velocities are desirable as the need for
less negative concrete reinforcement can substantially reduce the cost of the structure. In
addition, less residual vibration allows longer guideway lifespan, shorter vehicle
headways, and improved ride quality.
It is possible to design the vehicle length, pad length, and pad spacing in a manner
that will substantially reduce the amount of beam negative deflection and residual
vibration. It is also possible to design particular beam segments at given locations of the
guideway corridor for a particular set of speeds at which a vehicle is expected to travel.
Such beams would be designed specifically to have zero upward deflection and zero
residual vibration at certain speeds. Though these beams would be designed to withstand
resonant speeds, when convergent speeds occur, a much longer guideway lifespan is
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ensured. Such motion based design is practical along sections near terminal stations
where speeds can be more easily predicted.
6.3 Research contributions
Non-magnetic hybrid FRP concrete reinforcement
This research presents short-term beam flexure tests which indicate that hybrid
fiber reinforced plastic, FRP, rods can be used as a replacement to steel reinforcement in
concrete. The added cost due to this option is forcasted. Carbon fiber covering of an inner
glass fiber core of a pultruded FRP rod is an innovative method that 1) ensures protection
of the glass fibers from the alkaline environment of the concrete, 2) increases stiffness of
the hybrid FRP rod, and 3) allows a pseudo-ductile rod failure.
Design of a minimum cost girder
A design procedure for a reinforced concrete, rectangular hollow-box, narrow
beam girder is developed which incorporates both steel and hybrid FRP concrete mild
reinforcement. This design is likely to have the lowest possible cost consistent with
required strength, stiffness, and longevity constraints. A spreadsheet program is
developed which allows a user to optimize beam dimensions and predict the cost for any
given set of load and stiffness requirements. With the beam design-cost tradeoffs
presented in this thesis, maglev vehicle and motor designs can proceed with a better
knowledge of the beam cost implications of other system-related choices-ultimately
yielding a more efficient overall design.
Dynamics of vehicle guideway interaction
Analysis of the dynamic interaction of a vehicle moving over a guideway is
performed and a relatively simple means for predicting the transient behavior of the
girder is presented. This analysis is performed for vehicle alternatives ranging from
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highly concentrated loads, such as would be expected with wheeled vehicles, to fully
distributed vehicles, such as is found in many maglev designs. In general, the more
distributed the vehicle load, the less the dynamic amplification factor. Therefore, there is
a definite advantage to using multiple vehicle loading pads.
It is shown that a guideway can have substantial resonant behavior. A means for
determining critical speeds that should be avoided in the interest of improved ride quality
and longer girder life is also given. Residual vibration is influenced by the centroid
spacing of the vehicle pads and by the extent of vehicle load distribution. Convergent
speeds for a variety of vehicle pad distributions and beam frequencies are identified.
6.4 Future research
Future research is needed in a number of areas including 1) advanced material
research, 2) guideway beam dynamic analysis, 3) opportunities for improved guideways,
and 4) large scale manufacturing processes. These specific research areas are discussed
below.
Advanced material research
Research into the applications of new materials is needed for a number of new and
existing materials. Though research into many basic materials types and derivatives such
as mild steels, prestressing steels, stainless steels, polymer modified concrete, polymer
impregnated concrete, fiber reinforced concrete, high strength concrete, fiber reinforced
plastic material, low cost carbon fibers, high modulus aluminum, high strength
aluminum, etc., is beneficial, only advanced FRP research is discussed in this section.
Though fiber reinforced plastic, FRP, is in use today, it is generally not
considered economical. Its use in construction is primarily required when structures are
exposed to corrosive or high magnetic field environments. Research to reduce the cost of
using FRP should be performed in the following three areas: 1) connection design, 2)
lower cost, lower strain carbon fibers, and 3) long term durability. Connection design is
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lower cost, lower strain carbon fibers, and 3) long term durability. Connection design is
important since pultruded FRP material, due to its orthotropic nature, cannot be as easily
spliced or "welded" together as isotropic materials (e.g. steel) can. There is plenty of
connection design experience in the aerospace and automobile industries and this
experience can be applied directly to most construction FRP applications. However, in
general the construction industry is unfamiliar with the assemblage of FRP elements.
Research into more cost effective and easily used connection designs is suggested.
Lower cost, lower strain fibers result in improved utilization of the FRP material
in concrete. Higher strength fibers are not critical, nor is reduced weight necessarily
beneficial in FRP reinforcement. Rather, for use in maglev concrete beams, high modulus
and low strain fibers are beneficial. Though this proposed research runs counter to current
emphasis in the composite industry on higher strength to weight ratio fibers (due
primarily to aerospace and automobile industry needs), it should have a moderate to high
chance of success. Any reduction in fiber cost will have a significant impact on making
FRP a more practical alternative to steel. Finally, though much durability and fatigue
testing has been performed on composites, additional testing focused on FRP material
behavior under long term load and concrete alkaline attack is suggested.
Guideway beam dynamic analysis
Another important future research area is in determining the direct implications
that vehicle loading configuration and speed have on long term guideway life. As
demonstrated in this thesis, certain speeds can be identified for particular vehicle
configurations and beam stiffnesses which allow residual vibrations of the beam to be
completely canceled without damping. Worst case scenarios must be designed for
however, with appropriate amounts of damping mechanisms used. Therefore, it is
important to continue studying the influences that the number of pads, the length of pads,
and the spacing of pads have on guideway beam behavior. Once convergent speed
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relationships are determined, constant monitoring of vehicles passing particular beams
will allow time-history profiles to be derived for each beam segment. These profiles will
allow improved prediction of long term life for each particular beam.
In addition, future dynamic analysis which models vehicle mass and a variety of
support structures is suggested. Additional dynamic analysis is proposed that will
consider 1) non-linear effects, 2) three dimensional effects, 3) curved beam sections, 4)
lateral vehicle accelerations, 5) beams having non-uniform mass and stiffness, 6) multiple
spans, and 7) multiple vehicles.
Opportunities for improved guideways
Finally, in order to achieve satisfactory ride quality, a maglev guideway with very
tight tolerances-probably a factor of 2 to 5 tighter tolerance than is possible with normal
construction procedures-must be designed. High speed railroads have found it necessary
to maintain rail alignment to a 1 or 2 millimeter tolerance. This entails relatively
expensive track maintenance. The French TGV estimates maintenance cost to be
comparable to energy cost. The Japanese Shinkansen requires several men per kilometer
of guideway for continuous maintenance. The Transrapid design requires precise field
installation and adjustment and there is concern that the maintenance cost could be high.
This thesis has explored this problem in a qualitative way and has recommended
alternatives worthy of further study. These alternatives should be pursued.
Large scale manufacturing processes
Construction of the guideway is the single largest cost for a maglev system. There
appears to be substantial potential for developing automation methods that lower the cost
of a long distance guideway. Such automation may entail the use of new materials that
allow more flexibility in adapting to varied terrain and/or methods to achieve precision
alignment with minimum labor.
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Concrete guideways appear to be the most appropriate choice for EDS maglev.
However, there is very little cost reduction experience in the construction of long distance
guideway segments over several years. Formwork is very expensive for highway bridge
construction. Also, for the long distances involved with potential maglev corridors,
multiple concrete cast sites will be necessary. Research is needed to 1) develop two or
three approaches to automated manufacturing, 2) simulate the operation of each approach
to see which is more effective and 3) determine how much cost reduction can be expected
from automated procedures.
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Appendix A
Appendix A Magnetic aspects of maglev guideways
Maglev vehicles with electrodynamic suspensions (EDS) produce magnetic fields
that extend significant distances from the vehicle. With proper design, the fields can be
made to attenuate rapidly enough with distance so that they do not interfere with people
and equipment. However, there does not appear to a cost effective way to avoid having
the fields interact with guideway beams. Steel girders cannot be used at all, except as a
part of a more complex structure. Even concrete girders must be carefully designed to
avoid unacceptable interaction with steel reinforcing. One design uses steel reinforcement
wherever it is possible, but uses FRP or other magnetically inert materials where
exposure to high fields is not avoidable. This section explains the nature of the problem,
analyzes suitable models that can give quantitative predictions, and describes typical
applications.
A.1 Overview
At normal operating speeds the magnetic fields of a moving vehicle induce
currents in electrical conductors on the guideway, and these currents produce power
dissipation and forces on the guideway. There are three distinct situations:
1 The magnetic field of a rapidly moving vehicle will induce currents in any nearby
electrical conductor. These currents may cause substantial power losses local
heating which could lead to catastrophic results.
2 Induced currents will produce forces that act on the vehicle in various ways. The
normal suspension and guidance structures are carefully designed to use these
forces to advantage, but unwanted induced currents will produce excess drag and
could interfere with the normal suspension and guidance forces. In analyzing these
forces the primary concern is the time average force, although the effect of peak
instantaneous forces can be significant even if the time average force is small.
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3 When a vehicle is moving slowly or is stopped, there can be forces on steel
reinforcement used in concrete girders. These forces could provide useful lift or
guidance, but a theorem of physics (Earnshaw's Theorem) states that the sum total
of these forces can not produce stable lift and guidance. These destabilizing forces
occur at the low speeds where normal EDS guidance is least effective. For
example, a vehicle simply sitting on the guideway could have very strong forces
attracting the vehicle magnets towards a concrete girder containing reinforcing
steel. These forces would be symmetric with no net force if the vehicle was
centered on the guideway. Any deviation from symmetry, however, would cause
destabilizing forces, and the vehicle could then lurch to one side and latch onto the
guideway.
A.2 Modeling the interaction
The objective of this appendix is to describe relatively simple models that allow a
designer to know what types of materials can be used in the guideway and its mounting
structures, and where it is possible to use conventional steel reinforcing. The models
should give good first order analysis approximations for wide range of situations.
Transverse H fields and cylindrical conductors
One important case is transverse magnetic fields which produce longitudinal
currents in a conducting cylinder, as shown in Figure A. 1. There is no net longitudinal
current, but the resulting currents can produce a force. The currents are calculated with
the assumption that the magnetic field is constant over the cross section of the conductor,
but in order to develop any net force there must be a gradient of H in the y direction as
indicated in Figure A. 1. The net force is in the y direction is designated Fy.
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Figure A.1 Transverse magnetic field in cylindrical conductors
Axial magnetic fields and cylindrical conductors
A second important case is axial magnetic fields which produce circulating
currents as shown in Figure A.2. In this case the H field is assumed to be z directed and if
H has a y directed gradient then there will be a net y directed force.
y
H L.x
Figure A.2 Axial magnetic field in cylindrical conductors
Notatin
To simplify calculations we use complex notation with the understanding that the
quantity of interest is the real part. The radius of the conductor is assumed to be R, and
force and power are assumed to be per unit volume of conductor. With reference to
Figures A.1 we define the following quantities:
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H(t) = Re[Hoe-i] is the x directed H field
(Pa) is the time average power dissipated per unit volume of conductor
(FY) is the time average force in the y direction unit length of conductor
p is the resistivity of the conductor
u is the permeability of the conductor
a is the skin depth
al = dH° is a measure of the rate of field attenuation with distance
Hdy
Similar notation applies to Figure A.2. Following is a discussion of the parameters used
in these definitions.
Skin depth
For any good conductor there is a skin effect wherein time varying magnetic
fields create induced currents which, in turn, create a reaction magnetic field that prevents
currents from penetrating very far into the conductors. The skin effect causes the
magnetic field density and electric current density to both attenuate exponentially with
distance into the conductor. The distance required to attenuate by a factor of e = 2.718 is
called the skin depth. A precise field solution that considers the skin effect often involves
complex calculations, (e.g., using Bessel Functions), but there is usually a sharp dividing
line so that one can either assume that the skin depth is small or large in comparison with
key dimensions.
Rate of field attenuation
The parameter a has dimensions of m-1 , and is a measure of how fast the field is
attenuates in the direction of y. For example, if the field is decreasing exponentially with
y, then ay-1 is the increase in y required for the field to decrease by a factor of e.
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In many practical cases the magnetic field source can be approximated as a
multipole with a field that decreases as an inverse power of distance from the source. As
a specific example:
k/if H km
y
I dH nthenay = -- = --
Hdy y
If a reinforcing rod is 0.2 m from the center of a two dimensional dipole field, then n = 2
and ay is on the order of 10 m-1. Consideration of typical reinforcing material examples
suggests that a will be in the range 5 to 25 m-l for most practical cases.
Types of materials
There are two important types of materials, those that have high magnetic
permeability, such as most steels, and those that have the permeability of free space, pu0 ,
such as copper, aluminum and some types of stainless steel; the analysis is substantially
different for these two cases. If a material has high permeability there can be large static
forces. The high permeability will also produce a major reduction in skin depth. The
permeability, resistivity, and skin depth for some important materials are given in Table
A. 1. This data indicates that normal size concrete reinforcing rods, with radii on the order
of 5 to i mm, will not exhibit skin depth phenomena if p = po, but ferromagnetic
materials with p > 00po will have currents and forces dominated by skin depth
phenomena.
Table A.1 Electrical properties of various metals at 20° C
Copper 1 0.01724 8.5
Aluminum 1 0.0283 10.9
Steel: mild 5000 0.118 0.316
stainless 1 0.910 62.0
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A.3 Analysis
The following equations were derived by Prof. Mark Zahn, MIT. They were
derived from Maxwell's equations, using the approximations described above.
Transverse field
1. R<<8
/ 2
(P) = P, 8° 2)4 1HO12
(Pd) = P HO12df28a [y + gI0)
(F. ) _ -, H1
1. R<<3(p, ) =o)(3 + )o 6PR4IH2
~~~4
(F.) = _0 UR4 aIH 122. R>>Rc(Pd)= ' 1aHol2
2. R>>8
(F,) = - AO aylHO12
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A.4 Application examples
Situations to be analyzed
The following three effects are analyzed for the models in Figures A. 1 and A.2:
Time average losses and forces produced by vehicles moving at normal cruise speeds
near non-magnetic materials with skin depth greater than the key dimensions.
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* Time average losses and forces produced by vehicles moving at normal cruise speeds
near ferromagnetic materials with skin depth less than critical dimensions.
* Instantaneous forces on stationary or slowly moving vehicles near ferromagnetic
materials with large skin depth.
General observations
* A given ac field interacting with a non-magnetic cylinder will produce more loss
when it is transverse than when it is axial, but the loss varies as the same powers of
Rand B.
* For all cases studied, if the resistivity is held constant and the permeability is
increased then the power loss will increase.
* Assuming the total volume of reinforcing rods is constant, when currents are limited
by skin depth, it is preferable to use a few large reinforcing rods. When currents are
not skin depth limited, then it is preferable to use a larger number of smaller rods.
* There is no force unless there is a gradient in the magnetic field, and the force is in
the direction of the gradient.
* For ferromagnetic materials there can be large static forces.
Typical numerical values
The normal speed regime of the vehicle is assumed to cause induced electrical
currents with frequencies in the range 30 to 120 Hz. Numerical examples for a frequency
of 60 Hz are presented in Table A.2. Simple scaling laws allow one to extrapolate the
results to all normal frequencies.
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Table A.2 Typical power loss and force due to transverse field on reinforcing rods
Assumptions:f= 60 Hz, a = 10 m-1, R = 0.01 m. Note that there are forces on the non-
magnetic materials, but they are not significant compared to otherforces. Pd and Fy are
time average except for the static case.
Field and Material I of0, Tesla Pd, MW/&3 I F, kN/m3
.I:,r . : : ..... au . i . a ! ! g .. ii::i i;...... ... . Y.. ..... ..... ........, ... ,,.,,,.,. s';"a'.
Mild steel, static 1 0 7,960
0.1 0 79.6
0.01 0 0.80
Mild steel, <R 1 47,300 11,900
0.1 473 119
0.01 4.7 -1.2
Stainless steel, >R 1 1.95 -1.62
0.1 0.02 -0.16
0.01 nil nil
Aluminum, >R 1 63.5 -1,690
0.1 0.63 -16.9
0.01 0.01 -0.17
Mild steel, static 1 0 39,800,000
0.1 0 398,000
0.01 0 3,980
Mild steel, &<R 1 23,600 3,980
0.1 236 39.8
0.01 2.3 0.4
Stainless steel, >R 1 0.97 -0.54
0.1 0.01 -0.01
0.01 nil nil
Aluminum, >R 1 31.7 -564
0.1 0.32 -5.64
0.01 nil -0.06
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A.5 Conclusions
Materials for mounting
The least expensive materials for reinforcing is mild steel, but its use leads to
strong ferromagnetic forces. Guideway conductors are only exposed to high fields for a
small fraction of the time. If 30-meter-long vehicles are spaced at least 3 km apart, then
the duty cycle is less than 1 percent. Considering only the heating caused by power
dissipation, losses as high as 100 MW/m 3 = 100 W/cm 3 are probably acceptable if there
is adequate cooling limits temperature rises to between 20° and 40° C. Hence, small
amounts of stainless steel mounting materials can be exposed to fields as high as 1 Tesla,
but mild steel must not be exposed to fields over about 0.05 Tesla. Somewhat higher
fields would be acceptable if the steel resistivity could be increased by alloying.
Aluminum has a cost advantage over stainless steel and could be used at fields up to 1
Telsa, but the losses and forces will be larger than for stainless steel. A more detailed
calculation is needed to ascertain the acceptability of aluminum fastening devices, and
where they are used the diameter should be limited to the smallest possible value.
Materials for reinforcing
In a typical example, concrete with all metallic reinforcing rods might have 0.01
m3 of reinforcing rods exposed to the fields of a single vehicle at any time. If we limit the
loss to 1 MW/m3 , then the total dissipation will only be about 100 kW, and this is
probably acceptable. Using this criteria, mild steel should not be used where the fields
exceed 100 gauss. Stainless steel reinforcing could be exposed to axial fields of over 1
Tesla, but should not be exposed to transverse fields of more than 0.7 Tesla. However, if
the radius of the reinforcing rod is decreased by a factor of 2 then stainless steel could be
used at twice as high a field. Aluminum is never used for reinforcing because of problems
with thermal expansion, and clearly it is not a good material to use when time varying
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magnetic materials are present. If it is used, it should be fabricated into insulated strands
in a "Litz wire" fashion.
Magnetic forces
Loss considerations virtually preclude the use of ferromagnetic steel in regions
where these materials could create significant forces. If heating were not a criterion, then
one would have to determine the impact of the very large forces. There will be forces on
non-magnetic material, but if the mounting and reinforcing materials are of relatively
small size, then these forces are not significant except in so far as they create magnetic
drag. Stainless steel does not appear to create significant undesirable forces.
Recommendations
Thick rods of ordinary ferromagnetic steel should not be used where there are
time varying fields of more than a few hundred gauss. High resistivity, non-magnetic
steels can be used almost anywhere if care is used in matching the steel properties, rod
diameter, and orientation. Aluminum is usable if fabricated into insulated strands, with
the diameter of individual wires limited to 1 or 2 mm. These rough guidelines are
intended only for conceptual design, and in a final design a detailed calculation should be
done using the methodology described above.
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Appendix B
Appendix B Hybrid FRP Reinforced Concrete Beam Tests
This appendix contains test results from seven hybrid FRP reinforced concrete
(R/C) beams tested in bending. Tests were conducted in two phases. The first phase
included three beams each having a hybrid rod of a different carbon thickness-hybrid 1,
hybrid2, and hybrid3. The second phase tested four beams, two with hybrid rods and
two with hybrid2 rods. Four of the test beams (I-1, I-2, II-la, and II-2b) were loaded until
it appeared the hybrid rod had yielded. The beam was removed from the test machine and
concrete cleared to reveal the hybrid rod. Only the rod in test I- appeared to have carbon
failure before glass failure.
Though several of the plots appear to indicate a brittle failure (I-1, I-3, and II-2a),
extensive beam section cracking was evident long before any failure. Also, since the area
under each plot can be taken to indicate ductility in the beam, it is clear that each beam
failed in a ductile manner. For a stiffness based, the design service load for the given test
beams is constrained to less than 6000 kN (as indicated in plots II-la and II-2b). At
approximately 6000 kN, the hybrid rod experiences a strain of approximately 0.002. This
strain level corresponds approximately with the yield strain of 414 MPa (60 ksi) mild
steel. Since concrete crushes at approximately a strain of 0.003, the hybrid rod is
constrained to perform at or below the 0.002-0.003 strain range.
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